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INTRODUCTION
In his well-knovTn book "The Christ of the
Indian Road", Dr. E. Stanley Jones defines a position he
has adopted while presenting Christ in India. As a young
missionary he had drawn from both the Old and the New
Testaments as the literature setting forth the Christian
ideal of life; later he became convinced that he was
attempting to defend too large a field. By resetting the
first stake from the outer boundary of Genesis to that of
Matthew's Gospel, and confining himself to the New Testa-
ment he finds ample resource for his needs. Meanwhile,
the Old Testament, which served as a background for the
ministry of Jesus Christ, becomes negligible in the
ministry of my illustrious fel low-missi onary ,
Yet, living in a land of Hindu gods and
goddesses who in function, rite and ceremony, ma,ke the
same appeal to the popular mind as did that pantheon which
held ancient Canaan in thrall, and which all but engulfed
Israel during her "Middle Ages" of syncretistic worship,
I question whether the New Testament alone can best serve
the Hindu, He may be seeking to break with pantheism and
to find the personal Cod denied him even by Brahma as
creator in a world where 'nothing begins and nothing ends'
KnoY/ing only the deifying forces and 'instincts tropical
as the climate', with multitudinous incarnations and
1
reincarnations, he has never reached an ethical and spirit
ual monotheism, Mi^xt not the record of Israel's long
1
struggle to attain this monotheism encourage him to leave
past achievements behind and to reach forward to future
attainments in the new order?
And v/hat of the red-fezzed Muslim who so
proudly claims descent from Abraham and Hagar? Is the
alluring history of Abraham's Hebrew descendants to be
closed to this student? He raa^^ be covertly seeking, not
Jesus Christ, but the Christian's God, for, monotheist
though he is, he may be quietly probing the depths of
that fatalism imposed by a stern and supremely sovereign
God 'who is 'the ultimate will acting through all the
chaos and confusion of the world'. Even when beneficent,
this inexorable will weaJ^ens the initiative of man, v^i le
the shadow of Kismet, as a soporific, induces resignation,
slothfulness or stagnation according to his temperament.
East Indians are today accepting the guid-
ance of the Spirit of Science in all but religion, but
this will surely follow. Under wise spiribaal leadership,
they should attain new freedom in this field - an emanci-
pation even greater than our own has been. They are well
aware that for decades we have been investigating their
sacred books. Have we a right to do this while withhold-
ing any considerable portion of our own? Further, have we
a sound reason for withholding the Old Testament?
In theory, no; in practice, yes. Today any
youth of fair education may approach the Westerner in India,

eager to borrow a Bible to read. The majority may be satis-
fied to receive a New Testament only, but a second request
is likely to follow, any hour, "Now, by your kindness, I m
read}^ for your Old Testament," The missicnary hesitates;
she sets forth the advantacies of first masterine* the New
Testament by further, directed study, or, producing a Bible,
she carefully outlines a plan by which it may be most
profitably read. With his usual courtesy the Easterner hears
her through and departs, then, v/ith his usual patience, reads
it all, just as it stands, book after book.
Considering thehappier outcome that might have
been, could she have first sufficiently impressed him with
that premise regarding the progressive development of the
idea of God, and then have presented a historical Old
Testament as being the accepted and current version, the
"Westerner finds little comfort in the reflection that the
Hindu can scarcely be sensitive to conflicting and inade-
quate conceptions of God. Koran-readers are perhaps more
likely to find within this work of composite authorship
covering centuries of tim.e, the various attributes of God
at variance with each other - now ethical and beneficent,
now low-motived, arbitrary send even sadly immoral, capable
of unthinkable cruelties in '.hose days described by a small
American girl as being "before God became a Christian"
,
/jiother consideration clamors for attention.
Can the thought-life of Jesus Christ himself be fully

appreciated without some knowledge of the genesis and
growth of even his immortal sayings? "Blessed be the pure
in heart, for they shall see God", he one day declared, A
powerful statement this, both epoch-ma,rking and epoch-
m.aking. The day of its utterance marks the end of a trail
leading through the centuries v^ile men were sloughing off
externals to get at this kernel of thought. Herein I have
quoted from a class lecture which finds illustration within
this paper with its picture of patriarchs and prophets who,
each in his own place on the trail, have waged the battle
for purity. In India, too, one cannot but feel the pulsing
current of such processes ^s^ich shall one day emerge in
the acceptance of ideals high and holy, yet scientific and
practical, malting for more synthesized living. Finally,
the library of thirty -nine books known as the Old Testament,
properly arranged and interpreted, as the true plinth upon
which rests the New Testament library will give the life
and teachings of Jesus Christ full authority and power.
An evaluation of the conception of G-od as
it unfolded in Israel should prove both interesting and
instructive even to the non-Christian, Y/ith this in mind,
I have undertaken the subject by first explaining my
method end reviewing the background furnished Old Testament
thought and history by the older religions of the near East,
I have then traced the pregnant and challenging idea of God
from its crudest beginnings in Israel until it had won the
c
allefriance of such devout and thaightful men as Amos, Hosea,
Isaiah and Jeremiah,
I wish here to express my appreciation of the
guidance given me throughout the study by Professor Elmer A.
Leslie, Ph.D., and for the encouraging interest of friends
in America and in India to whom such a treatise seems timely,
S •
Muttra, India
1 . c f . Atk ins, G , G , : Proce ssion ,of the Gods , p . 264
2. of. Ibid.
i. c
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD
c
The_Profclemi Israel J!. s„5uexit„for_Gpd_
1, The The age-lcng struggle in human advancement
universal
quest has combined, in many races, high moral con-
^ cepts with the God-consciousness. Perhaps it is not an
over-statement that the search for the divine is common to
every land and people. Springing out of purely naturalistic
conceptions of deity and of the relations of deity to man,
practical systems of religion have emerged, usually during
the primitive period while life frankly depends upon the
fertility of the soil. Consciousness of this dependence
upon nature has further involved conceptions of relations
between animate life and men. It followed naturally, that
at the base of the social structure as it evolved, lay
religious and political institutions so closely interact-
ing that no distinction between them was apparent.
The universal quest for God may, for the
purpose of this study, first be narrowed to the Oriental
world where "an underlying identity of thought" must be
recognized. Common fundamental ideas here constitute the
common soil from v/hich various cults have sprung. "It is
clear," says S.A. Cook, "that this identity in the mental
environment manifests itself unintermittently over the
Oriental world from our earliest sources to the present
1
^ day," Traditions v/hich were passed from father to son
through countless generations have come to constitute a
body of beliefs unconsciously propagated; and "every
1, "Notes in the Old Canaanite Religion"
The^Exposit^r Aug. 1910 Vol. X, p. 113
(13)
1
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positive religion has come into contact all along the line
with the old ideas and practices which held the field."
In particular, throughout Western Asia and
• Egypt, this underlying identity of thought is proven by
Assyriologists and Egyptologists, "In the elaborate cults
of Babylonia and Egypt, in the priestly and prophetical
writings of the Old Testament, in the Talmudic and Syriac
sources, and in modern Palestine itself, the common funda-
2
mental ideas appear in a great variety of shapes."
2. The Israel- From among these popular representatives
itic quest
unique of ancient cults a certain people - for
whom no great antiquity can be claimed - developed such
genius as to lay hold upon those great religious ideas
which, as C.F. Kent asserts, have become the mainspring
of humanity's progress and which have determined the
faith of more than half of mankind. "For, crystallizing,
they became the religion of the Jew; being perverted,
they degenerated into Mohammedan ism| and, expanding,
they developed into Christianity." In this system
developed by Israel the luminous central figure is the
God of their fathers - of Abraham, of Isaac and of Jacob
- the Hebrew Yahweh whose chosen people they believed
themselves to be, in war and in peace, in triumph and in
^ disaster, during the period of their most brilliant
nationalism and finally, throughout the collapse of the
state, through captivity and even martyrdom.
1. Opjt cit., p. 113
2. iBid.
5» A-Siatpry_pf_the_Hebrew_pepplej. p. 5
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3. Its develop- "Monotheism in any real sense is the
ment a
challenge to result of a long, painful struggle,"
ihquiry^ today
says Jordan, "and it has come to the
world through what has been aptly called 'the Divine
discipline of Israel,*" In time Israel set herself apart
from her neighbors by the content of her God-consciousness:
He is a personal God; a social God; a moral God; a righteous
God; a sovereign God - such, under stress of various circum-
stances, was her grasp of the various attributes of Yahweh,
If this thesis is well founded on the evolving life of the
nation from its nomad days to its highest culture, it
should outline the first stages of the final panorama
of a great world movement from God through humanity to
God aP'ain, or, essential Christian thou^t.
In a scientific age such inquiry is
pertinent to faith. "With the rise of modern historical
science", sa:'^s H.P, Smith, "men began to realize that
what the Biblical writers thought of God and divine
3
things might not always be normative for us." The
modern student of history, no longer content with philo-
sophical arrangements of conceptions of God, must needs
trace the process of growth by which the very idea of God
came to be what it is. For to him, the "principle of
arrangement must be organic, according to the stages of
1. Jordan, W.G.: "The Religion of Israel", A Commentary
522 the_Bjbl£ by A.S. Peake, p.
2. cf. Bowne, B.P.: ^^uSies in Christ ianitv, p. 45
3 . The Religion o f Israel. An^HIstorlcal"^ Study
,
preface
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growth discoverable in the documents upon which our knowl-
edge depends," A second consideration is that the legiti-
macy of fundamental beliefs in the God of the Old and New
Testaments is frankly in the balance. For to the believer
who undertakes this task the result must be either dis-
illus iorjnent or reassurance,
Me thp d p f Iny e g t i gg.t i on
The search for the beginnings of Israel's
religion involves an inquiry into her prehistoric times.
For by the time she emerges into the full light of
history with a body of literature, her distinctive idea
of God is no longer a primitive or puerile conception but
a well-established conviction, giving evidence of long and
sturdy growth. Says Hermann Gunkel, "We shall see more
and more what a long and undeniably great history mankind
had already behind it before any such religion could
possibly appear." Whence came it first into Israel?
Are any early traces of the idea to be found?
1, Sources, a. History yields its evidence.
Modern scholarship, in giving us a
chronological arrangement of the literature of the Old
Testament, has facilitated a reconstruction of Israel's
thought life from the days of her patriarchs onward.
1. On^ cit,
2. The History of Religion and Old Testament Criticism, p. 13
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Sa3^s J, A. Bewer:
"If we read the Old Testament in the order in
which its various parts originated, it takes on
a new significance, for the warmly pulsating
life of the people and of its leaders is felt
much better at its sources. The comnon folk
with their songs and stories, the poets and the
prophets, the Historians, lawgiv'i.ers, and sa^es,
all stand before us as we follow in our imagina-
tion the various phases of the great develop-
ment and try to think ourselves into the
different experiences with sympathetic understand-
ing until we feel the power that moved them all
and recreate in our own mind the times of long
ago, when the pioneers of the Spirit blazed new
paths for the moral and spiritual development
of the race." 1
Such a reconstruction is fundamental to the purpose of
this paper.
b. Tradition makes its contribution.
If we seek to know the inner life of a
neortle, we supplement their f ormal history, which is
simply an accurate representation of acts with the pre-
ceding popular traditions and ritual, into which are pro-
jected the beliefs, the aspirations and the eternal
truths held by the generations which received and
2
cherished them. Long before anybody thou^t of writing
in literary form, the people sang songs, told stories and
listened to the counsels of their wise men, repeating to
their children that which appealed to them, of wit or
wisdom. Riddles, hero-stories, paeans of victory, are
flung off in rhyme or proclaimed in dignified measure,
• The. .Lit_erature_ o f_th e_ 0 1d_T e s t^me nt_ in„ it
s
BA s?p,rlp gtl. Pgyejppment
,
"pre fac
e
2. cf. Kent, C.F.: The_Gr(2wth_and_CfijQtgnts_£f_th£
Did, T.estgjnen^E
, p . 3
c
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to the accompaniment, often, of the clapping of hands or
the staccato notes of simple musical instruments. Thus
music and dramatic expression, however primitive, give
thought its wings for wide ranges of flight and lasting
hold upon imagination and memory. Such gems of thought
wherever found - often in historical matter, - mark the
real nucleus of the narrative, giving tradition-stories
and songs a source-value all their own. Again, the un-
spoken ideas enibodied in traditional ritual (are of)
1
superior significance in any study of the world^s religions.
A sketch of Hebrew tribal and national
history seems essential to a full understanding of her
racial temper and her peculiar genius, "If it was
granted this people to mount^the heights, the path thither
led along the ways of men". Neighbored by Egypt at the
height of her immemorial glory, by Babylonia, already
declining after centuries of splendor and domination, and
by Assyria of fabulous wealth, notorious for her brutally
destructive conquests, the Israelites were a small people
3
in a great world. Of Semitic stock, her kindred nations
included the Arabs, the Phoenicians, the Aramaeans, the
4
Babylonians and Assyrians. When first discovered, about
1500 B.C., the Israelites were nomads, living as had their
1. of. Smith, W. Robertson: The, Religion of t he Semites
Tntro. by S7a7 Cooi, p. 33
2. Noyes, Carleton: The Genius, pf Israel. Preface, p. 8
I]bid., p. 8
4. CI. Smith, W, Robertson: Op. cit . . p.l

ancestors, in Arabian deserts or pasture lands, as the
Bedouin lives today. Moving here and there, seeking
pasturage for their flocks end herds on "that trail from
savagery to civilization over which the Semites dragged
themselves during weary centuries", in time the Israel-
ites fell into servitude to Egypt, for generations. After
a signal deliverance from the hand of Pharoah (Merneptah,
reign 1225-1215 B.C.) and another period of wandering in
Arabia or with residence at Kadesh Barnea, they again
reached Canaax. Here at last they settled down to agri-
cultural pursuits, living in villages and cities, which
they invaded either as fellow-citizens with the inhabit-
ants or as conquerors, according to opportunity. A
domination by their Philistine neighbors (1080-1028 B.C.)
strengthened national aspirations to a monarchial form of
government to succeed the former patria.rchy. Accordingly,
Saul was crowned (1028 B.C.) to be followed by David in
1013 B.C. Then, for one period only, did the Hebrew
nation approach the sovereignty exercised by her great and
ancient neighbors East and West:
"David laid the foundations of a despotism. Solomon,
worldy, ambitious, and loving splendor, strove with
the resources which his father had made possible to
play the role of magnificent potentate. When the
government passed to a weak and unwise son, the
momentum was lost, and the kingdom fell apart.
Israel and Judah, divided against themselves, re-
verted to a humbler station." 2
1. Barton, G.A. : A Sketch of Semitic Origins ^ Preface
2. Noyes, Op. cit.. p. 6
"
c
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#
#
Under the ratronage of Solomon, literary art
ha.d received a vital impetus; lyric poetry, historical and
legalistic writings flourished. In an atmosphere of ease
and plenty, the high sentiments of generations, as well as
their records and laws, began to take permanent form, while
on the other hand, "Israel's supreme gift to the world" -
that of prophecy - was brought forth by the great crises of
her existence, Philistine wars of the eleventh century
and the Syrian wars of the ninth century were illumined by
the declarations made by the rank and file of the prophetic
order. The canonical prophets of the later day (eighth
century to second B.C.) continue to meet every national
crisis with a service at once patriotic and religious,
recalling kings and people alike to put their trust in
Yahweh, their deliverer of old; but in vain. The two
little kingdoms, dwelling in that land of desire between
the great imperialistic powers of the day, attempt to
maintain national existence by resorting to foreign
alliances, first with Assyria, then with Egypt, In time
both kingdoms suffer conquest: Israel by Assyria (722 E.G.),
Judah by Babylonia (597 B.C.). Of the first-named
"Israel" we hear no more - her children are scattered and
lost to the Hebrew race. In Babylon, on the other hand,
1. Knudson, A,C.: The_Beacon_Li£hts_af_P]:2phecy, p. 1
2. Ikil.* p. 2
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the exiled "children of Judah" conserve their noblest
patriotic and religious aspirations through the faithful
labor of their prophets. Some sixty years later, Persian
arms are victorious in Babylonia, and Cyrus the conqueror
proclaims the end of the exile. Judah, henceforth known
as "Israel", is now free to return and to rebuild her
capital in Jerusalem,
From this survey, one towering fact emerges:_^
"The genius of Israel was supreniely a genius for religion";
her preeminent task was that of declaring the meaning of
God in human experience. To Israel, he dominated history,
intertwining event and ideal. Hebrew history, or the
merest outline of it, affords a trellis-like support for
the healthy growth of the great, compelling Ideav/hich
budded, blossored, and bore rich fruitage alongside it.
In her literature, Israel's leaders have
marked the progress of the Idea, stage by stage - a fact
obscured until the modern discovery of the laws of progress,
by the old Jewish tripartite division of the books of the
Canon. Their logic demanding first law, then psalms, then
prophets, must yield to Reuss*s arrajigement whereby
prophets y law« psalms - in a broad generalization - seems
the incontrovertible order, as corresponding to natural
processes of development. The search-light of historical
science next discovers the separate sources, incidentally
1. Noyes, 0^^^ cit.. Preface, p. 8
6
reveaJing a young nation struggling through its genera-
tions to throw off its slave-mind and to gain spiritual
values, yet without a ponderous legal system, imposed
from without. Instead the great prophetic ideals are
formulated into statutes in the days of the nation's
maturity.
In order to trace this development, the
student must acknowledge indebtedness to scholars who
have unearthed and identified those ancient and frag-
mentary sources. "All our knowledge of antiquity comes
to us in fragments," says H.P. Smith, "a bit of flint ...
a half-defaced inscription ... a pile of broken clay
tablets ... even the literature which has come down to
1
us is only a fragment." The method of the archaeologist
establishes the probable authenticity of the sources
within the Old Testam.ent and sets the originals apart
from later additions and interpolations. It gathers up
the ancient and broken inscriptions of stanza, of narra-
tive, or T)rophecy or of legal document, rates them as (1)
irrefutable information, as (2) documents not entirely
free from ambiguity, yet valuable, as (3) indispensable
hypotheses, or as (4) documents which belong to a period
far remote from the events which they describe.
Further, scientific research by disclos-
ing the quaint originals which are found overlaid by
1 • Opj^ c i t
. , p . 8
2. Cf. Kittel, Rudolph: The_Scientif ic.Siiadx.of^ihft
T^TS" Tes"!^amen^, p. ?,"S'"'"
"
c
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anachronistic interpolations and passages of interpretation
reveals the literary methods of the times when authorship
did nit imply ownership, and historiographers were compilers
or editors rather than original authors, selecting and
modifying the writings of other men as best served their
purpose in writing. Even later changes are not precluded.
Says H,P, Smith: "When a man of Israel had in his possess-
ion a book that seemed to him defective in its point of
view, he saw no reason why he should not correct it by in-
sertion of what he thought more adequate." Such inter*
polations, he adds, reveal most clearly and most touching-
ly the state of mind of religious men who felt the defects
2
of the documents which had come down from antiquity.
Finally, individual differences in diction
and style of the a uthors of the Old Testament, and the
times of their literary labors, were agreed upon by
scholars. The sources were then ready for' the modern
student, _^Those needed for this paper may be tabulated as
follows
:
FraOTents of Old Testament Literature before
1000 B.C, 4
5
Fragments from the times of David and Solomon
Old Testament Literature of the Ninth Century
B,C, 6
Old Testament Literature of the Eighth Century
to 750 B.C. 7
T , "'c?T~ITriver7"^Tl^TT~In^ro2uc^ion_to_the
oF"the t3Id Testgjnent
,
"pT 4 ,
5
2 . Op. cit
. , p . 8
See Chapter III. p. ""of this paper
4, See Chapter III. p. '^"'of this paper
5, See Chapter IV. p."f:of this paper
6, See Chapter IV, p.'i^Tof this paper
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Method of When scientifin research had distinguished
treatment
of sources and set apart the earlier conception and
the later thought in countless Biblical passages, both
strands were made valid for use in maintaining the thesis
that the ethical s.nd spiritual religion of the Hebrev/s v^a^
v.'on, point by point, by thinkers who pondered on the charac-
ter of Yahweh,
Seven great documents and several lesser
groups of annals treat the period under consideration,
with varying interpretations of the movements of Yahv/eh
in the history of his people. But the time-limit of
literary production, up to 750, admits only the two
earliest documents, J and E, and certain Chronicles and
court histories, eliminating from, this study the later
documents - the combinations of J and S, and of J., E and
D., the Deuteronomic narratives of Moses, and of Joshua,
Judges and Samuel, the Deuteronomic editing and re-
editing of the Book of Kings, and the Code of Holiness,
all of ^ich are dated after 700,
In developing this theme, three methods
present themselves:
(1) To treat conceptions subject-wise,
following the histor}^ of each, as
depicted in the sources of earlier
and later date.
1. cf. Leslie, E.A.: "The Chronologv of the Old Testament",
The Abingdon jBible Commentary ,
p. 109 ff.
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(2) To study the bits of tradition or history,
song or stor}', code or covenant, sjid finally
the literary documents, piecing together
these evidences of the life ajnd thinking of
the people by a chronological pririciple.
(?) To recount specifically the work of J,
and the modifications made by E, as evi-
dence of the refinement of first recorded
conceptions of Yahweh,
This paper attempts to establish its argtiment by com-
bi ning th e s econ d and th ir d me th od s
.
3, Conceptions "'^/hether a book be authentic, in the
technical meaning of the y/ord, is of
small interest compared with its authenticity as vision,
as truth, and as the revelation of God." "The conviction
of a personal and living power, the utterance of a new^
life, which sprang from, the infinite source of all life"
brought forth the true prophet and the conception whereby
advancenient v/as won.
"If we wish to understand religion in its
innermost recesses, v/e must try to understand the inner
3
life of good men," says Dr. Gunk el. "The rjature of man
was that in which God was to make his crowning revelation,*
4
says Marcus Bods, Jesus Christ, in his time, addressed
his fellow-Jews as the product of Israel's long-
1. Smith, G.A,: Modern C
r
i tic i sm an d the Pr each ing
of tFie'
'
Old TestaEient . p. n7
2. Smith, '.V.R.: Op . cit ,. Introduction by S.A. Cook, p. 34
fill* P. 8 -
4. The BoTk of Genesis, The Expositor's Bible , p. 13
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established yet ever-unfolding conviction of God. While
polytheism had produced the cultured yet bewildered
^
Athenians and Romans whom Paul addressed even later,
Jesus in Galilee made common cause with Jewish peasants
and fishermen on hillside and lakeshore; even with these
humble folk he could enter at once upon the loftiest
themes of God*s character, purposes and will for man show-
ing the lofty ground of ethical monotheism upon which his
hearers stood.
Conceptions, or convictions, then, at every
stage forged in the furnace of human personality, bear
witness to revelation on the part of the divine and dis-
0^ "^he part of man; thus God as truth illumines
afresh the universe, the worth of men, and the seeker's
own personal life and work. "From the divine standpoint
revelation has been progressive; from the human, evolu-
4
tionary .
"
The sources, authentic as vision, truth and
revelation of God, are therefore arranged as conceptions,
doctrines or systems of thought, as follows:
Spirit worship, from totemism and
therioraorphism to anthropomorphism, both physical and
psychical, in deity; producing polytheism and polydemonism.
1. Acts 17:22-31; Romans 1:18-25
2. cf. Fowler, H.T.: The_Origin_and_Growth_^of
_l.ha
HebrewRel igion, p. T,2
3. References: Matt. 5:43 and 6:34; Luke 4:11-27
4. Barton, G.A.: The Religion „Qf ,Isra^l.i. p. 5
fc
2. Manglatryt. displac/ing polytheistic
idolatry by exalting one god among the many; and its
attendant ethical hen^theism, or belief in one god not to
exclusion of belief in others.
5, Monotheism, tending in Israel to de-
throne all gods but Yahweh,
4. Early prophet ism., rebuking the
people's disloyalty to the ideal, first of henotheism,
and later of monotheism.
Continuing the outline beyond the limits
of this paper --
5. Later prophet ism, more clearly defining
ethical monotheism,
6. Legalism, institutionalizing ethical
monotheism; law became "tutor".
^
.
Ethical and spiritual monoth^ism^
being expounded by Christ.
To be sure, this modern view of progressive
development in Israel as"a God-guided organic movement"
is simple in outline only. Deserting at one stroke (1)
traditional jJrimitive monotheism, (2) the frameworks of
priestly construction ^'^i^^ once systematized the origins
of Israelitish theocracy, and (3) the ancient belief that
human life is "a cyclic and repetitious story of never-
4
ending rise and fall", the broad survey suggested must
1. Jordan: Od. ext., p. 81
2. Eg. Gen. 9:1 77; c. 17, 23. Nu. 33 Covenants in Gen.
9:12 f. Gen. 17:11, Ex. 31:13. Nu. 1-4, 10:11-23
3. Driver, S.R.: Oj^. cit., p. 126-123
4. Fosdick, H.E.: GhristianH]^_and_Prggre^ p. 14

summarize the leading thoughts of centuries together.
Further, each system gave wa}'' to its successor only
gradually and never absolutely - such is the conservatism
of the religious temperament and such the conflicting inter
play of syncretistic elements. Being a matter of real life
the development suggested by the simple outline turns out
to be exceedingly complex, with roots in the distant past,
and with ramifications in all directions.
"There are side currents as well as the main stream;
higher and lower movements side by side; earlier
types of thought reappear at later stages; along-
side of the higher attainments there are survivals
of primitive conceptions. We cannot hope - in fact
we do not desire to reduce the rich complexity of
life to an abstract simplicity," 1
4, Method of Conceptions, traditional and historical,
treatment of
conceptions will be enriched by analogies of common
beliefs in which Israel shared with her ancestors and her
neighbors, whether Bedouin or Egyptian, Babylonian or
Syrian, Her literature as it appears will authenticate
Israel's growing conception of God from an animistic stage
to one of pure monotheism. Contrasts and clashes with
other faiths occur, rather than analogies,
(1) Under the heading of spirit wo.rship,
the animistic conception of deity is established in Israel
by an "indispensable hypothesis". From the first worship
of an indwelling vitality or soul recognized in all ob-
jects came a transition to the worship of certain "stocks
and stones" embodying spirits or divinities. Next came
iconic worship, with pictures and images to represent
1. Jordan: Op. cit,, p. 81
r
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deities, naturally conforming to the human model. Follow
deities conceived as having bodies and limbs as well as
thous:ht, emotion and will, in a full-fledged physical and
psychical anthropomorphism. "Naturally their deities were
thought to feel and act as the barbarous men and^women of
that early stage of development felt and acted", says
G.A.. Barton. "Thev became more and more definitely human,
2
and did not in the process become more divine", comments
F.B. Jevons. This cycle is perhaps best described as
anthropomorphic polytheism. Its influence upon Israel
will be shown in Chapters II and III.
(2) But "the tendency to provide the gods
more and more definitely and precisely with human limbs
3
and bodies ... when fully realized becomes intolerable".
The second great cycle of raonolatrous worship and heno-
theistic belief is further distinguished by the rejection
of the physical aspects of deity. It seems evident, how-
ever, that polytheism first gave way; and that they
attributed physical features and ph;^'sical limitations to
Yahweh for generations.
In time, under the influence of Moses,
Israel broke with polytheism. "Suddenly", says W.E, Addis,
"a new and higher religion appeared upon the scene. In-
stead of a vague belief in spirits, the tribes ... adopted
The Reli gi on of Israel
^ p. 6
2. Anthropomorphism', An En^xsiSE^edia of^Religion a,nd
EtETcs, by J as, Hastings, ToI.T.
p. 575
"5. ibid., p. 547
r
the sole worship of a God who revealed himself as Jehovah
and they made allegiance to him the bond of union among
themselves,'* All their religious sentiments and cultic
acts were centered on him. Says I.J. Peritz:
"Only a comparison with the religions of surrounding
peoples can make clear how notable this faith is.
There is no ima^ge of Jehovah; no sacred prostitution,
which Baal worship had; there is an absence of the
rank spiritism, animism and magic so prominent in
the cults which later influence the Israelites; and
in religious leadership the prophetic element, or
the moral and spiritual, dominates over the priestly
or ritual." 2
Chapter III is given to this intermediate stage between
polytheism and monotheism which was the ideal of Mosaic
times and of the centuries immediately following, during
which the conflict with polytheism in Canaan brought about
a syncretized worship of Yahweh and the local baals.
( 3 ) The Beginnings of Monotheism
Meanwhile, among the Hebrews, devout
followers of Yahweh were recalling the principles of Moses
and denouncing the sensuous religions of Canaan. From
first demanding a return to the one God who had brought
them out of Egypt, Israel's sturdy pre-literary prophets
continued to set forth Yahweh' s trust-worthiness, his
4 5
justice and righteousness and his supremacy, tending to
1 • Hefeiaw^Re 1 igion_t o_t h e_Es tab 1 i sh^
Ez.ra.
» p . ^3.
~
""
-
-
2. Sld Testasent^Hi story:, p. 94 f.
3. Gad s rebuke for trusting in numbers rather than in
God, 2 Sam. : 24
4. Nathan's reproof of David's sin, 2 Sam. 12: 1-15
Elijah denounces Ahab's sin, 1 Ki. 21
5. "The God that answereth by fire, let him be God"
1 Ki. 18:24-39
cc
1define an ethical monotheism'. Already "the genius of
Israel, single, intense, consummately religious, came to
superlative expression in the men who sou^t to know God,
that they might do his will." Together with this advance,
the early writings of her literati encouraged racial and
religious exclusiveness. Chapter IV. is given to this
development
,
Beyond the limits of this paper, Israel
brought forth the literary prophets, who in turn found
God in Yahweh, righteous, just but merciful, ready to
punish but eager to oardon, exalted but tenderly loving,
a mighty God but spiritual, God supreme and eternal. And
the prophets led Israel to the heights of ethical mono-
theism.
5. Outline "The history of religion was constructed
Survey of on the basis of the sources, critically
Sources treated, and at the same time, the history
of religion formed a basis for the re-
construction of the sources." 4
In this paper, the arrangement of sources is determined,
first, by a chronological principle; second, by a class
principle whereby writings of a class or type are set
together for the logical treatment of the conception in-
volved. Briefly stated, this survey includes:
a. Prior to 1000 B.C. - First impressions of deity
as preserved by folk-lore and traditions: war and march
1. "If Yahweh be God, follow him; but if Baal, then
follow him."
2. Noyes: Op. cit., p. 434
3. cf. IMd.
4. Gunkel:"'Op. ^t., p. 7
c
songs, proverbs and fables, prophetic blessings and
oracles. Prevailing idea of God, anthropomorphic,
b. 1000-750 B.C. - Political, social and religious
conflicts in Canaan give rise to two groups of writings:
(1) Poems, narratives and laws of the time of
David, Solomon and Jeroboam I,
(2) Narratives of the dynasty of Omri. J and
E documents, the Eli jah-Elisha cycle of narrative. Pre-
vailing idea: Henotheism in conflict with polytheism,
both being anthropomorphic still.
c
CHAPTER II
THE BACKGROUND OF OLDER RELIGIONS

Aj The. Religious. Heritage, of. the. Orient
The universal quest for God has produced two
types of thought to which the religious world is chiefly
indebted: (1) the intuitive type, by which subjective
thinking reached its climax in the Hebrew prophet, and (2)
the rational type, by which Indo-European philosophers
have, by abstract, objective thinking, analyzed the be-
liefs which actuate religious practices. To the latter
1
we owe the creeds and dogmas of religion. But by subject-
ive thinking the Semites had first brought spiritual con-
ceptions to bear upon human needs, and in time, as Hebrews,
they "succeeded in making their ethical God so real ...
that their ideas gripped the imagination even of untutored
folk, and mou Ubd character". Their spiritual descendants,
3
rich in religious feeling and assurance, have attained
modern ideas of universal humanity and the brotherhood of
4
man.
The Hebrews, then, developed the first
pes itive religion; through the sheer force of their fresh
and virile conceptions of God the^ were able to break
5
through "the old unconscious religious tradition" which had
held successive generations in its benumbing grip from
time immemorial. "They became the greatest social re-
formers of ancient history." Yet, as suggested by W.R,
Smith:
1. Wild, Laura H. : The Evolution of the Hebrew People, p. 58 f
2. Ibid., p. 57 f
3. cf. Ibid., p. 59
4. cf. Ibid., p. 58
5. Smith, W.R.: 0^. £it., p. 1
6. Wild, Laura H.: Op. cit., p. 57
(34)
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"No positive relii^ion that has moved men has been
able to start wi uh a tabula lasai ... A new scheme
of faith can find a hearing only by a;5pe aline:- to
religious instincts and susceptibilities that^ al-
ready exist in its audience. Thus to comprehend
a system of positive religion thoroughly, to under-
stand it in its historical origin and forms as well
as in its abstract principles, we must know the
traditional religion that preceded it," 1
Regarding this cleavage, S.R, Driver says:
"The Hebrews were a Semitic people, and shared with
their neighbors many similar laws, institutions,
customs and beliefs: ... but religiously,^ there was
a greai gulf fixed, ... While in babylonia, as else-
where, there were, no doubt, seekers after God, ...
j'-et to the masses religion was polytheistic; the
priests were often mere exercisers, diviners, and
soothsayers; magic, and a most superstitious use of
oracles and omens, filled a great part in the
religious life of the people; religious institutions
and religious practices were not in Babylonia, as
in Israel, made the vehicle and exponent of pure
spiritual truths; there were no really spiritual
teachers, such as the prophets were," 3
It is evident that later paganism had inherited a motley
complex of rites and ceremonies from a series of ancestors
4.
in every stage of culture from pure savagery upwards. An
underlying 'identity of thought' throu^^out the Orient has
5
been referred to, V/hat, then, were the general features
which recur with striking uniformity in all parts of the
Semitic field and govern the evolution of faith and worship
^6
down to a late date? What, in other words, is the Hebrew
debt to ancient religions?
1, Smith, W.R.: Op. cit., p. 2
2. Acts 17:27
"5. Modern Rese9,rch. as. J.ll^stra^il^g, i^he, Bible ^ p. 90
4. CI. SmitH, W.I.: Oj^. cit .7 p7^23
5. Page 13 of this paper.
*"
6. Smith, V7.R.: Op. cit., p. 15
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In his study of the antecedents and funda-
mentals of religion, George Foot Moore finds a motive
universal, supreme, perpetual, for creating sjnd continuirig
religion, in the impulse of self-preservation. Accidents,
disease and perils make the savage aware that "besides his
fellow men, besides the animals ... in short, besides the
things he is familiar with there are around him other
things that are outside his understanding as they are be-
yond his foresight and control". In primitive psychology
the category of cause and effect does not exist; equally
foreign to thou^t is 'accident' - noth ing merely happens;
it is done purposely, by somebody or something, in a word,
by 'powers' to which the savage necessarily attaches
3
personality. The summary of this initial, preanimistic
step follows:
"1, Man believes that there are powers, however
conceived, upon whose behavior toward him
his v/ell-being is in manifold ways dependent.
2, He believes that these powers are actuated by
motives like his own, and therefore compre-
hensible.
3, He believes that it is possible for men, in
some Y/ay or other, to work upon the powers
so as to keep them from doing harm or make
them serve him. 4
4, And, finally, he acts on this belief."
With this order of development W.R. Smith agrees: "In
early heathenism the really vital question is not what a
1. cf, The^Birth^nd, Growth _.9f_Re^ p. 3 f
2. Or. cit,
, p. 3 f
3. cf. Ibid., T). 9 f
4. Ibid., p.
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god has power to do, but whether I can get him to do it for
me, and this depends upon the relation in which he stands
1
to me .
"
In an era when men have no idea of natural
forces and laws, when, in short, nothing can be natural in
our sense, and consequently, nothing supernatural, practical
religion consists in getting possession of an occult force
(the 'mana' of anthropology) and using it for one*s own
advantage. It i s a morally indifferent force and can be
employed for the malevolent purposes of the black art.
Action, then, became an essential mark of
early religion. To influence the powers, rites, offerings,
prayers, were begun. "Ritual and practical usages were,
3
strictly speaking, the sum-total of ancient religions."
Such forms as are significant in this thesis will be dis-
cussed under Religious Institutions.
Next came a period when the powers were
imagined as 'spirits', ordinarily invisible but sub-
stantial ajid energetic beings which wandered freely about
or lodged in men, or trees, or rocks; or they were termed
'souls', meaning an entity distinct from the body, its
double; visible in dreams or in waking visions but
4
ordinarily not seen. Thus men, in their first adventures
in psychology, conceived the soul as the real individual
self of a man after death; therefore also in life, needing
1. 0^, 2.it., p. 83
2. CI. Moore: Op. c it . . p. 12
3. Smith, W.R.; Op. cit., p. 20
4. Moore: Op. 2.11., p. 22-24
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1
in both states care, food, drink, weapons, utensils, etc.
"Between souls and spirits there is no differ-
2
ence in kind, and no boundary." The souls of neglected
dead become malignant spirits; men drea.ded in life become
more terrible after death, as evil spirits. On the other
hand, ancestral spirits are peculiarly friendly to their
3
own kin; the spirits of dead chiefs become clan gods.
Thus the powers gain in human character and become more
completely personal - the gn.thropomorphic process has beguni
"The local and functional powers now become individual
personal spirits, each of which has its abode in a certain
4
place or object, or is recognized by its specific activities";
this is animism. Next appears the man who can induce* pos-
session* by a spirit #iich speaks and acts through him, but
which he can control. This possessed individual then
masters the traditional art of bringing on trance states,
of driving evil spirits out of others by exorcism, of send-
ing evil spirits into people to make them ill or mad - a
common form of witchcrs^ft. By means of the fetish. men
imprison a spirit v/ithin some small object, carrying it
about to serve their purposes. Or they confine a guardian
spirit for the village in a post of stone or wood, which
later comers carve into an idol.
1. Moore, G.F.: Q^, cit., p, 22
2. Ikid., p. 27
^
3. Ibid., p. 27 f
4. Ihld., p. 28
5. cT. Ibid., p. 29-31
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As for animals, "man ascribes to them his own
feelings and motives; he recognizes in them an intelligence
which is frequently more than a match for his own.
Animals are the embodiment of spirits or of souls; there-
fore man should get power over them by charms; he must
allay their hostility and make them friendly. "When any-
thing begins that has a semblance of worship, animals get
their share of it," Groups of human beings sometimes call
themselves by the name of some animal, regarding themselves
as related to the animals of that species; and so-called
3
totemism of a later stage builds on this foundation.
But of all the characteristics of this
period there is none more intriguing, and none more per-
sistent throughout all religious life, ancient and modern,
than mgigic , Whereas in religion, affirms Dr, Moore, men
per suade spirits or gods to give them their heart's desire,
by magic men act, believing that their acts coerce the
spirits to do what they want. Thus as higher religions
develop, magic is sometim.es symbolized in rites, while
conversely, in purely religious acts which come to be re-
garded as infallibly effective, the element of persuasion
4
may recede, as the rite relapses into magic.
An early distinction was made betv/een the
*white* magic of self protection, including, on the one
1. Moore, G.F.: Od. cit,, p. 36
2. Ibid., p. 37
"~
3. cf. Ibid., p. ^7 f
4. cf. ibid ,. p. 41 f
i
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side (1) aversive magic, by which demonic assaults were
warded off, and (2) productive magic, to multiply the food
supply; and on the other side, the black art of mischiev-
# ous magic. From the productive or fertility magic of nom-
ad life, as from a root, sprang the sanctuary prostitution
and the 'sacred marriage' of the cult, in later farm and
c ity 1 if e
.
At length, "from among the horde of spirits,
som^e rise above the rest and become what ... we may call
3
gods" - forces of nature, yet pe rs ons - capricious in their
doings, and subject to negotiations by rite. During the
next stage, men find the inherent efficacy of the rite less
appealing than the benevolence of their kindly gods. By
another lorjg process the gods, as guardians of established
customs, become responsible as political rulers, completely
4
humanized.
The evolution of natural polytheism may be
5
outlined as follows:
1, In the savage stage: Attention directed to
powers, conceived as near at hand, for defense
against evils, and for the multiplication of
animals and plants that furnish rood.
2. In the pastoral stage:
a. Wandering noma,ds localize the powers more in
stars, sky and sun. Certain stars and con-
stellations are believed to bring rain; sky
1. cf. On, cit., p. 59
2. cf. Ibid,, p, bl
3. Ibid,, p. 43
4. Ibid., p. 50
5. cFT Ibid., pp. 43-49
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and sun either nourish vegetation or burn it
up. The sky with its heavenly bodies,
accompanying them everywhere, becomes their
greatest god.
b. Nomads residing on oases conceive local
proprietary powers as furnishing water and
rood for flocks, as protecting the ir clients
from intruding clans, and prospering them
on their forays. Becoming ^ods, they may
accompany a favorite tribe to a new nome.
The religion of kinship, especially the Vi^or-
ship of mother-goddess, then of faXrher-god,
appears. 1
•3. In the agricultural stage: Beneficent gods bestow
regularly fertile earth, seasonable rainfall,
genial warmth of sun; or they v;ithhold these gifts
at times to keep alive man's' sense of dependence.
Religious rites attend every stage of farming.
Permanent places of worship and of public festival
are set up. The cultus of the kindly gods becomes
established; the gods on their part enlarging
their offices to include protection, championship
and benefactions of all kinds to their worshipping
communities
.
4. In the city-state: New political organizations pro-
duce gods as divine rulers corresponding to earth-
ly kings. Customs, common law, and codes of the
people ^are considered as having divine origin;
public religion becomes a function of state; the
stage an organ of relieion. The gods grow steadily
freater with larger and more vsxied demands upon
hem, in peace and war.
In the process of becoming more human, the
gods become moral, says Moore. As custodians of their
people they eventually become "ideals of human perfection
projected into the divine", at the same time taking their
place in an organized human society.
1. cf. Smith, W.R.: Op^. clt., p. 52
2. cf. 0£. Clt., p. 39
ri
f
"To the humanizing and civilizing of the gods
two factors principally contribute: worship and myth," In
this paper worship includes the rites and ceremonies, prayers
and offerings mentioned in the foregoing resume, to be
treated later in this chapter. The subject of myth also
requires a section apart, with examples. Both worship and
myth in the inherited religions show no real progress be-
yond a certain point of attainment. The priests of oracle
and cult could give the worshipers no fresh and creative
ideas of deity and no creative religious experiences.
Successive generations of the Semitic race grew up ,..
taking it as a matter of course that they should believe and
act as their fathers had done before them.
Thus lacking progressive idealism, a system-
atic hierarchy of Semitic deities was nevertheless con-
structed by Babylonian and Assyrian statesmen to serve
political ends.
On a day, certain Hebrew tribes, led by a
man of genius, in escaping from bondage in Egypt, acknowl-
edged as their deliverer a single deity and accepted him as
their own, believing him to be unique among gods. On that
day a new and positive religion was born. Says Noyes:
"In place of the ancestral god of desert heritage,
patron of his tribe from unreraembered ancientness,
the Hebrews at a definite instant accepted by
voluntary act a single specific deity, revealed to
them by name, Yahweh chose Israel to be his people;
Israel acknowledged Yahweh to be its God," 4
1. Moore: On, cit,, x), 50
2. cf. SmiFh, W.M. : Op^ cit., p. 2
3. See p, of this paper
0^. cit., p. 387
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This new relationship between man and deity, being neither
ph3^sical nor mechanical, held unheard-of possibilities of
development. Founded on a great experience - a mighty act
of deliverance - it evoked from the people so deep a grati-
tude and loyalty that there was no limit to the confidence
they reposed in their God, The task of making over their
inherited crude ideas of deity while refining the concep-
tion of Yah77eh as a spiritual being engaged Israel's best
thought for centuries, #iile they pondered two phases of
the ir new f ai th :
1. Yahweh*s character as it appeared different
from that of other gods
2. The order of demand that he laid upon his
worshipers. 3
An idealism so fresh and vital involved a 'right-about-
face' from the sacred past to the challenging vision of a
righteous God whose power and whose purpose linked together
past, present and future, giving a new perspective of hopes
and standards for life. Yet in the end Israel did not
break with her heredity; instead, she transformed the wide-
spread and permanent features of Semitic religion, making
religious institutions and religious practices 'the vehicle
and exponent of pure spiritual truths'.
Her leaders became able to separate the
ethical motives of religion from their source in a merely
1 . c f . Knud s on , A . C . : Religi ous Teaching1|„ o f_ th^
4
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naturalistic conception of the godhead and its relations to
men - thereby overcomine; the fundamental weakness of
1
"
heathenism.
B. Tribal s^nd National Religious Institutions
Our modern habit is to look at religions from
the side of belief rather than of practice. ... But the
antique religions had for the most part no creed; they con-
sisted entirely of institutions and practices, hence, in
studying the Semitic background of the Hebrew religion,
we take up in order of their development the Religious
Institutions, the National Deities, and finally the Myth-
ology, variable and without binding force, which took the
place of dogma.
1. Clan First in importance, where social, politi-
Organization
cal and relisious interests are in-
sxtricably interwoven, is the simplest social group of
family or clan. The first recognized type of permanent
friendly relation between man and man was that of kinship,
and kinship embraced the human kinsfolk and fellow-
citizens, the animals and the divinities of the circle
into which a man was born. Further, in the animistic
stage, brotherhoods, both natural and artificial, were
formed on the basis of man's accepted kinship with the
same totem animal or tree. Concerted devotion to their
1. Smith, W.R.: Od. cit., p. 58
2. cf. Ibid., p. 16 f
3. cf. I^id., p. 29
1.
1common totem produced ia time the totemistic clan complete.
Its members were bound by religious obligations to exogamy,
marriage rules, brotherhood privileges and mutual protection.
The divinity of the clan was probably first
conceived s a mother-goddess of productivity. With the
recognition of fatherhood, the worship of father-gods be-
gan, sometimes to displace the earlier feminine deities,
sometimes to assume partnerships with them. Thus in some
instances, with the passing of woman's position as head of
the home group and her name as that of the clan, passed the
feminine deity and the institution of polyandry to give
place to masculine deities, to polygamy, and patriarchal
forms of government. Again, in primitive Arabia the
conditions of the country would produce two kinds of clans:
the communal clan on the oasis, worshiping the mother-
goddess; etnd the republican clan of caravan traders moving
hither and yon, in their hazards learning to worship an
3
ideal masculine character.
Leaving the single clan, the next step in
social and religious development grows out of the united
interests of clans living side by side, especially ^en
the pressure of practical necessity leads to organization
for concerted action, as in war. The leading men of the
several clans consult together; a single leader is chosen.
1. of. Barton, G.A,: A Sketch of Sgmitiq Qrigir^^^ p.JY
2, cf. Ibid . . p. 2
•3 . cf . Tbid.
, p. 7-47
r
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acquits himself well, and becomes a lifelong leader, not
only of the army, but also in civil life, restraining the
jealousies and feuds that threaten the solidity of the
state
•
But feuds were incessant, often separating
the small Semitic communities, with the result as given by
Y/.R, Smith:
"On the principle of solidarity between gods and
their worshipers, the particularism characteristic
of political society could not but reappear in the
sphere of religion. In the ssune measure as the
god of a clan or to?/n had indisputable claim to
the reverence and service of the community to which
he belonged, he was necessarily an enemy to their
enemies and a stranger to those to whom they were
strangers." 2
This exclusiveness finds its most pronounced expression in
the share taken by the gods in the feuds and wars of their
worshipers, so that practically none but outlaws changed
3
their religion. Thus David, driven from Yahweh*s territory,
3
complains that he must go, serve other gods; Ruth, coming
into Yahweh's domain, accepts the inference that she cannot
retain her hereditary god of Moab, She declares to Naomi:
5
"Thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God."
Jeremiah remarks that no nation changes its gods, although
6
they be no (i.e. false) gods: "a nation's worship ronains
as constant as its political identit}'-: ... a community
1. cf. Smith, W.R.: Op^ cit., p. 33 f
2 . Ibid
.
, p , 35
•5. c7. Ibid., V. 36 f
4. I. Sam. 26:19
5. Ruth 1:14 ff
6. Jer. 2:11
ic
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could hardly change its religion at^all without being ab-
sorbed into another stock or nation,"
Whenever the social and political unity of
neighboring clans became an accomplished fact, religious
fusion inevitably follov/ed. Sometimes the two gods were
fused into one; sometimes their individualities remained
distinct, and they were worshiped side by side, as allied
divinities. Illustrating the fusion of gods is the con-
ception by Israel's masses which identified Yahweh with
the various Baalim of Canaan, while the latter is the kind
of process to #iich we must apparently ascribe the develop-
3
ment of a Semitic pantheon or polytheistic system.
Within the c Ian- organ iz ati on, therefore, the
two leading conceptions of fatherhood and kingship in
deity emerge - both, in Semitic life, being defined as
physical relationships. The clan-belief that their
descent was from the blood of the gods became a widespread
feature in the old tribal religions of the Semites, too
deeply interwoven with the ^^^ole system of faith and
practice to be altogether thrown aside when the community
4
of the same worship ceased to be purely one of kinship.
2, Rites and The nature of the gods, or belief in them,
ceremonies
was not that upon which antique religions
were founded. Nor was it supposed that by believing in a
1. Smith, W.R.: Od. cii. d, 36 f
2, Judg. 10:10 f.iHosT 2:S, 16, 17; 4-11, 12;
JerT 2:23, 26-28
3. cf. Smith, W.R.: Op, cit.. p. 38 f
4, cf. 1^14,, p. 44
r
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certain series of mvths a man acauired merit or conciliated
" 1
the favor of the gods. Yet primitive man was not without
beliefs, and upon two fundamental convictions he began to
formulate his rites and ceremonies. Experience early in-
clined him to believe that he could gain or recover the
favor of divine powers, and on the other hand, that he
could avoid disaster and destruction by shunning certain
things and places, wherein lodged a spirit which might
resent intrusion, Whether magicsd ideas prevailed - "a
multitude of things in the savage's world seem to be
chari<ed with an occult force, a kind of mas:ical electric
current", either to be manipulated or to be shunned -
or whether the predominating thought was that of pro-
pitiating or persuading spirits to aid and protect him;
"what was obligatory and meritorious was the exact per-
forraance^of certain sacred acts prescribed by religious
tradition,"
"In the course of time these £:rew into a consider-
able bodj of ritual, and as ftieir efficacy de-
pends on the exactness of the performance', the
primitive custodian of the hol}^ place is succeed-
ed by a priesthood which preserves the tradition
and sees' that the rites are duly performed." 4
These priests became also the ministers of the oracle,
interpreting the will and purpose of the g^ds respecting
first the community, and later respecting individual
inquirers
.
1, cf. Smith, T.R,: Op. cit.,. d, 17
2, Moore, 5.5',: 0^, c it . . d, 70
3. Smith, O^. ci
t
. . p, 17
4. Moore, G.F.: Ojj. ci^., p. 51
c
N In general , -then , Semitic rites were evi-
dently prompted chiefly by a thought of co-operation with,
or persuasion of, deity, or by fear of the gods. No ex-
haustive list of rites is here attemoted, but significant
for their influence upon Israel are the following:
a. In the co-operative group, #iere worship most
nearlv approaches communion:
(1) Kites of divination by holy persons,
(2) Fertility magic, developing the licentious
cult,
(3) Prayer, including both praise and petition,
(4) Gifts, offerings, and sacrifices,
b. In the group where obedience was inspired by
fear:
(1) Circumcision,
(2) Sacrifice of the first-born.
(•3) Tabu in general: the ascription of *sacred-
ness* to things,
(4) Rites of expiation and placation addressed
to the gods
,
Rites .cf .di^vinati on are discussed under
the topic, "Office of holy persons**.
" F^rti li ty m^gi,c. rests on the primitive assump-
tion r^sympaohy of nature*) i.e, the identity of
the reproductive processes in all nature, animal
and vegetable, in consequence, it was believed
that the germination of the seed and abundance of
increase could be promoted by the exercise of the
generative function by human beings, originally
no doubt, by the cultivators in their own fields. " 2
At first independent of spirits or gods, this magic re-
ceived religious sanction by attaching itself to any deity
that was believed to give the increase to the husbandman's
3
labors. When at length agricultural festivities were
carried into the sacred precincts of the town, to'flm-
dwellers joined in the rite and the licentious cult was
1. See page 54 of this paper.
2. Moore, G,F.: Op, c_it,, p, 60
3. i.e., an astral dTvinity connected with the germinating
season, or an earth goddess, Jbid,
c
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organized. In time "the Semitic view attr Touted civiliza-
2
tion to the knowledge of sex, regarding both as blessings".
This idea suggested religious festivities in honor of the
creator-divinities, and these occasions became orgies of
sexual pleasure. In particular, as attested by Herodotus,
Jeremiah (apocryphal), Ephraim the Syrian ajid Augustine,
in the different Semitic countries, a religious importance
attached to an act of free love on the part of a woman
3
before she entered wedlock. Inspired by the conception
of the mother-goddess, the sacrifice of maidenly honor
beside the altar as an act of worship long persisted to
4
ensnare the worshipers, even of Yahweh.
Concerning prayer and prais e, both were
used in early ritual as charms considered potent over the
gods themselves. The more personal relation between man
and gods came with the development of pe tition^ and such
praise as would make the request more persuasive. Further,
this prayer is the concomitant of offerings.
Gifts and offer ings #iich men think accept-
able to gods are brought with^r)rayer to appease the anger
of a god, or to gain his favor.^ "The most primitive offer-
ings were probably things to eat." Variously considered as
really the food of the gods, (as food for the spirits of
cT,
1. /Moore, G.F.: On. Q.it.., p. 60 f
2. Barton, G.A.: A Sketch ^f Semitic Origins, p. 97
3. cf. Ibid., p. 54
4. See Hosea, 4:14
5. nf. Moore, G.F.: 0£. ci^., d. 53
6. cf. Ibid., p. 39
7. Ibid., p. 52

their dead ancestors was similarly provided) or as a gift
which the giver might share, (eating the food himself while
the god enjoyed the ascending sweet savor), the idea grew
until the sacrifice of firstlings and of first-fruits be-
came obligatory, as a tribute due to the powers which
gave the increase.
By the single rite of circumci sion man
accomplished a double duty: that of personal sacrifice and
of giving himself a mark whereby his god would always
recosnize him,
Sa^ri^fice_g£_the_first-bgrn to the gods
evidently served either of two demands, on occasion: As
being the most precious offering, the first-born son was
sacrificed in order to escape the tragedy of failure in
some building project, or to win high personal favor of
the gods, perhaps reinstatement after committing some
ceremonial error - jmissing the mark*, the only recogiized
'sin' of those times,
TabUr as giving rise to religious rites, is
much discussed, "Fear of the gods expresses itself in the
ascription to them of sac redness**
^
says H.P, Smith, in ex-
plaining that since the gods belong to another sphere than
that of men, they must be approached with certain precau-
tions - things belonging to them must be handled cautiously
- hence arose religious rites. "To ward off the baleful
influence of one god we may put ourselves under the
protection of another."
1, cf. Micah (ch.6;7) "Shall I give the fruit of my body
for the sin of my soul?"
2, Op. cit., p. 35
c
With characteristic penetration, George Foot
Moore strikes a deeper note, finding on the lowest planes
of culture the belief in occult force, a kind of magical
electric current with which the slightest contact, in-
tentional or otherwise, and even too close proximit}^
suffices to draw the deadly discharge, "The animistic
explanation is that a spirit lodged in these objects re-
sents the act as a personal injury; and a step further
on the object-spirit may be succeeded by a god to whom the
1,2
object is sacred," Next, all dealings with the *marked*
object become 'prohibited by custom or religion', on pain
of 'contagion'. Should an offender invade the vaguely-
defined domain of the gods or commit an act abhorrent to
them, he involves himself, his family and his community
in ruin. The community must in turn repudiate his deed
and remove the 'contagion' by banishing him or by putting
him to death.
"Eventually whatever belongs peculiarly to gods or
is regarded as peculiarly'obnoxious to them is
put under this sanction (of tabu). The old
methods of physically removing contagion become an
anti demonic disinfection, and finally rites o f
expiation and ^lacation addressed to the t^r>c;s7
The idea of guilt originates in these notTons." 3
Or, as Kittel observes, in tabu we find the root ideas of
4
'clean' and 'unclean'.
1. On. cit., p. 70
2. Thus Uzzah (2 Sam. 6;3) dropped dead in his tracks, kille
by a shock of 'holiness', which is the Hebrew name for
this deadly fluid". Ibid.
3. Moore, G.F.: Pp.. clt
. , p. 70^
4. The Rel igi on pf^tEe. People, of
.
Israel, p. 16
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Finally, it must be admitted that several
rites listed above were actuated by mingled emotions. Rites
of divination, prayer, especially petition, and the offer-
ing of gifts and sacrifices Y/ere often inspired by fear.
On the other hand, the general idea of tabu not only pro-
vided long di sc ipl ine in obedience and reverence, through
fear, but it also encouraged a sense of communion, or at
least communication, with the gods, in highly appropr ie.te
places, with very specific decorum, and, in the case of
certain rites, with results which transcend their physical
caa ses
,
The worship of trees prevailed; the ground
under sacred trees was devoted to the building of altars;
springs were consecrated, also hi^ places or hills. In
other words, beautiful and appropriate places were early
reserved for 7/orship, hov/ever crude,
"The (sacrificial) food offered at the holv place
or with religious rites is thereby brought into
the sphere or 'holiness* and acquires divine
virtues which are imparted to those #10 eat, giving
health and strength and happiness. The sense of
fellowship ,., with the deity at whose abode they
are gathered, so to speak as guests at his table,
is a further consequence." 1
3. Altars and "A regular and orderly worship requires
sanctuaries
a T:lace where the worshiper is sure to
2
find the god," A meeting-place for god and man; "a stone
set up to invite the deity to come and dv/el 1 in this con-
ventional abode or beth-el at least long enough to partake
1, Kittel, R,: The_Religi on. of . the
,
People of Isrgiel, p. 16
2. Moore, G,F,: D^, sit., p. 50
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6f such liquid offerings as oil, water, blood, milk,
1
honey and wine" - perhaps the first altar was only a
natural degression or a cup-mark in a rock-surface in some
sacred spot. Other rock-cuttings, whereby fluid offerings
were conducted into a sacred cave beneath, also tell of
worship by oblation. Certain Semitic and Greek temples
were characterized by a dark inner chamber or 'holy of
3
holies*. Later, in the Canaanite period, "idolaters
bowed down to idols and images, pillars and asherahs, upon
4
the hills and under every green tree". Yet, throughout
all stages from ' stock-and-stone worship* to the more
aesthetic dedication of houses of worship, there is dis-
cernible the same attempt to realize, in a definite place,
5
the presence of deity who shall minister to human needs.
4. Office "In man's att^pt to study the nature of the
of holy gods and to assign to their multitudinous
persons activities and manifestations certain
definite laws governing these activities,
there was inevitably called into service from among
the common ranks of men, a class of specialists who,
because of their superior insight, became the
recognized mediators between their fellow-men and the
gods,"
6
Three cla.sses of diviners were recognized:
a. Hartom or kahin. During the Canaanite period,
oracular priests at the sanctuaries interpreted
1. Wood, W.G.: "The Religion of Canaan", Journal of
Biblical„Litsxatu££, p. IwrTSJTTllY;
for Heth-el see Gen. 28:18 f.; 35:14 f.
2. Found on every hill; notably at Gezer, Mizpa.h, Gibeon,
7. orah, Nebo, bethel, Anathath and Gath.
3. Thus a cave under the Sacred Rock, site of Solomon 's
Temple at Jerusalem, reached by very primitive rock-
cuttings on the Sakhra leads some authorities to consider
this a very ancient shrine.
4. Wood, W.G.: Op. qJJ,. , p. 22
5. cfMoore, G.F.: Op. cit., p. 51
6. Wood, W.C.: O^l cTTr. p. 55
(X
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the phenomena of nature - of sky, of clouds, of
springs and of trees. To them in time 7/as entrust-
ed the making of covenants.
b. Roeh (seer). "Mental and emotional states, regarded
1
as caused by as many indwelling deities", were
interpreted by this prototype of the prophet of
Gebal and of the Hebrew hozeh, seer, and nabi
.
prophet,
c. Hakam (sage). By closely observing human conduct
this diviner was able to give the people his
counsel in proverbs, thereby introducing the
Wisdom Literature of the nations - at least in
form. As a practical friend, the hakam becsane
magician or medicine man, driving away threaten-
ing demons by the use of incantations and drugs.
Cj Ngit ipnal Dg i t i es
"Fundamental to all relie;ious thinking is
the conception of Deity," "Among the Semites in general
the tendency was to think of God in more distinctly per-
sonal terms than was the case among other peoples, and
3
this was especially true of the Hebrews," says Knudson,
Whence cajr.e the inherited conceptions of superhuman
personality which gave grounds for comparison and contrast
with Yahweh?
The office of the gods is best explained by
1. Wood. W,C.: 0£. cit,
, p, 55
2. Eiselen, F.C.: The Christian lien^Sif the Old Testg.ment,
p. 165
Thg. Religious, Teaching, of the. Old. Tgstgjn.ent
^ p, 50
f
1"the titles of honor vdth which men addressed them, as, for
example, *father-god
* ,
'mother-goddess*, and *king-god'.
Referred to under Clan-organization, these conceptions
merit fuller discussion in the larger life of the nation,
"With strict literality a god was spoken
3
of as father and his worshipers as his offspring," This
belief, which has points of contact with the lowest forms of
savage religion, is expressed in a form too crude not to be
very ancient in the Chaldean legend preserved by Berosus,
in which animals as well as men are said to have been formed
4
out of clay mingled with the blood of a decapitated deity.
Moreover, this religion of kinship had its beginnirg, doubt-
less, in the worship of a mother-goddess, for it was the
mother's, not the father's blood which formed the original
5
bond of kinship. In a higher stage of social development the
kindred god came to be revered as father. However, the
mother-goddess persisted, as the wife of a father-god, or as
the Babylonian Ishtar, in her oldest form unmarried, or
rather choosing her temporary partners at will, the queen
head and first-born of all gods. She reappears in Canaan
and elsewhere as Astarte the wife of the supreme Baal, Or
she might change her sex, as in Southern Arabia, where Ishtar
is transformed into the masculine Athtar,
1. cf. Smith, W,R.: 0£. cit,, p, ?3
2. Page 44 ff. above
3. Smith, W.R.: Ojo. £it., p. 29
4. cf. Ibid ., p. 43 Ref. Muller, Fr. Hist. Gr. II, 497 sq,
5. cf. Ibid . f p. 52
6. cf. Ibid
., p. 58
I
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"But not seldom religious tradition refused to move
forv/ard with the progress of society; the goddess
retained her old character as a mother who was not
a wife bound to fidelity to her husband, and at her
sanctuary she protected, under the name of religion,
the sexual license of savage society, or even demanded
of the daughters of her worshipers a shameful sacrifice
of their chastity, before they were permitted to bind
themselves for tne rest of their lives to that conjugal
fidelity which their goddess despised," 1
Thus the pure and tender feelings elicited by worship of the
woman as mother were offset by her appeal as woman, to their
2
sensuality; and the stage was set for the rites of the
licentious cult - gradually degrading the normal, 'healthy
animal' who was primitive man, into a creature obsessed by
sex, even as civilizations advanced, flowered and fell into
3
decadence.
The worship of the father-god marks a dis-
tinct ethical advance in some particulars. His austerity
suggested divine authority, awakening reverence and obe-
dience; his protecting and n-.urishing care of his children
aroused their confidence, loyalty and service. However,
a paradox soon appeared within this paternal-divine
authority. There could be no strict or rigid enforcement
of it because supernatural sanctions alone are impotent;
public opinion only could enforce the divine commands in
this system. The results are obvious:
"Outlawry (indeed) ,., carries with it excommunication
from religious communion^ .., but in all minor
matters, ,., long-suffering tolerance .,, is ascribed
to the god; .., his anger can (scarcely) go beyond a
1, Smith, W,R,; O^. cit,, p. 59
2. cf, I^id.
•5, cf, Moore, G,F.: 0^. cit,, p, 61
4. cf. Smith, W.R,: Ojq. cit., p. 59
i
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temporary estrangenrent, which is readily terminated
by their repentance, or even by a mere change of
humour on the part of the god, when his permanent
affection for his own gets the better of his moment-
ary displeasure, ... On the ififcole, men live on very
easv terms v/ith their tribal god, and his paternal
authority is neither strict nor exacting. This is a
very characteristic feature of heathen religion, and
one which does not disappear when the god or the
community comes to be tn ought of as king rather than
as father." 1
ter of the king who, as religious and civil head, became
priest on occasion, suggested the analogy of divine king-
chip - hence the rise of the god as king. The limit of
executive strength, notable in human kingship in its
rudimentary state, was no inconsistent weakness to the
Semite - rather it was in keeping with his nature, im-
patient of control as he was, and having no desire to be
3
strictly governed either by human or by divine authorit}'",
"What the Semitic communities asked, and believed
themselves to receive, from their god as kirjg lay
mainly in three things: help against their enemies,
counsel by oracles or soothsayers in matters of
national difficulty, and a sentence of justice
when a case was too hard for human decision," 4
Accordingly, in the various stages of national organiza-
tion which the northern Semitic states reached before
being crushed by Assyria the supreme deity was habitually
5
thought of as king.
1, Smith, W.R.: 0^ cit,, p, 60 f
2, cf. Moore, G.TT: "SF. S-ii., p. 79
?>. cf. Smith, W.R.: 0£. p. 64
4. Ibid
. , p. 64
5 , cf. Ibid
, , p , 66
In early monarchies the sacerdotal charac-
Lesser gods took their places in the
c
pantheon which developed wherever several tribes, each
having its deities, were welded together into one nation.
"The society and kinship of many .gods were formed on t he
model of the alliance or fusion of their respective wor-
shipers," asserts Y/,R. Smith, vrfio finds that the chief part
in the development of a systematic hierarchy of Semitic
deities is due to Babylonian and Assyrian statesmen and
priests, who labored together to build up a consolidated
empire out of a multitude of independent communities and a
multiplicity of locaJ worships. Significant, in contact
with Israel, were such religious developments in Babylon,
Canaan, and Egypt,
1. The "The Babylonian conception of Deity shows
Babylonian
Pantheon more striking; similarities to the ideas of
2
the Old Testament than do the conceptions of other nations",
observes Eiselen. The earliest Babylonian inscriptions
tell of local patron deities, of whom the chief were Marduk
of Babylon, Enlil of Nippur, Sin of Ur, Ashur of Asshur,
Shamash of Sippara, and Nergal of Cuthah. Associated with
the patron deities, which were worshiped in every center of
habitation, were a personified and deified sun and moon
and many lesser natural forces and objects. As the
phenomena of nature gained increasing attention and theo-
logical speculation advanced, the number of gods in the
Babylonian pantheon multiplied for centuries, but later
1. Smith, V/.R.: 0^. clt., p. 39
2. Oj^. cit,
, p. Tb?
c
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thought confined the worship chiefly to Marduk, Nabu, Sin,
Shamash and Ishtar.
Monotheistic tendencies are, in fact, not ab-
sent. A tablet of the Neo-Babylonian period states that
Marduk is called Ninib as the possessor of power, Nergal as
lord of battle, Bel as possessor of dominion, Nabu as lord
of business. Sin as the illuminator of the night, Shamash
as the lord of right, Addu, as the lord of rain, etc. Yet
the fact that "polj^theism, gross polytheism, remained for
three thousand years the Babylonian state religion" proves,
as Eiselen says, that monotheistic tendencies never go be-
yong the realm of speculation. To conceive of one god alone
whose very existence makes logically impossible the exist-
ence of any other deity is to transcend the spiritual grasp
3
of the Babylonian mind.
2, The The Pantheon in Canaan comprised her nature-
Canaanit
e
Pantheon gods, represented by the baalim; gods of the
inner consciousness, who revealed themselves through the
various human emotions; gods of the events of life, who
owned men and exercised authority over them; and spirits of
the dead, represented by ghosts and shades.
a. Nature deities, "The gods of nature were con-
ceived as those powers #iich inhabited all the physical
objects which in any way exhibited mysterious phenomena."
1. Smith, '//,R, : 0^. g i l;.. ^ p. 168, quoting Freidrich Delitzsch
Babel and Bible, p. 65
2. cf. Ibid., p. 167
3. cf. Rogers, R.W.: The Re,ligion of B9.bylonia and
Assyria, p. 88
4. Wood, I.e.: Oq. cit., p. 21
r
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~Sacred waters, sacred trees and sacred mountains and hills
were peopled by deities or spirits, as proprietors or
mistresses, all but visible. Underneath the bubbling
spring, behind the budding leaves and fruit, shrouded with-
in the rain-cloud on the hill-crest, was life, vigorous
and stirring, betokening beneficent thou^t for mankind.
This conception was common to the Semitic world:
"Ancient Arabs were accustomed to attribute person-
ality to holy trees and expect them to speak mth
audiole voice. The prototype for every ideal
Semitic sanctuary was the mythical garden of the
gods in v^ich v/ere all kinds of holy trees, 1 re-
garded as the plaxtin^ of the deity'. 2 Trees
appear to have stood m all the Canaanite high
places," 3,4
There were baals of the sky: namely, of the
north, of the sun, of the moon, of light, of darkness, etc.
There were baals of atmospheric phenomena, assigned to
storm, to heat, cold and dew; but most awe-inspiring of
all was the mountain-baal from which the storm-baal may
5
have emierged. Such evolution from fetish-numen to sky-god
is illustrated by the ancient god Addu, or Adad, or Kadad,
who held sway, first as a god of the soil, controlling
its fertility and its water-supply, until in time he took
his seat on Mount Lebanon, there to exercise proprietor-
ship over the famous cedars of the region. As probably
worshiped by the early Amorites, he was the weather-god,
1, cf. Ezek. 31:8,9
2, cf. Is. 61:3
3,
' Wood, t,C.:"0£. cit., p. 21
4, Ref: Beut. 1^:2;" Ki. 16:4; 17:10; 2 Ch. 28:4
Jer. 2:20; 3:6; 17:2; Ezek, 6:13
5, cf. Wood, W.C.: 0^. cit., p. 27

controlling wind and storm; the thunder was his voice, the
lightning his sword. From this conception of his power it
is but a step to the war-god who, like the Egyptian War-
Baal, became extremely conscious of his might; he is de-
scribed as valiant, irresistible, roaring in heaven, trav-
ersing the mountains, consuming the enemy with flame, and
spreading terror in the countries where the Bedouin
tremble and prostrate themselves in fearful worship,
b, Gods of the Inner Consciousness,
On this theory the gods entered into men, reveal-
ing themselves through various human emotions, as anger,
fear, love, joy and peace. The logical result was that
these emotions became deified, and personal responsibility
for conduct, little sensed at best by the masses, was
further stifled by their conceptions of the deity iR^ich
sometimes 'possessed* them.
So far from being entirely passive, however,
the people were prone to induce and prolong desirable
emotions, "The activity of these embodied gods could for
special manifestations be enhanced by participation in
certair rites or even by sleeping," A like purpose v/as
served by eating the flesh or drinking the blood of some
holy animal.
Passive receptivity had its place, "Dream
states produced by an indwelling deity were sought and
2
were eagerly interpreted with ominous significance."
1. Wood, W.C.: 0^. Q,it., p. 81
2. iiid.
^
4
Especially did the deity reveal his will to one sleeping
near holy places, as did Jacob at Bethel and Solomon at
Gibeon.
Belief in these gods who manifest themselv
in the psychic state of man doubtless produced the prophet
of the times. Says Wood:
"For the sake of correctly interpreting states of
consciousness there originated the order of the
nebi'im, 'prophets*. ... The prophets, in extreme
cases, sought to suppress the normal and to enhance
the abnormal states of consciousness by goin^
through all sorts of bodily movements as do the
modern dervishes. In this frenzied state they be-
lieved themselves to be possessed by some divine
personality who could in this way best impart a
revelation". Prophets of this kind existed at
Gebel in 1118 B.C. and were numerous in the days
of Samuel and Elijah." 3
c. Oods of the Events of Life.
Presiding over all the departments of life, both
tribal and individual, and exercising their authority over
men, whom they claimed as their own, were these beneficent
gods. Unlike the nature-deities, who were sometimes
hostile and difficult to approach, these 'departmental
deities' were kindly, friendly, righteous, and active in
man's behalf: "one god or another ... dwells, creates,
knows, helps, fills, saves, hears, and gives peace and
4
favor," Their ways and their will as related to life's
events were interpreted, not by prophets, but by 'wise men
1. Gen, 2S: 12-19
2. I Ki. 3: 5-15
3 . On . c i.t
,
,
T)
. 82
4. Ibii., p. B3
4
Chief among these beneficent deities, who
were looked upon as the direct phj^sical ancestors of the
people, and eager to confer blessings upon children named
for them, were the following:
Pmri f 'father-uncle*: a title dating from a time in
t)olyandrous society when a child could not
disLinguish his own father in a group of his
mother s husbands. The conception or human
relationship to the gods gave greatest
prominence to Amm. 1
Bad, (Hebrew 'dod')i essentially the same original
meaning as Amm. 2
AbUt 'father': divine title originating in the
polygamous stage of social development, when
the child first recognized his father, Ab was
a tribal deity, 5
Melek, 'king', and Miiksilj 'queen': titles of sover-
eignty, were probably carried over from the
tribal head to the divine counterpart. Malik
(Babylonian) was 'counsellor'; inferior to
king, Melek, corrupted to Molek, was wor-
shiped during the next period. 4
Ashtarty primitive Semitic 'mother goddess', had a
lon^ and eventful reign. "Carried by the
early Semites from their Arabian home to
every country whither they went, this famous
goddess won a unique and well-defined reputa-
tion, though with local colorings, in every
1, cf. Ammiel, 2 Sam. 9:4; Ammi-nadab, Ex, 6:23; Ammi-
shaddav. Num. 1:12
2, cf. Ashdod, Josh. 11:22
3, cf. A.bram, Gen. 11:26; Abraham, Gen. 17:5; Abir.am, Num.
16:1, Abigail, 1 Sam. 25:14; Ahab, 1 Ki, 16:28
4, cf. Abimelek, Gen. 20:2
5, cf, Asherah, 1 Ki, 15:13: 2 Ki, 17:6; Asherim, 5}Tnbol
of goddess Asherah, 1 Ki, 14:25; Mic. 5:14
6, Wood, CC.: Og. grt., p. 91 ff.
5
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AdSQ, Adonis, (Greek)' or lasiSM, (Babylonian) ; a
beautiful young shepherd, lover of Ashtart. slain
by a boaFo Associated with sacred trees, Tammuz
probably came to be identified with the life of
spring vegetation which, because of the torrid heat
of summer, withered and died. This annual dying
of vegetation announced the death of the god, whose
funeral feast v/as celebrated ... by the wailing of
men and women." 1
d. Spirits of the dead.
"Animism leads to the wo^^ship of the spirits of the
2
dead, especially of dead ancestors," says Edward Pace.
The teraphim were images of ancestors, and were used as
household gods. "The family festival is connected with
the worship of the common ancestor," Another claimant
for recognition after death was the murdered man: his
spirit might be propitiated by offerings as indicated by
the archaic survivals in Numbers 19 and in Deuteronomy
21:1-9. The practice of exalting the kings of Assyria
4
to the rank of gods after death is noted by H. Robinson
,
as also, among all Semites, their thought of honoring
certain humbler men for merit. Innumerable saints and
demi-gods, who first existed as men, sjid were raised
to the dignity of gods or supernal beings after death,
were recognized and their graves regarded as sanctuaries.
No separation of the wicked from the
5
righteous was thou^t of, in the realm of the dead.
1. Wood, Od. ci t
, ,
p. 94
2. ldea,s_iif_Gad_Ln_Isragl, p. 76
3 . Ibid
,
4. cf. Op. cit., p. 81 f.
5. Ref.: I Sam. 28:19; Gen. 37:35; Job 3:13-19; Isa. 14:9;
Ezek. 31:18
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'^However**, says V/ood, "some-shades suffered m-^re dis-
comfort than others; but this was not apportioned accord-
ing to a law of rewards and punishments depending upon the
earthly existence but was conditioned on the proper or im-
proper funeral or burial rites."
Djt^ Sourc^s_in_AGcie.nt_Lit er^tur^
1, Egyptian "The three great civilizations which
Babylonian
and Assyrian preceded the Israel itish were those of
Egypt^ Babylonia and Assyria, and the Hittites," says
Barton, The latter, a 'forgotten empire' only recently
being disinterred reveals a code of laws and religious
4
customs, but Hittite translations, largely tentative as
yet, reveal such differences in customs and regulations
5
as to prove the nation independent of Israel, On the
other hand, researches within Egyptian and Assyrian civili'
6
zation disclose the 'material foundation' upon which the
religions of the Semitic peoples were built, and from
which the religion of Israel rose immeasurably above the
others. Modern Egyptologists and Assyr iologists are
thus becoming Biblical scientists.
a. Myths include many themes in which these older
and polytheistic nations show conceptions of deity which
contrast strongly with the exalted monotheism of the
cit., p. 133. See also Is. 14:19; Ezek, 31:16
2, ArchaeQl.QgY and the_ Bi^l^, Intro, p. 13
3 , ibid
, , p . r2
4, c7.""Archa^Ql_Qgy .and, t_he_Bible, p. 369 ff,
5, For Hittites m contact with Israel, see Gen, 23:10:
26:34; II Sam. 11:3
6, Driver, S.R.: Mi^dern_Res£2Xch_as_lllusti:aiing_ths
EEIs.> P. 90
7, Gunkel, H. : 0£, cit.,'?. 13
(
Bible, from Genesis onward. Only a few can be cited.
tion of the world by deities, and of the deluge, the
account at Nippur, written before 2000 B.C. relates:
"After Anu, Enlil, Enki and Ninkharsag
The black-headed race had created.
All that is from the earth, from the earth
In clean places , . . cities ... he founded
Their cities were named, they were allotted
to guardian spirits I?)"
The gods determined to send a flood, "Ziugiddu in conse-
quence constructed an idol from wood and earnestly wor-
shiped it, seeking oracles for his guidance,"
They came:
"0 reed-hut hearken; 0 wall, give heedl
0 man of Shuruppak, Son of Ubartutu,
Pull down thy house, build a ship, , ,
Seven days and seven nights
The deluge swept over the land, wind
made the huge boat tremble," 2
Similarly, two accounts preserved at Nineveh by King
Ashurbanipal in the seventh century B.C, give evidence of
antedating the Hebrew version:
"The gods were frightened at the deluge.
They fled, they climbed to the h i^est heaven.
The gods crouched like dogs, they lay down by
the walls.
Ishtar cried like a woman in travail;
Wailed the queen of the gods with her beautiful
voice,
'Those creatures are turned to clay
1, See also Isa. 40:20
2, Barton, G,A, : Archaeology and the Bible, p, 306
(1) Indicati^^e of the common belief in the crea-
Gattle
(
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Since I commanded evil in the assembly of the gods.
I alone bore my people
Like spawn of fishes they fill the sea. I H
When land reappeared, a dove, a swallow and a raven were
sent out; the latter did not return. Then Utnapishtira,
master of the ship, disembarked all..,
"I appointed a sacrifice on the top of the mountain
peak;
The gods smelled the sweet savor
The e;ods above the sacrificer collected like
flies."
Enlil had sent the deluge, and when he saw the ship, he
was angry,
"His heart was filled against the gods and the Igigi
,
'Who then has come out^alive?
No man must escape from destruction,
Ea opened his mouth and spoke. . .
'On the sinner let his sin rest . . ,
I have not divul;?ed the decisions of the
great gods . ' " 1
Another Babylonian version from this library explains that
men had sinned, and had suffered as punishment, famine and
pestilence, but their reforms were shortlived
2
As a last resort, the flood was sent,
(2) The fall of man in the Adapa Myth of
3 4
Babylon (date unknown) gives the same general ideas found
it
in Genesis, that knowledge carried with/a power hitherto
regarded as an attribute of divinity, but did not carry
with it immortality. This could be obtained by eating
a certain kind of food. Under temptation Adapa, like
1, Barton, Gr.A.: Archaeology and the Bible, p, 301
2, Ibid., D. 503 "
"
3, JEH., p. 283 ff,
4, Because "an increasing number of modern scholars re-
gard the Babylonian story as an earlier form of a
narrative which the Hebrew writers took and purified'
(Ibid p. 284) it is included here.
(
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Adam, falls. His guardian deities work at cross-purposes.
By a falsehood Ea had warned him not to partake of the
'bread of life* and 'water of life' offered by Anu, the
supreme Grod. Anu's decree follows:
"'Now thou shalt not live; men are mortal (?)'
Sickness he placed in the bodies of people. ."
yet he provides Adapa with clothing.
(3) The origin of a city and the beginning of
agriculture in Babylon is localized in a mountain of ideal
beaut}'' and holiness, whose animals, wolf and lamb, dog and
kid, live pleasantly together. The only inhabitants are a
god and a goddess whose marital union causes waters to
irrigate t'".e land, producing vegetation. Then their
guardian deities, Enlil and Ninkharsag, bring forth human
helpers, to whom Ninkharsag jealously denies immortality.
However, the men are appointed lords of vegetation and of
2
medicinal plants, their spouses to become house-mistresses.
(4) Sheol, 'land of no return', wherein the deeds
of the dead are weighed, yields up its secrets in the poem
entitled "Ishtar's Descent to the Underworld**. Going down
in search of her beloved Tammuz who has died, Ishtar is
shorn of all her royal insignia and ornaments, is closely
confined in the palace of justice and cursed with sixt}'"
diseases. However, for her as goddess of love, the edict
^ of 'No return' is finally revoked because all propagation
1. See also Gen. 3:14-24
2. cfBarton, G.A.: jrchaeology a;id the Bible, p. 309 ff.
3. Ibid., p. 487 ff.
f
of life had ceased with her- departure. At length, Ishtar
is sprinkled with 'water of life' and brou^dit forth to
earth again,
"The conception of a place under the world whither
the dead go is an obvious development from the
visible grave where the dead man s bod}'- is put
away - (a place whence none returned), Babylonians,
Hebrews, Greeks and Romans furnished with doors
the dwelling-places of their dead," 1
The doors and bars of Sheol are mentioned in Old Testament
Z
literature. So, too, the thought persists that justice is
meted out in Sheol. Says Isaiah: "Thy pomp is brought
down to Sheol". Ezekiel sees the unc ir cumcized great and
powerful of earth who caused terror in life, bearing their
4
shame to the pit. "Sheol is naked before God", affirms
5
Job, Hannah, praying for a son, addresses her God of
knowledge by whom actions are weighed:
"Yea, the barren hath borne seven.
Yahweh killeth, and maketh alive; 6
He bringeth down to Sheol, and bringeth up."
b. Social and Religious Ideals.
(1) The Babylonian Sabbath, on every seventh
day, was a feast day for Marduk and Zarpanit, and an evil
day for men, with prohibitions for certain classes; the
shepherd could not put on a clean garment, nor offer sacri-
fice; the king should not ride in a chariot; the seer
should not secretly utter an oracle; the physician should
1. Driver, G.R.: "The Psalms in the Liejit of Babylonian
Research", The Psalmists, p. 147
2. Job 7:9; 17:16
3. Isa. 14:9-11
4. Ezek. 52: 22-31
5. Job 26:6
6 . I S am , 2 : 5,6
(I
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. 1
not lay his hand on the sick I
(2) Prophesies of Egyptian priests include one
written before 2900 B.C. which predicted an invasion of
m
Egypt by foreigners, and a great deliverer;
"To refresh themselves
This land shall be plundered ....
The land is going to destruction, as (?) is
appointed for it
The poor shall collect possessions
And the great will be brought to noudit.
A king sliall come from the south by ^ihe name of Ameni.
He shall be born from a v/oman of Nubia;
He will be bom in the city of Nechen;
He will seize the crovrn of Upper Egypt
And set the crown of Lower Egypt on his head.
The people will rejoice in the time of the son of man;
His name shall endure for all eternity......" 2
A prophetic vision is related by King Ashurbanipal of
Assyria (668-623 B.C.). After sacrificing to Ishtar, he
prays for victory over the king of Elam. Then, throu^ a
seer, Ishtar reveals herself, bearing a bow and quiver and
brandishing a heavy sword. She admonishes Ashurbanipal to
"eat food, drink wine, appoint rejoicing, exalt my divinity
until I go and accomplish this undertaking," She promises
protection for his body, face and feet. Before her a fire
3
is blown to capture his foes,
(3) A social conscience in Egypt finds expression
4
^ in the "Tale of the Eloquent Peasant", written before 1800
B.C. Being robbed and beaten by another peasant, the hero
—cr:
1 . /Bar t on , G . A . : Irehae^ 1 ogy_2,nd the Bible,
, p . 281
2. Ibid., D. 479 f.
3. cfT Ibid., p. 482
4. cf. Tsa. 1:17, 23; 10:2; Jer. 7:6; Deut. 10:18; 14:29
f
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appealed for justice so nobly that he was finally brought
before the king, who avenged him. In his nine addresses
certain admonitions suggest parallels in the Old Testament.
Says the peasant to the first officer who heard his appeal:
"Thoi^ are the father of the orphan, the husband of the
1
widow"; to the eighth officer: "Do the truth for the sake of
the lord of truth. ... Thou virtuous one, thou shouldest be
really virtuous," Further, "truth is true to eternity".
Then, quoting the sun-god: "Speak the truth; do the truth;
for it is great, it is mighty, it is everlasting", he
questions: "For does the scale stand asLant? ... In just
scales there is no wanting."
(4) An ideal king. The admonitions of Ipuwer,
an Egyptian sage, grow out of a disorganized condition
existing in Egypt prior to 2000 B.C. He longs for a
3
powerful and benevolent king who might retrieve the ruin.
Whether deploring the departure of the god Re, or expect-
ing some gracious god to arise as king, he muses:
"He bringeth coolness uron that which is hot. It
is said'^ he is the herdsman of mankind. No evil
is in his heart. Would that he had perceived
their nature in the first generation of men; then
would he have repressed evils; ... he v/ould have
destroyed their seed and their inheritance. Y/here
' is he today? Is he sleeping? Behold, his mi^t
is not seen," 4
The relationship of the king to deity, in current opinion of
the time is summarized by Cook as follows:
1. cf, II. Sajn. 7:28; Ps, 15:P, 51:6
2, Barton, G.A.: Archaeology §jid the Bible, p. 486 f.
3, See also Is. 3^TT; 40T9^I
4. Barton, G.A.: ixchaep_lp£y._and^ the^ Bibl§, p. 486 f.
(
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"The belief thatHhe king was son and viceroy of the
deities v;as all-pervading. It leaves its mark in
prayers and the
appears in the
m the priest-
_:ine:s"and lieutenants of Assyria; it underlies some
of ^^e Old Testament ideas or the real and the ideal
king; and the Syriari father Aphraptes employs it to
support his argument that Christ was the son of God,
T4. T .4.^ 4. 4.1.^ ,-^^4 4- C OUr t
P-
palace. In fact, the divine king is part of the
system' which united the deities, the land and the
people. The deity was king; other nations v/ere the
Kingdoms of other gods; the king wa? the deit}^ in-
carnate, and both stood in the closest relationship
to the people." 1
Religipus Practice in Canagm
It is evident that the religion of Cana^an
cannot be reconstructed either from the crudest rudimentary
conceptions of deity, or, on the other hand, as an abstract
faith far above the social life of the people. It was, as
Cook asserts, a highly developed system, combining elemxents
of Amorite, Babylonian, Egyptian and other cultures, yet
still animistic and materialistic. Yet, as Kittel m.ain-
tains, there was a spiritual upper stratum among the
Canaanites which was strongly inclined to the el-faith of
the early Israelites; indeed they looked upon their god
not only as highest in contrast with all others, but also
3
as the higher unity embracing all the individual gods, a
conception that was tending toward an ethical henotheism
in the fev; who shared it.
1. cit., p. 117 f.
2. ^. Ibid., p. 114
3. cf, Kittel, R.: The Religion of the People__Q_f Isr^^gl
,
p. 47
r
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The social implications of Canaan it e reli-
gious and political institutions had, indeed, brought about
a practical religion which had ethical elements, however
rudim_entary and narrow. Says Robertson Smith: "The_^recip-
rocal relations of men ajnd gods were well understood". This
is further explained by Cook as follows:
"There was no distinction between offences against
the community or its deitv. ... The eseense of the
system lay in the recogniLion of common interests
ajnd mutual social obligations, ... The 7/hole
teaching of anthropology warns us not to look only
upon the dark side of Canaanite religion. Nor must
we form too low an estimate of nature-deities. If
men looked to them for the increase of the soil,
they were no mere gods of clouds or flocks; their
loyal adherents appealed to them in all humajn. crises
and troubles, in all matters where their joint v/el-
fare was concerned," 2
Unselfishness within the group, then, with a different
standard for those outside it, characterized this early
practical religious system, constituting at onces its
possibility of moral development end a certain positive
check on that development. Says Robertson Smith: "Its
fundamental weakness was its inabilit}^ to separate the
ethical motives of religion from their source in a merely
naturalistic conception of the Godhead and its relation
3
to man,"
But does the survey of pre-Israelitic Canaan
disclose a single supremely powerful god who mi^t become a
^) rival of Yahweh? The exaltation of a nature-deity by
1. Quoted by Cook, "S,A,: Op. cit,, p. 112
2, Ibid.
•3, Ibid.
fr
1successive stages to the status of a war-god has been noted.
Moreover, a period of Egypt iaji supremacy in Canaan had estab-
lished the recognition of Amon-Re, the *great god* and of
the king of Egypt, the 'good god', sun and champion of the
supreme Sun-god whom he incarnated as visible god, the
source of the kirgdom's wealth and prosperity. He was also
the guardian of the cultus, and the gods were his gods.
Thus to both king and gods the chieftains look for assist-
ance, as the Tel-el-Amarna letters testify, "They acknowl-
edge that the king of Egypt is the god, the Sun, the child
of the Sun, the Sun in heaven, the everlasting Sun, whom
the Sun loves, ... A Canaan it e chief writes that the king is
like the Sun which rises over the lands every day. .•• The
captives pray for the king's breath or spirit, the Canaanites
affirm in their letters that his breath gives them life, it
soothes their heart, they rejoice when it reaches them, for
without it they cannot live."
follows naturally that loyalty to the king and to the gods
was identical, the Canaanite word for sin (hitu) denoting
either a political or a religious offense. Even after
Canaan was lost to Egyptian rule, for centuries Egyptian
influence continued to color religious thought among the
Canaanites
.
1. Addu, Ad ad, or Hadad, p. 57 of this paper
2. These titles recur from Syria to Lachish in the South
2
From the structure of the system, then, it
4
3. Cook, S.A,: Op. cit
4. Under Rameses llT. -1167 B.C,
r
CHAPTER III
CONGSPTIONS OF GOB IN ISRAEL TO 1000 B.C.
(f
AJ Sources in Israel's Own Literature
1. War and Judging from the rare early bits of Old Testa-
march
songs ment verse which furnish contemporaneous evi-
dence of Israel's conceptions of Yahweh her God, the pre-
ponderating thought 7/as that of his great power, and his
arbitrary use of it to favor his chosen people and to
baffle his enemies.
1
a. The. Song pf
.
Mirigffly after the crossing of
the Red Sea, is accounted to be the earliest bit of con-
tempora.neous verse voicirg national religious conviction:
Leader: "Sing to Yah?/eh for highly exalted is he;
People: The horse and his rider he has hurled
into the sea."
"It was in just such manner," says Bewer, "that the ancient
Arabs also celebrated their victories. With music and
dancirg the women, led by Miriam, repeated ever again the
exciting refrain ... It consisted only of these lines."
Peritz also notes "the recitative repetition accompanied by
dance, and continuing in Oriental fashion for hours, until
enthusiasm ends in the exhaustion of the leader end cho-
3
rue. The expa.nsion of these two lines into the Song of
4
Mose s is usually considered the work of a later poet,
5
"after they had got a firm footing in Palestine", as"be-
6
longing to the monarchy", or "little if at all, before the
1. Ex. 15:21
2. 0^. pit, y p, 2.
3. 0£. cit,, p, 79
4. Ix. I5:l-ir
5,
6.
Sell in, E.: Introdpctipn to., the, Old. Testament
^ p. 35
Mc Fady en , J .E , ; TntrSuctlpn. SpItEe^ pl^x gstamgn t , p , 2
5
(77)

1
exile", when the theme of Miriam's song v/as unfolded at
length, and the whole attributed to Moses, the greater
personality'-.
2
b
.
Tli^P 1g.dg^„2f
-.11 e rn^l_Iar_.wi th..Ama 1 , a s -
cribed to Moses, is "our earliest literary witness to the
3
immemorial enmity between Israel and Amalek" ...
"Yahweh hath sworn: (A hand is lifted up upon the
throne of Jah). Yahweh will have war with Amalek
from generation to generation."
Says Peritz:
"Rephidim, meaning 'support', end a cultic storv,
accounting for the existence of an altar and tne
sacred symbol of the wonder-working rod, ... are
combined in the name ' Jehovah-nissi
' ,
meajiing
Jehovah is my banner-staff. ... perpetuated in
what appears as a. war-cry: Hand at the banner-
staff or Jehovah; Jehovah fiehts with Amalek from
generation to generation.'" 4
5
This "imprecation of high antiquity" strikingly proclaims
at once a warring and revengeful Yahweh and Israel's
faith in his arbitrary judgment. The God of Israel in
coirroon with Chemosh of Moab, the Egyptian War-Baal, and
other great deities of surrounding peoples, would not
blush to wreak vengeance upon an aggressive enemy. But
the contest here - to gain exclusive possession of the
most copious fountain in all the region - could not justl
bring forth a pledge of eternal hatred by the God of the
6
victors upon the vanquished. Personal and race animosity
1. Gray, G.B.: Gri tical_IntrpducMon_to^^
Testament, p, 46
2. Ex. 17:16
3. Bewer, J. A.: c i
.
t . . p. 3
4. O^, cit . . p. So
5. Selling 0^. cit . . p. 36
6. cf. Smith; H . P . : 0^. cit. . p, 54
(1
r
'
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Teceive here the highest sanction, being read into the
character of deity: it was Yahv/eh's vow, cruel and relent-
less. So childish a pronouncement, that enmity should
continue 'forever axd ever' suggests a decree brought
forth by the clever manipulation of_^an oracle,
c. The. Ritug.1, of. th.e. Ark constitutes another
bit of cultic formulae, revealing a primitive conception
of the Ark of the Covenant, with Yahweh of hosts hovering
over the cherubim on its cover, "^Afhen it was set out at
the head of the army these words were spoken:
'Arise. Yahweh
that Thine enemies be scattered,
and they that hate Thee flee before Theei'
when it came back from victory.
'Rest, 0 Yahweh,
Thou myriads of regiments of Israeli
For Yahweh was the god of battle, worth myriads of regi-
ments of Israel," If the day's adventure had been simply
search for pasture, the signal for halting meant an invi-
tation to 'Rest', or to *Be seated, Jehovah, by the tribes
of Israel'.
Israel's heritage from the ancient past
gave her the conception that her God should lead her
festival processions, occupying some sacred seat which
afforded him comfort, dignity and ease.
1, Num. 10: 35 f.
2, Bewer, J, A.: ^n, g.i.t.
, p. 3
3, Peritz, I, J.: O^. ci ^..
, p. 91

"Among the Egyptians each god had its sacred ship,
on which the image of the god was borne in solemn
procession up and down the Nile. In Babylonia
corresponding arks or chests v/ere similarly used
to bear the images of the gods in the processions
which marched along the sacred streets on certain
great feast days." 1, 2
Yahweh permitted no image of himself, but his directing and
guiding presence was s3Tiibolized in the Ark of the Covenant,
Would the people have preferred to see the customary image
of the god leading the march? Yahweh' s followers were
learning to think of a God who transcended physical anthro-
pomorphism. His school provided a training, not in sight,
but in insight. Whether the gracious Presence was leading
them could not be seen; it could be proven only by the out-
come of the day's adventure. If defeat came, he had not
attended them and why not? They were taught to look for
sin within themselves as the cause. In the discipline of
the House of Israel, then, these incantations or prayers
were answered. The divine assurance which glorified their
festivities, their victories in war and their ordinary
occupations, stayed them in defeat, and incited still
greater e^dventures in faith. Thus the Ark, and the Cove-
nant it immortalized, linked the tribes together and be-
3
came the great glory of the nation, as well as the terror
4
and the marvel of othe r nati ons. Even under David, the
5
ark was still the best ally of Israel.
1. Kent, C,F,: Hgroe^ and Crises of Early Hebrew History ,>
p, 210
2. cf, the use of great idol-cars today, as of the Rath
in North India, the Juggernaut in South India,
3. I. Sajn. 4:7 f; 5:9, 10: 6:19 f,
4. I. Sam, 6:3
5. II. Sam. 11:11; 15:24 ff.
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Two survivals of Semitic nature-worship, in
original form admitting no conception of Yahweh, probably
belong to this period before Israel's conception of one God
as lord of all nature had supplanted the old conception of
a nature deity.
1
d. The Song of the y/elly celebrating the festal
opening of a well in the desert, was evidently borrowed from
the Arabs,
"Spring up, 0 well: sing in response to it,
Well that the princes digged.
The rulers and the people deivea
With their sceptres and stavesl
From the desert a giftl"
The Arabs assert that their chiefs dug the well, so the
Israelites claimed that their princes had delved it with
their own staffs, although in reality their part was
probably nothing but symbolic a.ction. But more important
is the water, #ii ch could spring up a: id flov;, having "a
3
life of its own, ,,. beneficent to men and animals*. This
life was undoubtedly that of an old Semitic deity whose
fame Yahweh *s ardent followers unwittingly perpetuated.
4
<5. Jpshya.'s, Appegil. t o Sun a-^d Mppriy or to
Shamash and Sin, commemorates the solar cult of the Sem-
ites as practised by the early Israelites:
"0 Sun, stand thou still over Gibeon,
and Moon, over the vale of Aijaloni"
The prayer is not addressed to Yahweh, who might command
1. Num. 21:17 f.
2, cf, Bewer, J. A.: 0_^, cit ..
3, Smith, H.P.: On. c it . . p. 11
4. Josh. 10:12
"

sun and moon, a.s lesser gods, or as gods of another nation,
to stand still. _^Instead, Joshua appeals directly to the
*baals of the sky' to give him the precious hours required
to win his victory for Yahweh, The sun-god's divine pre-
rogative of executing judgment and giving oracles is here
reflected while the moon-god as ruler of the calendar and of
mundane prosperity is appealed to, so that according to his
custom^ he might attend the night-expeditions of his wor-
shipers. Inferences from the solar cult persisted long in
Israel,
f. Of this group of poems, the crowning number
5
is known as The Song of Deborah^ the triumphal ode which
signalized Israel's victory over Sisera. Scholars consider
this the oldest poem in the Old Testament, sung contempo-
raneously with the event - voicing a triumph for Israel's
armies and for Israel's poetic art, as well. More signifi-
cant yet, it ascribes to Yahweh alone the powers and
provinces which in any other ancient nation would be
6
exercised by a group of their chief deities.
Yahweh 's dwelling-place was in the heavenly
heights, where vfere the store-houses of the rain, but he had
a throne on 'his holy mountain'. Thunder, lightning, storm-
winds, earthquakes were under his control alone. Centuries
1. Wood, W.C: Op. cit., p. 66
2, cf. Ibid., p. 73
3. cf. lEcT., p. 74
4. II Kl720:ll; Isa. 38:8: 49:10; Ps. 121:6
5. Judges 5, written 1200-1100 B.C.
6. cf. Driver, G,R,: 0^, pit. . p, 151
If •
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later the Psalmists r ecal'l how
"the earth shook,
Yea, the heavens dropped (rain) at the presence
of God; 1
Yon Sinai (shook) at the presence of God,"
"The foundations also of the mountains trembled
And swayed to and fro because He was angry," 2
Alert to their need, he "comes from his sacred seat far in
3
the south to the rescue of his people":
"Yahweh, when Thou wentest forth from Seir,
when Thou marchedst from Edom's field,
The earth trembled, the heavens also swayed,
yea, the clouds poured water,
the mountains quaked at the presence of
Yahweh, God of Israel 4
"Bless ye Yahweh
Ye that ride... ye that sit... and ye that walk...
Far from the noise of archers.
In the places of drawing water
j
There shall they rehearse the righteous acts of
Yahwen
Even the righteous acts of his rule in Israel, ...
Yahweh came a own for me against the mighty." 5
The paean of praise is interrupted by rebuke for dis-
loyalty:
"Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of Yahv/eh
Curse bitterly its inhabitants.
Because they came not to the help of Yahweh
To Yahweh *s help among the heroes." 6
Yet,
"From heaven fought the stars 7
From their courses they fought against Sisera."
"Belief in the personality of the heavenly bodies was
1. Psalm 58:8
2. Psalm 18:7
3. Bewer, J. A,: Op, cit . . p. 9
4. Ibid., p. 7
5. Judges 5:10 f,
6. Bewer, J. A,: 0^, cit., p. 7
7. Ibid.

1 2
widespread in the ancient East", says 7/,0.E. Oesterley.
Yahweh was clearly a battle-god, called upon if his help
3
would be of use, worshiped if it was worth-while, Israel's
need of him when facing danger was doubtless the need most
keenly felt for generations. Says Knudson:
"Wars 7/ere at first the supreme interest of the
nation, Israel had the task of conquering Canaan,
and then consolidating their newly won territory,
..,This task engaged the energies of the nation for
several centuries, and during this time it was in-
evitable th^t the battlefield should be the place
where the divine presence 7/ould be most urgently
sought and the divine help most clearly perceived." 4
2, Proverbs Leaving the battlefield and its more spectac-
and
fables ular evidences of Yahweh' s power, a next
development is found in the ethical and moral implication
embedded in certain proverbs and fables, and in prophetic
blessings and oracles. Of the first group, two notably
reveal analyses of personal character in man*s relation to
Yahweh,
a. The Proverb of the Ancients - "from the wicked^„^^_S-.
comes forth wickedness" - is "perhaps the oldest proverb
which has come down to us in poetic form". As quoted by
David when realizing the full import of Saul's malice to-
ward him, it shoYiTS a clear conception of the evil heart of
the would-be murderer of a loyal friend. Whatever the con-
tent of 'sin' or 'wickedness' may be to other people -
1. "Judges", Abingdqn Bible CqmrnQntgiryy p. 363
2. See Isa, 247^1, 40:26
3. of, Oesterley, W.O.E.: 0^. cit., v. 363
4. The^BsligioiiS Tfiachin^^Hi of_Wi Old Testament, o. 118
5. T Sam, ^4il3
6. Bewer, J, A,: 0^. c it . . p, 9
f9
t
c
neglect of ceremony or ritual error - with David it appears
as grave moral iniquity. Out of a heart plotting murder
comes "^^is wickedness; a corrupt tree naturally bearing
evil fruit. "But", adds David graciously, "My hand shall
not be upon thee", suggesting perhaps that he could safely
leave vengeance to God, but certainly that he could not
touch the sacred person of Yahv/eh*s anointed king. To the
ancients the divinity that hedged a king was not a mere
sentiment of respect but a divine reality; to lay hands
upon a holy person was sacrilege.
b. Jotham* s Fable .of .the Trees/. Choice of a,
^
...^ ^ „
King rebukes Abiraelech*s ambition to rale the nation of
Israel, A.s a son of Gideon by a Ganaanite concubine, his
origin and character are analyzed by his half-brother
4
Jotham, with stinging sarcasm:
"The trees went forth on a time to anoint them
a king,
And they said to the olive, 'Reign over us I'
But the olive said unto them,
'Should I leave my fatness
V/hich gods and men prize in me.
And go to sway over the' trees?'"
Fig-tree and grape vine in turn, receiving the same invita-
tion, make similar response, having no mind to leave their
good fruit which cheers gods and men, to go and sway over
the trees.
1. Matt. 7:17
2. cf. Micklem, N.: "First and Second Samuel",
Abingdon B.lble, ^Commentary p. 395
3. Judges 9
4. cf, Peritz, I.J.: 0^. c i t . . p. Ill
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"Then said all the trees unto the thorn,
'Gome thou and reign over usl'
And the thorn said un u 0 the trees,
*If in truth 3'"e anoint
Me as king over vou,
^ Then come, ta&e refuge in my shade,
W But if not, fire shall proceed from the thorn.
And devour the cedars of Lebanon,'"
In other words, only worthless and dangerous people were
willing to become monarchs, said Jotham, and disaster must
inevitably come alike to those who were loyal or disloyal
to such rulers. Abiraelech represents the amalgamation of
Ganaanite and Israelite elements before harmony had been
achieved by the process, and the Deuteronomistic editor
with insie-ht ascribes the failure to Ganaanite religious
influence
,
3. Prophetic Certain oracular passages explain pre-
blessings
and oracles vailing conditions of the author's own
time as the fulfillment of prediction by illustrious
ancestors, Written in exalted mood, consequently in
rhythmic form, these magically effective Blessings are
now classified as documents of the time which they predict
4
and not of the ancestors themselves. The Blessings of
Noah and of Jacob and the Oracles of Balaam, thus deal with
ful fillment
.
5
a. The Blessing of Noah, introduces the
prophetical glance at the character and capabilities of
^ 6
m the three great ethnic nations which v/ere his descendants,
TT""cf7~Hewer7'"25»~5i5»*7""p7'T^^^'~
2. cf, Peritz ."Op . cit . -p. Ill
3. Ref. Judges SiZTT; 30^f.: 33-35
4. cf. Bewer, 0;d, cit .. p, 11
5. Gen. 9:25 fft
6. Driver, S.R.: Int r^d t i gn^t o _tha_L i t e ratu
r
Old Testament), p. 2T

"Cursed be Canaan I
Meanest slave shall he be to his brothers!
Bless Yahweh, the tents of Shem,
and let Canaan be his slavel
God enlarge Japheth,
and let him dwell in the tents of Shem,
And let Canaan be his slave," 1
2
Shem and Japheth, more reverent toward their ancestor,
more pure-minded than Ham and therefore more pleasing to
Yahweh their God, became masters of Ham*s son Canaan and
his descendants, even in the land 7/hich this licentious
people possessed. If this Blessing were written after
David's conquest of Canaan, as seems probable, Israel and
Philistia, dwelling in the tents of Shem, doubtless felt
that it gave them license to subject the Canaanites to
taskwork,
4
b/.The Blessing of Jac olp " says Sell in, "is a collection
of sailings about the different tribes - partly
laudatory, partly condemnatory, -oartly prophetic -
which are referred to the dying Patriarch, and were
no doubt traditionally preserved at one or their
sanctuaries. They all presuppose that the tribes 5
are already settled in their Palestinian territories,
,.,Some of the sayings may have in the course of
time expanded or transformed ... It is also
possible that the Babylonian Zodiac is reflected in
the whole collection. 6
For the purpose of this study the follov/ing excerpts only
have sieTiif icance
:
1, Bewer, J. A.: 0^. c it. . t). 11, See also Gen, 9:25 f.
2. Gen. 9:20 ff.
3. Sellings alternatives: either in pre-Mosaic days or
after partial conquest of Canaan, when burning hatred
of Canaan betrays itself, 0^. c it , . p, 33
Also Bewer: Od. cit
,
, x>,
12*
4, Gen. 49:1-27
5, Gen! 49:7 f., 13, 14 f., 16, 20, 26
6, 0^, cit .. p, 34
If
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1
"I have v/aited for thy salvation, 0 Jehovah," Joseph,
already a 'fruitful bough', had been delivered from perse-
cution and supported 'by the hands of the Mighty One of
Jacob' ... His father foresees a continuance of divine
favor toward him:
"By the god of thy Father, who shall help thee.
And by the Almighty, who shall bless thee,
With blessings of neaven above,
Blessings of the deep that couches beneath,
Blessings of breast and of womb." 2
'Salvation' though undefined as to form or time of con-
sammation, and the gifts of heaven, of earth, and of pro-
creation, together comprise a whole realm of divine activi-
ties formerly ascribed to a pantheon of gods and goddesses.
Here Yahweh alone is recognized as giver and doer. He is
one; God's unity in this sense seems clearly indicated.
He only is; there i s no other God: his unity in this sec-
3
ond sense seems here about to be recognized. Jacob's
declaration, comprehensively interpreted, would span both
polybaalism and polyyahwism. To what period does it belong?
Driver notes that the historical and geo-
graphical conditions reflected in Jacob's blessing are
4
those of the period of the Judges, Samuel and David. Yet,
even after David's time, Yahweh was not consistently recog-
nized as God of fertility in nature and of productivity in
men and animals. However, this declaration for Joseph's
1. Gen, 48:18
2. Gen. 49:25
5. Knudson, A.G.: The Religious Teaching of the
pTd Testament, n. 68
4. cf. Introduction .tQ_the ^Literature of the Old
Testament, p. 19

line, viewed in the light of its fulfillment, illustrates
how thought was growing. In the words of Knudson:
"The thoroughgoing monotheism, in which the Old
Testament V.. culminated, had its roots ... in
the actual experience and practical needs of
the people. Not speculation but the logic of
events was the moving force in its development," 1
c. The_Oracles__of
_Balaal2» "not real predictions
but poetic descriptions of the time of Saul and David ,,,
are put into Balaam* s mouth by the same literary device
which ascribed the Blessings to the ancestors," Hebrew
religious thought pictures Yahweh*s revelation of his
integrity and his purposes to a non-Israelite v/ho declares:
"How shall I curse, whom God has not cursed?
And how shall I denounce, whom Yahweh hath
not denounced?
Who can count the dust of Jacob,
Or number the myriads of Israel?
Let me die the death of the righteous,
And let ray last end be like Hi si
God is not man that he should break his word.
Neither the son of man, that He should change
His mind.
Should He promise and not do it?
Or speaK and not make it good?
Behold, I have received orders to bless:
And He has blessed and I cannot reverse it.
He had not beheld calamity in Jacob;
Nor seen trouble in Israel:
Yahweh his God is with him,^
And the shout for his king is among them.
God who brought them forth out of Egypt,
Is for him like the horns (?) of tne
wild-ox.
Now shall it be said of Jacob and of Israel,
What has God wrought I
-)f * -X-
The oracle of Balaam the son of Beor,
Who hears the words of God,
!• OiD, git., D. 91
2. Num.^:3-l0; 19-23; 24:3-9, 17
3. Bewer, J. A,: 0^. c it . . p. 13
1,
c
Who sees the vision of the Almighty,
Falling down, and having his eyes opened:
How beautiful are thv tents, 0 Jacot),
Thy tabernacles, 0 Israeli
Like cedars which Yahweh has planted,
like palms beside the w'aters,
God who brought him out of Egypt
Is for him like the horns or the wild-ox:
He shall devour the nations, his adversaries,,.
Blessed is every one that blesses thee,
And cursed is every one that curses thee.
A star has shone forth out of Jacob,
A sceptre has risen out of Israel,* 1
To be sure, Yahweh' s integrity is measured in terms of the
material prosperity of his people, and by cruel triumphs
over her foes. Balaam's revelation lacks moral qualities:
he sees no calamit}' in Jacob, no trouble in Israel; no
ills of the social or religious order, no struggle between
ritual and ethics - the supreme concern of the divine
heart and mind escape him altogether. Yet there is more
than literary merit in this narrative of a famous Ammonite
seer who through ecstacy had sought oracles against Israel
and who was instead compelled to proclaim blessings upon
3
her, foe though she be to his own people, Kent suggests
that the sayings originated in the time of Saul and David,
4
with a court poet greeting the victorious army of Israel.
Gathered up by the Judaean writer and woven into his narra*
5
tive, these oracles reveal certain popular opinions which
1. Bewer, J, A.: 0^, c it . . p. 14 f,
2. cf Smith, J.M.P,: ThFTrophet a,nd HisProblems, p. 35
3. cf. lb id . p p. ll
4. cf. Heroe.s .a^d _QriseSy p. 223
5. of, ^eTlin, IT: Up.'^cit. . d, 36

were destined to awaken new religious convictions in Israel
a. "A curse, especially if it proceeds from the
lips of one who has great influence with the
deity, possesses a malign power," 1
b. The trance or ecstacy of the ancient prophets,
however induced, was a preparation to receive
divine truth. On his part, God is seeking to
reveal himself to man,
c, A true prophet of any country might give voice
to great truths, unwelcome tnough they be to
his own people. Truth is divine, and in a
sense, universal,
d, A clear conception of the integrity, truthful-
ness and faithfulness of God could so attract
a hostile yet devout senker after truth as to
win his allegiance. Dimly foreseen is the
declaration of Christ: "I, if I be lifted up,
will draw all men unto myself", 2
4. Early poems With the inauguration of the kingship in
of the
Monarchy Israel, the personal valor and the per-
sonal convictions and emotions of the king are commemorated
These poems, though not religious in themselves, yet set
forth a certain reali7.ation of divine destiny in Yahweh*s
chief representative. Three such poems thus portray David
in heroic stature,
3
The Song celebrating the prowess of David
"Saul has slain his thousands
and David his ten thousands",
came as an outburst of admiration for a champion of Yahweh
in the work of exterminating the Philistines,
Dayid*s Lament over Saul and Jonathan
exalts the heroism of Yahweh' s leaders in battle:
1, Kent, G.F.: Heroes .gind Crises, p, 223
2, John 12:32
3, I Sam. 18:7

"Thy glory, 0 Israel, is slain on the heighths,
how are the heroes fallen.
Jonathan's bow never turned back
nor did empty come back the sword of Saul.
Saul and Jonathan, the beloved and dear,^
in their lives and their death not dividedl
They were swifter than eagles,
they were stronger than lions." 1
David's personal sorrow and love here mingle, unlighted
by any thought of immortality, or hope of reunion.
"Daughters of Israel, weep ye for Saul
who clothed you with scarlet and fine linen.
• • • »
•
0 Jonathan, slain on thy heights,
I am in anguish for thee, 0 Jonathan my brotherl
Verv dear hast thou been unto me:
Thy love to rae was wonderful,
passing the love of women," 3
In his grief over Saul, David shows an outlook which is
fundamentally religious in that it had delivered him from
personal pettiness and ambition,
5
David's
..oy.^T. .Abner, in its very
brevity shows David's sincerity. Expressing no love, it
yet honors the hero whose foul murder has jeopardized
David's secret diplomacy,
"Must Abner die as a fool dies?
Thy hands were not bound.
Thy feet not put in fetters. 7
As one falls before knaves, so thou didst fall."
8
Or, "As one putteth away criminals, wast thou put av/ay"
.
1, II Sam. 1:19-27
2. cfBewer, J. A.: Od. cit,, p, 25
3o p. 16 f.
4, cfMicklem, N,: "First and Second Samuel", Abingdoq
Ggmmentary . p. 399
5, II. Sam. 3:33 1.
^
6, cf. Bewer, J. A.: Od. cit., p. 17
7, liid., 16 f.
8, Iicklem, N,: 0^ cit., p. 400
r
David's high generosity has its foundation in his religion;
in his thou^t, Yahweh's cause is not to be served by
murder such as this.
What were the religious practices underlying
the literature just reviewed? The period, which ends about
1000 B.C., falls into four distinct stages of religious
development and popular practices may be studied under
these headings, namely: (1) Israel's first tribal deity;
(2) the emergence of Yahweh; (3) syncretism with Ganaan-
itish worship; and (4) reunion under the monarchy.
B. Israel's First Tribal Deitv
The classic reference to ancient Israelitic
polytheism is given in Joshua 24:2 - "Your fathers dwelt of
old time beyond the River, even Terah, the father of
Abraham and the father of Nahor; and they served other gods,"
Israel's own tradition points back to Canaan where she wor-
shiped her 'God of the fathers' who had called Abraham out
of Ghaldea, and had attended Isaac and Jacob in their rov-
ings through Syria, Canaan and Egypt before the enslave-
ment there. Is there a literary clue to Israel's profess-
ed devotion to one God out of many in pre-Mosaic times?
Was there an early dawning of the henotheistic ideal?
Dr. Kittel finds a possible answer to this
question in the use of the generic title '-el', preserved
as it is in Hebrew names of the traditional period in
question, Abraham called his sons Isma-el and Isaaq-el
1, cf, Micklem, N.: Op. c i t . . p. 400
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.(full form); Isaaq-el named his son Jacob-sl; later Jacob-
el, renamed Isra-el, became the father of the nation. His
son was Joseph-el, Now *-el', as *a name formation well
attested in inscriptions', takes the place of the real
name of a god. "Y/hy was it", asks Dr. Kittel, "that the
generic title was chosen to designate the ancestral or
favorite god instead of the proper name? ... To his wor-
shipers precisely this God appeared to be the principal
God, the God."
Whatever may have suggested the preference
for a e-eneric title, its sie-nif icance lies in its refer-
2
ence to one favorite Godhead, who is always 'strong' in
his various attitudes toward man. Divinity designated in
a number of gods, is gradually transcended. Other and
lesser 'elim' there may be - in fact their presence is in-
ferred by comparison - but if the el-deity or 'living God'
is thought of as el-roi, seeing his worshipers, a hearer
and answerer of prayer; el-'olam, eternally living, through-
out past, present sind future, an eternal helper; el-
3
shaddai, God my mountain; el-'elyon. The Most High, then
the nature being or nature power as god is here seen to be
supplanted by God as person. "In no wise bound to nature;
not powers of nature personally conceived ,,, but a per-
sonal Godhead, a kindly and accessible helper, and at the
1, Kittel, R.: The Religion of the_People_of^Israel
,^
p. 42
2, The root meaning o7 ''^el"^: c7, Knu^son: THe HeTlgious
Tegxhing of the^Old Testament, p. 116
3, I3river7^.R.T'"n£l cTt7T""p> T^3
Ir
9,5
same time a protector and a chastiser who towered above
the limits of human time and power and indeed above other
divine beings." His gentleness toward Abraham, even under
another title, is evident, also the fact that, wrestling
with Jacob after the manner of the ancient 'wild river-
spirit' in the end "he becomes a kindly being who does
not part from mankind without bestowing a blessing".
The use of El as a true proper name is the
next step. To be sure the first usages are not clear, Was
Jacob's altar at Shechem called 'el, God of Israel', or
'el is the God of Israel"? Did the altar at Bethel signi-
fy the 'el of Bethel' or that 'el is in Bethel'? Such
ojaestions are less important than the fact that the God of
Shechem and of Bethel personally protected Jacob aJid Isra-
el. "By the 'God of the fathers' we understand that el-
deity (who was) v^orshiped sometimes as ^l-LQlain> some-
times as el-shgiddfii , and sometimes exalted above all others
3
as ,^1- 'elyon."
C. Emergence of Yahweh as I srae l's God
1, The Call In view of the credence p;iven to the tradi-
of
Moses tion of their first tribal deity, it now be-
comes logical to reject the theory held by Robertson Smith
and others to the effect that the Hebrews, because they
lived the nomad or bedouin life, must therefore have had
the full polydemonistic religion of their Semitic kinsmen.
1. Kittell, R.: The Rel igion, o.f the People of. Israel, p. 45
2. Ibid ,> Ref. Gen."^^^ ?7 "
3. TEi2., p. 48

"This could apply only to an insignificant percentage of
those tribes out of v/hich the Israel of Moses was composed.
For this very reason we must not regard them as typical of
the nation in its beginnings," says Kittel. Rather it is
to be inferred that the el-deity was not wholly forgotten
even during the days of bondage in Eg}^pt. "Israel did not
rise from the soil at a stamp from Moses' foot: it must have
2
had a previous history."
With a slave-psychology born of genera.tions
of oppression, the Hebrews could not have emancipated them-
selves from a rule so despotic as was that of Merneptah,
except under the personal inspiration of a great leader.
Says Noyes:
"The rising of the enslaved tribes ajid their subse-
quent doings in the wilderness presuppose the
initiative and the continued leadership of a domin-
ant personality. A man of "tmnscendent religious
ardor, a prophet directly accredited of God, was
needed to quicken the heavily afflicted, broken-
spirited sKepherds into the necessary resolution," 3
Says Kittel:
"If ever Carlyle's remark about the heroes of
history is appropriate, it is here. Were Moses
not an historical figure, ajiother v/ould have to be
invented: for only a^man such as he could be a
leader in that age," 4
Recounting the hopes and ambitions which had
been their fathers', Moses declared that the God of their
fathers was now calling them out of Egypt into their own
!• The. Religion of the People of Israel
^ p. 47
2 . ibid
.
,
p, 40
•3. Op. cit ,. p. 50
4« The Religion of the People of Israel, p, 51
I
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land. Under his new name, yet the same God, Yahweh had re-
newed his ancient plan and purpose for them. And the people
believed; and when the}' heard that Yahweh had visited than
and had seen their affliction, they bowed their heads and
7.
wor sh iped
,
Why did the people believe in this revela-
tion from Yahweh? "Moses had experienced ... a revival of
ancestral religion: in a measure new ard yet not quite new;
forgotten in the adverse and foreign Goshen environment,
and now once more broup;ht to the Hebrew tribes instinct
3
'
v/ith a new enthusiasm," His preparation for the task had
been long and thorough. Receiving in youth the education
of an Egyptian prince, in early manhood he espoused the
cause of his enslaved people. His hot resentment against
their oppressors may have made him a murderer, and a
4
fugitive from justice in Midiar. Here, happily, his kins-
5
men throu^ Abraham and Keturan had taught him to worship
the God of their common heritage, not in his ancient
character as 'The Elohim', or 'El', nor yet as the more
powerful 'El-Shaddai
'
, but as 'Yahweh', the great I AM
who dwelt on Mount Horeb-Sinai near-by. Probably through
the teachings of the priest J e thro, his father-in-law,
Moses received fresh insigjit into the attributes of Yahweh.
Certain it is that three ideas took possession of him:
1. Ex. 3:13-19; 4:29 ff.
2. cf, Ex. 4:31
3. Peritz, I.J,: Ojo. cit., p, 70
4. Ex. 2:11-15
5. Gen. 25:1,2
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(1) The oppression of his people was no longer to be en-
dured; (2) Their bonds could not be broken by humsji strength
or strategy, but the power of Yahweh was adequate for the
H task; (3) On their part, the slaves must believe that Yahweh
could and would deliver them, Moses' personal convictions
went further, Ponderirg the question as to who should lead
them out, the shrinking man he_^is reputed to be received a
personal commission from Yahweh, a psychological experience
so profound that all the trying years that followed could
not shake his confidence, and Moses entered upon his task
as leader. Thus,
"The very call of Moses, given by the three sources
with varying details, conveys three essential facts:
(1) the Midianite environment as the source whence
came the inspiration of Moses; (2) the new element
in the religion of the Hebrews, represented by the
new name of^'Jehovah; and (3) the personal element
in the experience of Moses throu^'h Ytiom the new
religious truth was transmitted ^o his people." 2
"And the people believed ... and worshiped."
I Al/I had spoken, and with sublime significance of greatness
3
and sincerity and purpose. I AM. THAT I AM - this was the
pledge of the divine deliverer. Moreover, for the future,
I IILJ. BE MAT I 7ILL BE - herein was promise for Israel.
Moses declared "I AM hath sent me unto you", and even a
serf-mind could grasp his meaning.
P 1. Ex. 3:4
2. Peritz: I.J,: Otd, c it. , p. 68
3. Driver, S,R.: "Exodus", Ugjnbridge Bible .
c
2. Exodus The crossing of the Red Sea was a signal
and
Covenant triumph, whether made possible by the piling
up of waters by a strong east wind all night, or by a sud-
den dividing of the v/aters at the command of Yaiiv/eh by Moses,
By whatever means the mighty intervention of Yahweh was
asserted, the event marked the beginning of Hebrew national
history "as much", says Peritz, "as the signing of the
Declaration of Indi^^endence was the beginning of the American
Republic ... It was nothing short of the birthday of the
3
Hebrew nation - but it v/as only the birthda}i" The exulta-
tion felt by the people, voiced at once in the Song of
Miriam, was soon crystallized in the covenant which further
distinguished this nation from all others. Generations
afterward .Amos cites both events as proof that Yahweh had
4
knov/n Israel alone of all the nations of the earth, while
Hosea finds in them the evidences of a father *s tender care
5
for his child
.
"The ancient Semites conceived of their
deities as dwelling- in certain definite abodes and capable
6
of entering into solemn covenants with men and tribes,"
says Kent, Later covenants assumed the dignity of a com-
pact or pledge betv/een the parties, but in these early days
of Israel, the superior party, as deity, was thought of as
imposing his will upon the inferior: the covenant or 'berith*
1, As J relates, Ex. 14:21^ second clause
2, As Peritz accounts for it, Ex. 14:21, first and final
clauses
3, 0£. sit., p. 79
4, Mos 3:1,2
5, Hosea 11 : 1-4
6« Hero es and Crises, p. 190
4
1becoming a synonym for coimnandment, Yahweh, through Moses,
speaks to Israel:
"Now therefore if ye vdll obey my voice indeed, and
keep my covenant, then ye shall be mine own posses-
sion from among all peoples: for all the earoh is
mine: and ye snail be unto me a kingdom of priests,
and a holy nation," 2
Tradition pictures Moses receiving the ordi-
nances of Yahweh on his holy mountain, Horeb-Sinai, writing
them in a book, building an altar for sacrifice, and read-
ing to the assembled tribes, who respond: "All that Yahweh
hath spoken vdll we do, and be obedient," And Moses sealed
3
the covenant with sacrificial blood.
Even though it is impossible to know the terms
4
of this covenant, its importance as a bond is unquestionable.
In covenant-relationship akin to marriage Yahweh wooed his
5
bride Israel whose response of passionate devotion became
the moving-force in her religious development.
New in the history of religion was a God of
such morality, power and transcendence, Yahvfeh had delivered
an oppressed people who had no vital claim upon him, and in
a land foreign to himself. New, too, betv/een man and deity,
was a relation"so deep, so firm, so intense, that it was
7
able to bear the strain of every (later) crisis". As out-
8
lined above, their conception of Yahweh *s character brought
1 , c f , Knud son, A , G . : Religious Tefi,chi ng^ of the Old
XastfiiS^t, p. 176
2, Ex, 19:5,6, recorded by J
3, Ex. 24:3-8, recorded by E
4, cf, Oesterley and Robinson: Hebrew Religion, p, 141
5, Hos, 2:14-16; Jer, 2:2
6, cfKnudson, A,C,: Religiou s Teaching^^ of the
Old Testament , p. 122 f.
7, Ibid.
8, Page 43 of this paper
cI
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with /a sense of oblie*ation to perform the service he re-
1
quired of them. Thus Israel's religion, unique in its moral
and ethical implications, hears witness to her early genius.
"Yet, if we would correctly realize the con-
tent of Israel's conception of Jehovah in those early days,"
warns Feritz, "we must not neglect the perspective of his-
tory, ... It is possible that Jehovah was thought of in
connection with a volcanic mountain, whose symbols were
the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night,
terrible to behold or to approach." If, indeed, the ter-
rors of volcanic eruption accompanied the majestic appear-
ance of God, this ancient experience gave Israel^its tra-
ditional imagery for describing great theophanies.
5. Wilderness The pledge of Eternal War with ilmalek, ajnd
life and
discipline the Song of the Well furnish key-notes to
the life upon which Israel now entered with its struggle
for maintenance, and its joy when water was sufficient.
Here, too, the Ritual of the Ark of the Covenant had its
4
birth. Under the tutelage of the Midianite priest Jethro,
Moses as prophet-priest entered upon his great task of
interpreting the will of Yahweh, and of training for citi-
zenship in Canaan, while on the march or living at the
oasis of Kadesh-Earnea. Further, "they must be welded
into a people with a common_.interest and purpose before
1. of. Knudson, A.C.: Religious Teaching^ of the
Old Testament, p. 122 f.
2 . Qp.citD . 88
3. cf. Leslie, E.A.: "Psalms I - LXXII", Abingdon
Commentary, p. 523
4. Ex. 18:17-24
c
I
#
they could hope to wrest from its ancient, strongly estab-
lished possessors a bountiful territory which they could
make their home. In the end the generation of men v/ho had
experienced that signal deliverance at the Red Sea could
not take possession of the land beyond Jordan - this re-
mained for their children to achieve. Yet Moses "awakened
in an oppressed and discouraged people the feeling of
national consciousness; he cemented them into a band having
common hopes and aspirations; and he united them by the
common bond of Jehovah their God, to whom they bound them-
2
selves by moral obligations." By what means did he
accomplish these ends?
Three demands of Yahweh were rigidly en-
joined: (1) the rite of circumcision; (2) the keeping holy
of sacred objects, chief of wiiich was the Ark of the Cove-
nant; and (3) the maintenance of the Tent of Meeting, with
a trained priesthood.
The rite of circumcision, common among the
Semites was now submitted to as a form of consecration to
Yahweh, in order to insure fertility.
By means of the Ark of the Covenant the
presence of Yahweh was brought from his faraway summit among
the clouds, to dwell with his people or to accompany them
3
on the ma.rch, enthroned upon the cherubim. The Ark may have
1, Noyes, Carleton: Op. c it
.
. p, 50
2, Peritz, I.J.: Op. cit., p, 93
3, I Sam. 4:4
c
contained some object #i ich represented the deity - perhaps
the stones bearing the Law, The Semitic theory of divine
residence in stones would in this case be heightened by the
fact that these stones were originally taken from the sa-
cred mountain, thus containing the very essence of Yahweh
himself.
To the Tent of Meeting the people resorted
to inquire of Yahweh; that is, to consult the divine oracle,
says Peritz, adding: "It is most probable that this oracle
consisted of two sacred stones, Uring and Thummin, which
were used as lots, representing yea and nay, and which were
manipulated by means of a linen garment or pocket, called
3
8Xi Ephod" > The Levites as wearers of the Ephod, manipu-
lated the oracle.
Moreover, in his personal ideals and achieve-
ments, Moses profoundly impressed his followers. As their
first priest, he became the adjudicator of cases brought to
him by contending parties. His decisions were termed 'the
statutes and directions of God* and from these precedents,
a body of civil and criminal law gradually grew up. Says
G.B. Gray: "Moses here appears as priest in legislative
activity, ... creating that nucleus of Hebrew law by the
same m.ethod as that characteristically used by the later
priests in amplifying the law, viz., the oracular consul ta-
4
tion of God."
1. Ex. 25:16; Heb. 9:4
2. cf. Oesterley and Robinson: O^. c it . . p. 144 f,
•3. Pp., cit,
, p. 91
4. Sacrifice m the Old Testament
^ p. 205
1,
I.
I
As for that mighty legal system so fully
ascribed to Moses in Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers, the
priesthood of Aaron and the transformation of the Tent of
Meeting into a gorgeous sanctuary, these are alike_^recogniz-
ed as the elaborations of the later priestly v/riter, Isra-
el's national religious life must have begun with simple
ritual and worship, because centuries afterward we hear her
prophets rebuking the divided kingdoms because, contrary to
Mosaic practice, they have substituted burnt-offerings and
sacrifices for the true worship of Yahweh. To Israel Amos
announces
:
"Thus saith Yahweh, the God of hosts, the Lord:
Did ye bring unto me sacrifices and offerings
in tne wilderness forty years, 0 house of Israel?" 2
and in Judah, Jeremiah declares:
"Thus saith Yahweh of hosts, the God of Israel;
I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded them
in the day that I brought them out of the land of
Egypt, concerning burnL-of ferings or sacrifices," 3
Did Moses, then, in his interpretation of
Yahweh to Israel, combine the offices of priest, law-giver
and prophet? The three are not incompatible; the later
representations depicting him as law-giver and prophet,
seecn rather to provide the logical continuation of the
priesthood, which alone belongs to the early Hebrew tradi-
tion. However, as noted by Gray: "There is one point in
which all three presentations meet: Moses was an organ of
1. Produced as late as 500 B.C.
2. Amos 5:25
3. Jer. 7:22 f.
c» o
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revelation; and among such various organs of revelation as
Hebrew religious theory admitted, Moses was to Hebrev/ tradi-
tion unique."
Says Montefiore: "The supreme gift of Moses
to Israel was a moral passion, a certain intensity that
2
gave a new touch to their religion". Did his contemporaries
3
correlate this moral passion with the tradition that Moses
communed with Yahweh *face to face as a man speaketh to his
friend'? Im-possible as it is to penetrate into the secret
of such communings, "the expression", says V/ade, yet "de-
scribes SL-ggestively the principal feature of the Mosaic
teaching, so far as it can be recovered - its precise and
practical directness, and the lofty and pure spirit which
4
animates it," Thus from the time of Moses, thoughtful
Israelites cgjne to a unique knowlede-e of the moral and
5
spiritual nature of God,
Moses' personality was able, then, to com-
bine two aspects of the nature of Yahweh: those traits
which were derived from an ancient terrible nature-deity
of the wilderness, with the attributes of a great moral
God who protected the moral order in Israel a God
unique, supreme, holding himself jealously apart from all
6
other gods.
!• Sacri fic e in the Old Testament, p. 210
2. The Origin gnd Development of the Hebrew Relie-ion, p.46
3. Recorded by J, E and P. "NumT 12:8; Ex.'"33 :TT-17;
Num. 7:8,9
4. Old Testg^ment History^ p. 164
5. cf. Ibid., p. 16:5
6. cf. The Religion of the People of Israel^ p. 66
c(
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When, as Br. Kittel explains, after Moses'
death these two viev/s of the nature of Yahweh fell asunder,
each aspect found some among the people to adopt and approve
it, and each group strove to conquer within their circle,
with the result that two fundamentally different religions
evolved: the one popular, the other hi^er; and each oppos-
ing the other; yet having this in common, that they both con-
fessed the name of Yahweh,
Syncretism: Israel and Canaan
1, The To Mount Nebo of the Abarim Mountains in
con que st
Moab, tradition brought Moses at the close of
life to view Israel's future home-land lying westward across
the Jordan vaJley. With its city-crowned heights and its
fertile valleys good to look upon, this was the highway be-
tween East and 'Jest, North and South, destined to produce
the great middlemen of the world, the Semitic carriers of
commerce and religion. Here, tv/enty-six centuries before,
the primitive Amorite worshiped his cave-dwelling deity
without questioning the truth or value of his religious be-
liefs and practices. But for half that time, najnely, for
thirteen centuries now, the Canaanite with his pantheon had
been developing the higjily-organiz ed religious institutions
shovm in Chapter II, Now Yahweh, the lone God of the nomad
tribes was about to enter the land, as Israel's tribal V/ar-
lord, bent on conquest.
1, cf. The Religi on of the People, of Israel, p, 66
2, cfp Smith7 GTA,: The Hls toricp.! Geography of the
Hoiv Land, p, 5
5, cf, Brightman, E . S . T" HeTig iou s Ya.1 ue s
^ p, 16
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With a few sv;ift strokes, Carle ton Noyes
summarizes the sweeping in of the Hebrews upon Canaan, still
impelled as they were, by a fierce vehemence, born of the
desert. "As they threw themselves, ill-equipped but shout-
ing their wild battle-cries, against the strong cities, the
terror they spread counted to them_^for strength. Victori-
ous, they were fanatic and pitiless", yet inspired by
religious fervor,
"The cruelty of their passionate race was intensi-
fied by divine sanction, for Israel's battles were
the battles of Yahweh, Gfod of hosts. So they
'devoted' to Yahweh the defeated enemy. The ban
implied utter extermination to the conquered, death
by sword, by burning, hanging, stoning and com-
plete destruction of ma.teriai, Israel had yet to
affirm its difference from other peoples." 2
"Fragments of an old account of the conquest
of Canaan ... by the individual efforts of the separate
tribes ... narrate the positive successes of Judah and
3 4
Simeon and the'House of Joseph' only. Certain tribes, viz.
Manasseh, Sphraim, Zebulun, Asher, Naphtali, and Dan failed
5
to dispossess the native inhabitants." "The Ganaanites
would dwell in the land ... and when Israel waxed strong,
they put the Ganaanites to taskwork and did not utterly
6
drive them out," Thus "by colonizing the unoccupied por-
tions of Palestine, by intermarriage and by alliance with
1 • iJJSJ. Q.li . » P . 116
2, Tbid , . r). 116 f.
3, Judg. 111-20
4, Judg, 1:22-26
5, Driver, S.R.; Introducti on to the Literature of., the
0Td"^estament7 p. iST*
6, Judg. 1:27 f.
I.
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the native tribes, and In some cases by open attack, the
Hebrews slowly became masters of the land" Yet the Ganaan-
ites remained teachers of agriculture and of city life to
the tribes of Israel,
To this period belorg Joshua's Appeal to
Sun and Moon and the incomparable 3 one- of Deborah, The
Blessing of Noah doubtless became increasingly popular
wherever the sons of Canaan 7/ere subjected to the Hebrews,
a^5 sons of Shem,
The In his last days "Joshua made a covenant
Decalogue
at Shechem with the people and set them a statute and
an ordinance in Shechem", writing the words in the book of
the law of God and he took a sreat stone and set it up
there under the oak that y/as by the sanctuary of Yahweh.
This codification probably comprised the oldest decalogue
found in oijr sources, nsjnely:
"1, Six davs shalt thou do thy work, but on the
seventh thou shalt desist,
2, The feast of the unleavened bread shalt thou
keep, according as I commanded thee at the
appointed time "in the month Abib; for in it
thou earnest out of Egypt,
3, None shall appear before me em~ty,
4, The feast of harvests, the first-fruits of
thy labors, shalt thou keep.
5, The feast of in-gathering at the exit of the
year thou shalt keep.
1, Kent, C,F,: Founders and Rulers of United Israel
^
p. 1'9'
2. of, Pfeiffer, R.H,: "The Oldest Decalogue",
Journal of Biblica.X Lite rature
p, 306 f,
Ref,: Josh. 24:25 f.^cf. 8:32

6. Three times in the year shall all thy males
appear before the Lord Yahweh,
7. Thou shalt not sacrifice mth leaven the blood
of my sacrifice,
8. Neither shall there remain all night the fat of
my feast until morning,
9. The first of the first-fruits of thy ground
thou shalt bring unto the house of Yahweh,
thy God.
10, Thou shalt not boil a kid in its mother's
milk." 1
ten
Thes^primit ive commands, in their primitive form earlier
than the monarchy, reflect Semitic customs, ritual and
lore. "The three annual feasts", says Pfeiffer, "are un-
2
mistakably Canaanitish,
"
•3. New problems Scholars frequently compare the coming
f or
Israel of Israel into Canaan to a countryman*
moving into town to make his residence there ^ Wherever
the}'' gained a foothold the newcomers began to adjust them-
selves to the civilization around them. The sharp con-
trast afforded bv their own uncouthness would be keenlv
felt, especially by the younger and more ajnbitious among
them
.
But the impact which involved ultimat
elements was that of Yahweh with the Baalim indigenous to
Canaan. Here, too, adjustment was gradual, says Knudson:
1. Ex. 23:12-19
2. Oji. cit., p. 307
cI
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^ "At first the Israelites after gaining possession
of the land substituted Yahweh for the local Baals
and spoke of him as the Baal of the land a
dangerous practice (which) tended to obliterate
the" distinction between Yahweh-worsh ip and Baal-
worship, and tended also to confuse Yahweh with
the local Baals," 1
2
In time the proprietor-gods of the land resumed their sway.
This development probably came about as follows:
a. The Hebrews found they must become learners of
the arts of the high civilization surrounding them.
b. Failiores in their early attempts at farming or
building were credited not to inexperience but to the dis-
pleasure of the proprietor-gods whom the^r had failed to
worship acceptably. The question became pressing: "Shall
we offend the Baalim and starve, or shall we worship them
and have food and the comforts of life?" No less insist-
ent were the claims of the Ashtarte and of the baals of
the flocks. Hence the Hebrews came to share the belief
that the generation of domestic animals and even of their
own children would depend upon the favor of these arbi-
trary gods.
c. The onslaught of conquest had failed in some
localities leaving the sturdy new-comers in half-posses-
3
sion of territory. The Canaanite would dwell in the land
and the Hebrew edict against intermarriage had not yet
evolved or was little enforced. Enterprising young Hebrews,
1. The Religious Tea,ch in^^^of the Old Testament, p. 70 f.
2 . cf. Knuds on , I . C! . : '^The Te
s
lament ^Tonc ep 1 1 on
of God", Abingdon G ommentary
,
T) 159
~*
3. cf. Judg. 1:21, 27, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35
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ambitious to gain wealth and culture, found among Canaan-
ite maidens the wives best fitted to help them attain their
goal. This practice fixed upon many an Israelite's home
the worship of the Baalim, as the influence of the wife and
mother prevai led_^to make her religion an integral part of
the national life.
d. The land of Cajiaan flov^ed with milk and honey.
Commenting on this F.J, McGonnell says:
"To speak in our modern terras, there were in this
diet'more calories than the children of Israel
^'^ere accustomed to, and the}^ tended to wax fat.
... In a word, the fuller material life into
#iich Israel came brought with it a hazard to those
moral qualities which suggest a type of lean and
strenuous moral fervor.
Inasmuch as this moral fervor conditions the appreciation
of the moral qualities of God, the natural reaction upon
Israel became evident to that group of Moses' followers
who carried forward his teaching in its higher implications,
Ej Reunion under the Monarchy
1. Political Having intermarried with the Canaan it es, the
Hittites, the Amorites, the Perizzites, the
Hivites and the Jebusites, and worshiping their Baalim and
3
Ashteroth, Israel's development suffered f^jrther arrest by
the conquests which made the tribes subject in turn to
Mesopotamia, to Moab, to Northern Canaan, to Midi an and
Ainmon, and finally to Philistia, wealthiest and most
1. Judg. 5:5 f.
2. Humanism and Chr istian ity , p. 5
3. Judges- 3": 5-3, Source D
II
I
powerful of her neighbors (1080-1023). The patriarchal
leadership, exercised bj'' "Judges" or heroes who arose at
critical moments of conquest, enslavement or oppression,
had brought forth sporadic political advantages. Thus end-
ed their first twelve decades in Ganaaa. Israel's religion
was at its lowest ebb.
At this juncture the Philistines captured
the sacred Ark of the Covenant, and subjugated all central
Palestine. This crisis demanded apt leadership and united
2
action and the prophet Samuel, with great foresight, brought
about the kirgship of both Saul and David. Saul failed to
cope 77i th this Philistine menace but David succeeded. About
the close of the century he established his political and
religious capital in Jerusalem.
"Jerusalem was David's omi heroic acquisition and be-
lonfi;ed neither to Judah nor Israel; its position was
central and strong; it had now become the seat of
the emblem of Jehovah's presence, associated with
Israel's residence in the desert. Jerusalem thus
tended to cement the tribes, create national senti-
ment and loyalt}'" to the House of David," 4
2, Religious Spiritual as well as political progress to-
ward unity is traced in the two earliest
5 6
sources, namely, (1) A Biography of Samuel and (2) The
History of the Introduction of the Monarcy to the Estab-
lishment of Jerusalem as the Civil and Religious Centre
1. of. Micklem, N.: Qd. cit . . p. 585
2. cf. Peritz, I.J . ; Op
.
cit., p. 123
3. cf. Ibid.
'
4. Ibid., p. 138
5. cf. New Century Bible
6. I Sam. 1; 2:11-26; 3; 15; 16:1-14

1of the Kingdom.- In the three personalities which dominate
this period, the noblest traditions of Moses flash forth,
once more to counsel or warn all Israel, according to the
integrity or the default of Samuel, Saul and David,
a. The Ministry of Samuel,
Samuel has been called the bridge between Moses and
the prophets, A man of simple piety, v/ho like Moses had
heard the voice of Yahweh in the distress and doom of his
people, his religion became subjective and personal, his
convictions clear and stern. Mosaic principles received
fresh enunciation throu^ him. In the scene in which he re-
jects King Saul on the charge of 'disobedience', viiile he
hews King Agag to pieces 'before Yahweh', we see a recru-
descence of "the old-fashioned, fierce, inexorable ways of
warfare in the desert ,,, no accommodations for the sake of
prudence and statecraft; disobedience to the absolute de-
mands of the ban bei ner repudiated as utterly as anything
3
connected v/ith Ganaanite worship".
The momentous religious interpretations of
his day are directly traceable to him, 'jVitness the capture
of the Ark of the Covenant, and the bewildered elders mak-
ing inquiry: "Are the gods of the Philistines stronger than
Yahv/eh? Yahv/eh displeased with us? Should v/e repent
of some sin?" "Many will have espoused the former viev/; it
1, I Sam, 9-11; Sam. 6 excepting Biography in (3) and
traditional, redactional and Deuteronomis tic elements
not used in this paper
2. cf. I Sam. 15:17-33
3. cf. Micklem, N.: On. c it . . p, 391
4, I Sam, 4:3
4
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1
•was a spiritual triumph that the latter prevailed", says
Mick 1 em, i;7ho also calls attention to the loss of the high-
priest *s ephod in which syncretistic worship had evidently
wrought change from a garment or pocket to a 'divine'
image. Here occurs a fine contrast: the Ark, non-idola-
trous symbol T^ich forever recalls the austere worship of
the invisible Yahweh in the wilderness, and the degraded
ephod, Canaanite syinbol of fertility-cults, Israel, for-
getting her lost ephod and mourning her stolen Ark of the
Covenant, registers spiritual growth, T?^nile the guidance
of Samuel is felt rather than expressed in the narrative.
Open-minded to the new tasks before him,
Samuel felt most urgently the need of unity and believed
3
that only a king could inspire it. Kingly power had, in-
deed, been exercised by certain of the judges, as Gideon,
Jepthah and Abimelech, So it is that "Ssunuel acts in
strict accord with the national development when he, on his
own initiative and under providential guidance, anoints
4
Saul king." Nor did he relinquish his own place as leader
of the national -j)riestly party. The king had been exalted
to political eminence, but he must not endanger the worship
of Israel's God, Rebuking Saul for disobedience he gives
5
utterance to 'the quintessence of the prophetic teaching'
1- 2£» p. 586
2. Ibid,
3. As"T records it - I Sam. 9-10:16; 10:27-11:11
4. Peritz, I.J.: Og. cit,., p. 125
5. Micklem, N.:0£. c.jt.
. p. 391
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"Behold, to obey is_^better than sacrifice, and to hearken
than the fat of rams". "Yahweh hath rent the kingdom from
thee this day and hath given it to a neighbor of thine that
is better thazi thou."
Oddly, Samuel's autocratic power to make and
unmake kings illustrates at once the people's confidence in
him as Yahweh 's spokesman and their own essential democracy.
No thought of 'divine right' or 'apostolic succession' was
current in the priesthood, as Samuel's succession to Eli
shows. The kingship, by Samuel's determination, conforms
to the same principle: "God calls a man to a task, to its
duties and its privileges; the sons may be expected to
carry on their father's work, but if the duties are neglect-
4
ed, the privileges are withdrawn", Saul's defection cost
his princely son Jonathan all hope of royal succession,
5 6
and the son of Jesse, whether obscure or not, was anointed.
The account which presents David as an unknown youth aims
to set forth a religious teaching: "V/hen no one thought any-
thing of David, God, who knows men's hearts, had chosen him
and put his spirit upon him, giving him a kingly soul" -
not by Tome immutable predestination, but because he was
7,8
worthy.
1. I Sam. 15:22
2, I Sam, 15:28
3, cf, Micklem, N.: Od. ail., ^. 385
4, Ibid.
5, I Sajn, 16:1-13; 17, From Bio^raphy_of_Samuel
6. I Sam. 16:14-23 - From the^i story of the._.Tnti:oduc ti on
of" the Monarchy
7. I Sam. 16:7 "
"
8. cf, Micklem, N,: 0^. c rt
. , p. 391 f.
It
Most novel and far-reaching of Samuel's
achievements, however, was that of laying hold of the
essentially un-Hebrew movement of ecstatic prophecy and
turning it to the service of Israel's religion and Israel's
God, The incident recorded reveals Samuel as independent
of the prophetic bonds, yet in psychic sympathy with them,
and perhaps exercising a directive influence through them.
Having anointed the 'unawakened giant', young Saul, he sends
him forth to receive a new heart from Yahv/eh, and to be
further confirmed in purpose by the sharing of an ecstatic
experience with a band of these prophets,
b. The Work of Saul.
Saul's story is written by one who shares Samuel's
opinion of him, hence in the history of religion Saul
serves as a 'warning case'. Sndov/ed with zeal, courage,
enthusiasm and devotion, he yet lacked deep religious fer-
vor and perseverance in the greater causes he misht have
^3
served nobly, pandering to personal ambition instead. Over-
drawn as the estimate seems if Saul and not Samuel were
4
really king, the religious teachings concerning disobedi-
ence to Yahweh's commands are as clear as in the day of
Moses, He could not regain Samuel's friendship even by
pleading for forgiveness. Moreover, "Yahweh answered him
1, As Kittel thinks. Cf, Micklem, N.: Od. cit., d. 389
2, I Sam. 10: 9-11
*
3, cf. Peritz, I.J,: Ojg. cit.. p, 132
A, Samuel rebukes Saul for sacrificing, I Sam. 13:8-13
^amuel rebukes Saul for disobedience to his command,
I Sam. 15:7-23
5, I Sam. 15:24-35

1
not, neither by dreams, nor by Urira, nor by prophets", and
doom was inevitable,
A soldier rather than a general, Saul check-
ed the advance of the Philistines, inspired to boldness
and bravery by Yahweh himself, as his followers believed.
Even his angers or 'evil spirits' were accounted to be
visitations from Yahweh, as was every exceptional emotion,
3
physical or spiritual, in those days (e,g. I Sajn. 16:14),
Yet as king he aroused disaffection among his people, and,
as a member of the Nebhiira, he must have brought ecstatic
4
prophecy into popular notice and eventually into disrepute.
Says T.H. Robinson:
"That very ecstatic power which roused and inspired
him in his earlier Says, enabling him to do great
and startling feats; unfitted him for the drudgery
of organization and the slow toil of consolidating
what he and his had v/on." 6
The picture given of King Saul, his sanity unbalanced by
7 8
melancholia and jealousy is 8.t variance with his youth's
fair promise. Doubtless others beside Samuel 'mourned for
Saul' and were convinced that Yahweh had rejected him from
9
being king over Israel,
1. I Sam. 28:6
2. I Sam, 11:6
3. See also I Sam. 18:10
4. I sam. 20: 23, 24
5. e,g. The rescue of Jabesh from the Ammonites,
I Sam. 11:1-11
6. "History of the Hebrew and Jewish People",
Abingdon Gomnientarv. d, 64
7. I''s^7"T6Tn^56""
^
8. I Sam. 18:12-16
9. cf. I Sam. 15:34

c. Early Work of David.
Like Moses, exiled in his young manhood, David pon-
dered on the ways of Yahweh, reaching the same conclusions
as to the divine power to help hira, even though as a vassal
of Achish purposing to fight for Judah, he led a double
life. Was his allegiance likewise divided between God and
gods?_^ By his testimony Yahv/eh had saved hira from the sword
of Saul. Yahweh had even delivered Saul into his hands, yet
2
had kept him from laying hands on his anointed one. Either
Yahweh or ill-disposed men had banished David from Yahweh'
s
territory; if Yahweh, he had some inscrutable and arbitrary
purpose to serve; let him *smell a sacrifice' and be appeas-
ed! But if men had done it, they deserved a curse for com-
3
pel ling him to serve other gods.
We infer that, in their territory, David vfor-
shiped the Philistine gods, yet when Ziklag was despoiled
and his enraged followers would have stoned him, David es-
4
caped death by strengthening himself in Yahweh his God. As
king of Judah and Israel, though still a Philistine vassal,
David becomes a champion of Yahweh. His biographer dwells
on his preparation to enter battle - not rashly, as Saul
had often acted, but forearmed by oracular assurance of
victory
:
"So David asked the Eternal. 'Shall I attack the
Philistines? Wilt thou put them into my hands?'
The Eternal said to David, 'Attack them, I will
1. cf. I Sam. 26:24
2. cf. I sam. 26:10
3. cf. Micklem, N.: Orj. cit., p. 395 f.
4. I Sam. 30:6
'
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'certainly put the Philistines into ycur hsjids'.
Then David ... broke them. 'The "Sternal ha.s
broken my foes down before me like water bursting
a dami' said David, while carrying off their
abandoned gods, his thoughts doubtless leaping
toward the Ark he v/ould reclaim." 1
Another consultation, and Yahweh was to give the signal
for attack, by tree-divination common to the ancients.
"Whenever you hear a sound of movement among the
balsam trees, be quick, and attack, for the
Eternal will have 'gone in front of you to rout
the Philistine army." 2
^
"YnTierever David went, the Eternal gave him victory".
The sins of Saul, like his bones, had not
4
been finally buried. His violation of Joshua's covenant
by the massacre of Gibeonites was yet to be avenged.
Accordingly, Yahweh sent a three-year famine upon Israel
and David, discovering by oracle the C3.use of the divine
displeasure, delivered up the seven sons of Saul to be
hanged unto th e Lord, as demanded by the Gibeonites, Says
Micklem:
n c?S, A, Cook speaks of 'the purification of the
Gibeonites^, here, and rightly, but the point
of the story is much more 'the pacification
of God' for we have to do v/ith human sacrifice
to avert the anger of God. ... V/hen 'atone-
ment', i.e., expiation or satisfaction, had
been made ... God put away his anger 8.nd sent
rain." 5
Ultimately the seven bodies and those of Saul and Jonathan
6
receive proper burial, and their spirits find rest in Sheol
1. II Sajn. 5:19-21, after Moffatt
2. ibid..
3. Ibid .
4. cf. Josh. 9:15
5. Og^. cit., p. 409
6. loid .
^ p. 410
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"So David became greater and greater, for the
Eternal
J
God of Hosts, was on his side.
He reali^.ed that the Eternal had set him to be
king over Israel and had exalted his kingdom
for the sake of his people Israel.** 1
Meanwhile the Ark, "shrine of Yahweh
Zebaoth, the war-God who had nothine; to do mth. the cultivat-
2
ing of the soil or the training of vines", remained in Phil-
istine territory. Yahweh* s seat was still popularly
thought to be on Horeb-Sinai. Yet the gradual subjuga-
tion of the Canaanites, and the signal proof of Yah7/eh*s
might afforded by David's victories, naturally lowered the
prestige of Baal, while new sanctuaries dedicated to Yahweh
exclusively, strengthened the idea that he personally dwelt
in Canaan. Ey a next step he occupied former Canaanite
sacred places, thereby taking possession of the property
3
and functions of Baal.
1. II Sam. 6:10, after Moffatt
?. Kautzsch, E.: "Religion of Israel",
A Dictionary of the Bible, by
Jas, Hastings, p. 646
3. of. lb id .

CHAPTER IV
CONCEPTIONS OF GOB IN ISRAEL FROM 1000 B.C.
TO THE TIME OF AMOS

S pure e s_f or ,.Re. 1. ig
i
ou s . Ideas
1, Sonets of David was a conservati^re, reviving Moses'
David and
Solomon conceptions of God. Therefore, 'in the
day that Yahweh delivered him out of the hand of all his
enemies', he voiced his thanksgiving by recalling a
theophany
:
a • Dav id '.s_Ps£|,lni .o,f. Praise
:
"The Sternal is to be praisedl - I call to him,
and I am rescued from my foes.
For waves of death broke round me,
floods of destruction burst on me,
deadly nets entangled me
and fatal snares surprised me.
I called to the Eternal in my pli^it,
called to my God for aid;
he in his palace heard my voice,
my cry came to his ears.
Trie earth was swaying, quaking,
heaven's very bases snook and swayed,
before his anger;
smoke fumed from his nostrils,
and scorching fire from his lips,
that kindled blazing coal,
as down he came on bending sky,
the storm-cloud at his feet.
"
^ # ^
The Eternal is living - blest be my Mi^t,
exalted be my strong God of victory 1 -
God -Afho lets me enjoy ray vengeance,
crushing the nations under me,
succouring me from my foes." I
t» Ds,v j,d '.s .Last WQrds . As a national ruler,
David was both strong and gracious, enlisting the affec-
tionate obedience of his subjects. As a father he was vveak,
failing to discipline his handsome, scapegrace sons. Does
his last poem suggest a faulty philosophy in the effort he
doubtless made continually to rule righteously, as in
1. II Sam, 22, after Moffatt
(122)

God's fear, oiciiie blitidly trusting to the covenant to
preserve his line of descent upon the throne of Israel?
"Thus saith David the son of Jesse
Thus saith the man upraised on high
Jacob's God said to me,
Israel's Rock spake:
He that ruleth men righteously
\vho reigneth in God's fear.
He shineth like the morning light,
Like the sun on a cloudless morn,
Which maketh the green earth resplendent
after rain.
But the godless are as wild thistles ...
They are fuel for the fire.
Surely my houise is not so with God;
He ordereth and sustaineth it;
For 921 everlasting covenant hath he made
with me
,
In him is all my salvation and joy," 1
c • Solomon's Song of Dedication
;
"Yahweh has set his sun in the firmament but
declared He Himself would dv/ell in deep dark-
ness. I have built now for Thee a lofty
abode, a place for Thy dwelling forever," 2
Solomon here gives expression to two essential elements in
the new situation that the temple has created, namely,
Y-ahweh now finds a permajient resting place in contrast with
his former nomadic roaming; and he now dwells in the
3
secrecy of the darkness of his new home.
2, Prophetic The institution of a royal and national
blessings
and oracles government necessitated the keeping of
4
records by the royal scribe and the king's "remembrancer".
1, Micklem, N. : O^. aii., p. 410, Ref. II Sam. 23;l-7
2, Bewer, J. A.: Ojd. p. 18, Ref. I Ki, 8:12 f.
3, cf. Peritz, ITJ.: clt., p. 155 f,
4, cf. Bewer, J. A,: 0^. clt,, pi 43
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More'over, the career of David stimulated the beginning of
historical literature. The fulfillment of ancient tradition
al words of prophecy became a favorite theme,
a. The Song ,of Hannah. The childhood of Samuel es
caped the first historian, but a later writer introduces
David by means of the story of Samuel, who is represented as
the son of his mother's vows. Both the setting and the song
as here given, belong to this later period. Says Micklem:
"We see the simple piety of early days in Israel,
the annual pilgrimage lo Shiloh where the Ark vvas
housed, the" sacrif ice there and the feast, the
whole compared by Bennett to a Christmas and a
Christmas dinner away from home. After dinner
Hannah went into the sanctuary sadly to pray before
the Real Presence represented by the Ark ... She
leaves the sanctuary cheerful with the old priest's
blessing. Much is implied of real understa^iding
and affection between husband and wife; there is
simple faith in the prayer-hearing God." 4
Significant lines of Hannah's Song point to the Magnificat
5
of Mary, mother of Jesus:
heart exulteth in Yahweh
My mouth is enlarged over mine enemies;
Because I rejoice in thy salvation.
There is none holy as Yahweh ...
Talk no more so exceeding proudly
For Yahweh is a God of knowledge
And by him actions are weighed.
The bo7/s of the mighty men are broken;
And they that stumblea are girded mtn strength
Yea, the barren hath borne seven;
And she that hath many children languisheth. ,
,
Yahweh maketh poor, and maketh rich:
He bringeth low, he also liftetnup.
He raiseth up the poor out of the* dust
,
He lifteth up the needy from the dunghill,
1. cf. Bewer, J. A.: On, cii., p. 21
2. I Sam. 2:1-10
3. My T/^o vn^ote during Solomon's reign
4. Micklem, N. : 0^, ci.t;. ^ p. 384
5. Luke 1:46 f.
r
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To make them sit with princes
And inherit the throne of glory:
For the pillars of the earth are Yahweh*s
And he hath set the world upon them ...
Yah7/eh will judge the ends of the earth:
And he will give strength unto his king.
True, the mother of Samuel might fittingly thank Yahweh for
her 'salvation*, i.e., deliverance from the shame of barren-
ness. On the other hand, the theme is national rather than
personal; the * throne of glory* to which Yahweh has exalted
lowly persons, while humiliating the lofty, is not the
throne of motherhood but of kingship. This tribute to Yah-
weh*s justice and righteousness smacks of the celebration
of national successes, probably before the time when love of
pov/er and display had caused David and his successors to
3
forget their humble origin and the ideals of their people,
4
^« Th e ,B 1 e s si ng o f .Mos, e s . A summa.ry of tribal
history, this Blessing of independent origin - perhaps
from different times and different places - follows the
form of the Blessing of Jacob. But actual characteristics
of the different tribes now give place to an ideal glorifi-
cation of them. Both separately and collectively they
are shown as exercising theocratic functions and enjoying
5
theocratic privileges. Their righteousness, too, is con-
fused at times with material prosperity.
In the exordium, the theophany of the lawgiving
Yahweh has a new note:
1, cf, Mick 1 em, N.: Op. cii,. p. 384
2, cf. Driver, S.R.: Intro, to the Literature of the
"Old Testament , p. 174
3, cf. Bailey and Kent: Histo,ry of the Heb rew Common -
E^aiih, p. lO?"
4, Deut. 33
5, cf. Driver, 5.R.: 0^. cit., p. 97 f.
r
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"Yes., he hath love for his people:
His consecrated are in his hand.
The salient features of eleven tribes are noted. Judah,
wio in Jacob's Blessing was designated "a lion's whelp"
destined to reign, is now in distress; yet relief is at
hand: "A help from his enemies shalt Yahweh be". Benjamin,
now with the Temple 'between his shoulders' affords dwell-
ing for Yahweh, who 'ever broodeth over him'. Zebulun and
Issachar, on their seaboard "offer sacrif ices of righteous-
ness. For they suck the abundance of the seas". Gad, as a
lion tearing arm and scalp, brings a trophy of heads: "Thus
he wrought the righteousness of Jehovah", Joseph, great-
est in wealth, is again hailed as the prince among his
brethren, while Levi is most favored, suggesting that the
author or collector of this Blessing may have been a member
1
of this tribe. Thus to Levi:
"Thy Thumrnin and Urim be to thy pious one ...
Who (sacrificing all family love) keep thy
saying
And thy covenant they guard.
They snow thy judgment to Israel,
They set incense m thy nostril
And whole offerings on thine altar •••
Bless thou his strength 0, Jehovah ...
Smite in the loins those that rise up aeainst
him."
The epilogue becomes a burst of grateful enthusiasm
for Yahweh:
"There is none like the God of Jeshurin,
Ridir^ the heavens as thy help.
And in his pride through the skies.
The God of old is a dwelling-place
And underneath are the everlasting arms.
1. cf. Scott, D.R.: "Deuteronomy", Abingdon Gommenta.ry
pTms
1
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And ^he drove out the enemy before thee,
And said, 'DestroyI'
So Israel dv7elt securely
The fountain of Jacob alone,
Upon a land of corn and wine;
Yea, his heavens drop dew.
Oh, har)py art thou, 0 Israel, vrfio is
like thee?
A people delivered by Jehovah,
The shield of thy help,
The sword of thy pride.
So shall thine enemies feign and fawn
before thee; 1
But thou on their heights shall trample them,"
Here again arises the theme of the Oracles of Balaam, which
2
were probably produced during this period. The absence of
Jacob's curses is very marked; here no blame is ascribed
to anv,
c. Th^_r.g,rable .of Nath.aji. But the literature
of the period did not pass over all moral failures. The sin
of David meets rebuke not in the modem catalogue of lust,
adultery, murder and bigamy, but as covetousness leading to
murder. Says Bewer:
"Who can forget the rich man who had so many flocks
and herds and who nevertheless rudelv seized the
one little ewe lamb of his poor nei/Abor that was
as dear to him as a daughter, when a guest came
whom he had to entertain? Who is not startled by
the terrible application *thou art the man I* that
Nathan thundered into David's ears?" 4
In a period before the inexorable rule of natural
law was known, Nathan virtually declared that sin works like
a poison issuing in death. Even the kir^ cannot escape,
1, A new translation, given by Scott, D.R,: Qp^ cii»>
P, 343 f.
2, Page 89 of this paper
3, II Sam. 12:1-4
4, OjS. p. 19
I t
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thou^ mth David's repentaJice, the poison of sin is taken
out of his system and put into the child's.
It is David's repentance
^
however, that makes the
incident immortal. Oriental monarchs had liberty to take
into their harems whomever they would, yet David recognised
and confessed that in taking Bathsheba, he sinned. "For
such conduct was intolerable to Israel's God, and Israel's
2
Ood alone; it was a crime against God". To be sure, repent-
ance did not involve separation from Bathsheba; she remained
his favorite wife. Yet the lesson learned by David had its
place in the discipline of Israel, and Nathan's parable is
accounted one of the finest poems in prose that has come
down to us fr'^m antiquity,
4
d. The Benjami te^ Battl
e
-Cry . In David's old age,
tribal jealousy incited Sheba, a bold, embittered Banjamite,
to resist the leadership of Judah. Rather, in his opinion,
should the tribes all forsake their allegiance to King
David, and resume their tribal independence! Blowiiig the
trumpet, he calls:
"We have no portion in David,
nor have we heritage in Jesse's son I
Every man to his tents, 0 Israel," 5
A half -century later, the oppression incident to maintain-
ing Solomon's splendid capital ajnd court aroused Rehoboam's
subjects to plead for justice. His reply, "My father lashed
1. of. Micklem, N.: Od. cit., p. 403
2. Ibid., Ref. II SamT 1^
3. Bewer, J. A.: Ov, cit,, p. 18
4. II Sam, 20:1
5. Bewer, J. A.: 0^, cit . . p. 16
cc
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you with scourges, but I will lash you with scorpions",
suddenly awakens a 1 ong-qui7ering echo, and the ten tribes
rise in revolt, crying:
*\7hat portion have we in David?
Neither have we inheritance in the
son of Jesse:
To your tents, 0 Israel: 1
Now see to your own house, Davidlt n
3. Covenants By ascribing all Israel's basic legal docu-
with
Yahweh inents to Moses, thereby obliterating other
origins, our sources have long obscured the gradual growth
of Israel's convictions. For convictions must precede the
formulation of laws, and in a people at once so democratic
and so dependent upon older codes for patterns, Israel's
codes represent either a slavish copying of those of her
neighbors, or an originality bom of convictions both pro^
found and widespread. An investigation of her Covenant
Code and the various versions of her decalogue reveals the
progressive development of these instruments.
3
a» The Code of the Covenant . This code was in-
corporated in the S Document ?/hich came at the close of the
period covered in this chapter. Written as it was in a
book and not on tables of stone, and wholly separate from
4
the Decalogue, it represents the highest codification
reached within the limit of this paper. By the time these
were written the decisions of Moses had been expanded into
1. I Ki. 12:16
2. cf. Pfeiffer, R.H.: On. , n. 309
3. Ex. 20:23-23:19 . .
4! cf! Pfeifferj R.H.: 0^. , p. 296
<
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Israel's first civil laws under Canaanite influence so that
the code of Hammurabi, their teacher, was now reflected
throughout even the religious laws of Israel, '*The Covenant
Code was taken over bodily from the Ganaanit es*
,
says
Pfeiffer. Originality finds expression in the following
four laws:
1. Ye shall not make other gods with Me; gods of
silver, or gods of gold ye shall not make to you.
2. An altar of earth thou shalt make for Me, and
shalt sacrifice thereon, ... And if thou ivsMe
Me an altar of stone, thou shalt not build it
of hewn stones. ... Neither shalt thou go up
by steps to Mine altar, that thy nakedness be
not uncovered thereon,
3. He that sacrifices to any god, except to Yahweh
only, shall be banned.
4. Make no mention of the name of other gods,
neither let it be heard out of thy mouth. 2
Bewer thinks the law condemning image worship may have
originated as a protest against the golden bulls which
Jeroboam made, and the law of the primitive altar against
3
the artificial altars in Solomon's temple. "The command
not to hew or pollute the rock altar by a blow with an
iron tool, says Kent, reflects unconsciously the old belief
that the spirit of the deity resided in the rock on which
the sacrifice was offered." "The law of the altar", adds
Bewer, "is of fundamental importance. The local sanctuaries,
the 'high places' of Canaanitish worship, were to witness a
1. cf. Opjt ci t . . T). 296
2. cfBewer, J. A,: Oj^, crt
,
, 38 f.
3. cf. I^., p. 41
4. FQij^nders aiicl Rulers^ p. 222
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great transcendence of religious thought and feeling, as
the exponents of a pure God demajnded here upon his adopted
altars a worship unpolluted, and pollution in its several
aSTDects became more and more abhorrent,"
2 3
t)» The J Decg.logue. Here the oldest Decalogiae
receives an additional two commandments, placed as first
and second:
"Thou shalt worship no other god",
"Thou shalt make unto thee no molten ima,ge"«
Assiuning, with Pfeiffer, that the oldest decalogue repre-
sents Canaan it is h thou^t, while the classic decalogue is
4
a compendium of prophetic teaching composed long after J,
we consider tliat this decalogue was developed during the
interval between them.
Picture the oldest decalogue in the hands of a
formalist to whom meticulous observance of feasts and sacri-
fices are still more essential than any possible humani-
tarian injunctions to honor father and mother, to leave off
murder, adultery, theft, false witness and cov etousne ss, yet
5
who discovers "a distressing and culpable omission". Monala-
try and imageless worship, which have become to ;^nis think-
ing the very cornerstones of his religious system, are not
here enjoined I If, nov/ the Covenant Code, such as is given
by S, is within reach, our redactor can easily, on that
2. ^x. ^
3. Ex, 23:12-19, p. 108 of this paper
4. cf. cit.j. V. 298
5. IbidTT pT^03
'
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authority, formulate the two desired commandments. Is this
redactor J? If so, his formulations fall within the scope
of this paper. But if, as is indicated, he represents 'in
cipient Judaism' his formulations belong to a later period,
^e cgji only find answer to this question by a consideration
of the conceptions held by the people of the period, for a
valid exegesis will find support only in conduct. Charac-
teristic attitudes, as revealed in the history of the
people, are therefore, next reviewed.
Bj Inferences from Fopul^-r Practice
1, Leaders As a part of the prograjii. of building a great
nation, David brought the Ark of the Covenant
to Jerusalem, and Solomon in turn erected a magnificent
T^ple in v/hich to house it. Intended as a royal chapel
only, this Temple became in time a central sanctuary that
expressed the unity of the people in worship, sjid led
ultimately to the exaltation of Yahv/eh^ first as God of
Israel and later as God of the universe.
In contrast vdth this far-reaching conception,
however, the thought of Israel's leaders comprehended a God
whose attributes only rarely exalted him above their own
narrow and provincial practices.
a. David and Solomon. As the sources show, David
found Yahweh exceedingly arbitrary at times. Not only could
he send famine upon Israel to avenge a by-gone sin of a
former king, but he could slay a mejn in whose house the Ark
1. cf. Peritz, I.J.: 0^. cit . . p. 159 f.
€c
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had" rested for years, for endea-voring to steady it on a
rough road. Or he could send a pestilence to destroy thous-
ands because their king had taken a census, even at his own
3
conima.nd, David's religion, conventional though it was, some-
times broke v/ith religious decorum. To express his joy when
the Ark reached Jerusalem, he indulged in a dervish-like
4
v/hirling dance before it - a processional dance^'rich in
emotional color but poor in intellectual content*, nor would
he suffer rebuke on the plea for respectability in religion,
or perhaps for the principle that religious custom must ad-
vance vdth the advance of civilization. Again, he refused
to indulge in ceremonial mournin^r for his child by Bath-
sheba, his genuine sorrow having been known before the death
occurred,
David's love for Yahweh and his people left little
7
place in his heart for pride and tyranny. His faith in Yah-
weh *s presence, regardless of convention or current super-
stition, is revealed in a sudden dark hour in his later
life. Driven from his capitol by Absolom, would-be usurper
of his throne, he found the Ark being carried along in his
train, for his protection. Promptly he sent it back, de-
claring virtually that if God were with him, he needed not
the symbol of the divine presence, but if God were not with
1, cf. II Sara. 6:6
P. cf. Peritz, I.J.: Oj^.
, p. 147
3. cf. II Sam. 24:1
4. cf. II Sam. 6:21
5. Micklem, N.: On. cit
. , p. 401
6. Ibid .
7. cf. Kent, G.F.: Founders and Rulers, p. 181
Ic
1him, the symbol could not help him. This marks a distinct
2
advance in religious thought,
Solomon's though 1b of God are far to seek since his
original writings are not yet confirmed by scholars. Later
generations point to the Tanple as his one eventually-posi-
tive contribution to their religion. Otherwise, engaged in
enterprises of building and administration gigantic for
little Israel, he introduced his subjects to the brilliant
3
material civilization of the day; but this tended to defeat
the cause of Yahweh in the land. For althou^ the common
people doubtless gloried in the splendors of his magnificent
Capitol and court, they winced under the forced labor and
4
over-taxation, the price of grandeur achieved all too rapid-
ly, and they resented the oppression though it seer-ied to
have religious sanction. Was not their king and tyrant
Yahweh *s chief representative among them, officiating at
the sacrifices and enjoying divine favors continually?
Centuries later, Judaism could acknowledge its debt to
Solomon's passion for building v/ith its resultant ideal of
5
Temple worship, but his own generation could not do so.
Of great significance too, were the foreign
marriages by which he sought to strengthen international
ties, Gould these queens have come to Jerusalem, divorced
from their own national gods, this folly of Solomon's might
1. cf, II Sam. 15
2. cf. Micklem, N.: 0^. i^ii. » P. 406
3. cf. Kent, C.F.: Found erg_9:nd Ruler s, p, 207
4. cf. Ibid ,
5. cf, Simpson, D,C,: "First and Second Kings",
It
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have escaped the records, whereas it proves the climax of
his revolutionizing policy. The atmosphere of chastity and
austerity v;hich characterized Yahweh gave place to that of
the Oriental harem with its luxuries and intrigues; and
gradually the wives by their pagan worship 'turned away his
heart* from the God he still outwardly worshiped, Mean7/hile
the Sidonian Ashteroth, the Ammonite Milcom, Chemosh of Moab
and Molech of Ammon became established on their high places
fronting Jerusalem and the holy of holies of the High Pres-
ence within the Temple, It was an affront indeed, sensed
only by later leaders, that Solomon could without compunc-
tion build temples to Yahweh* s rivals in Yahweh' s own domain I
t>» The Dynasty of Omri
,
. Unwarned by Solomon's de-
fection, a later statesman of the Northern Kingdom, blind to
the religious and conservative instincts of his subjects,
cements a treaty by the marriage of his sen to a pagan prin-
cess: Ahab marries Jezebel, dau^ter of Ittobaal, king of
Tyre, also priest of the^Tyrian male and female deities,
Baal-Melkart and Ashtarte, Jezebel is a religious zealot,
therefore Ahab erects temples to these deities in his capitol
city of Samaria and Jezebel proceeds to displace the worship
3
of Yahweh with the alluring and seductive worship of her gods,
new in name, yet as attractive in its cerem.onials and in its
4
appeals to elementarj'' human passions as was the sexual cult
1, cf. Peritz, I.J,: Qx), cit « . p, 156
cf. Simpson, B.C. ci^,
,
p. 42.5
3, cf. Peritz, I.J.: Cj^. sIlT, p, 170
4, cf, Kent, C.F,: Fpunders -g.nd Rulers, p. 224
Ic
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of Baal." In time Athaiia.h, daughter of Ahab and Jezebel,
marries King Jehoram of Judah, cementing the long-desired
alliance of the bro the r -kingdoms, and she establishes the
worship of Baal-Melkart v/ith temple, altars, ima.ges and
priests in the very heart of Judah, the more conservative
kingdom,
c» Reformers in the Southern Kingdom. In Judah,
the swing of the pendulum between Yahweh v/orship ajid that of
other gods followed the encouragement given by Solomon's
successors to the one or to the other. Thus the great grand-
son Asa became an iconoclastic reformer, removing the idols
his fathers had rrade; also he removed Maacah his mother from
being queen because she had mg.de pm abominable ima.ge for an
Asherah, and he cut down her image ajid burned it at the brook
2
Kedron. His son Jehoshaphat completed the task of expelling
the temple-prostitutes from the land but his son Jehoram
married AthaliaJi, inaugurating the reign of Melkart in Judah,
Her grandson Joash, escaping her sword, repaired the temple,
yet met a violent death at the hands of his military party
for buyirjg off an attack from the Syrian king with a gift of
Temple vessels of gold and silver. His son Amaziah, aveng-
ing this assassination, voiced a new social pr inci pie . . . "The
children shall not be put to death for the fathers; but
3
every man shall die for his own sin".
1. II Ki. 11:18
2. I Ki. 15:12,13
3. II Ki. 14:6 b.
fI.
The period ends during Uzzi.ah's reign of great
national prosperity and moral decline. The Temple at
Jerusalem had thus far failed to exercise a strong influence
in favor of the higher morality,
d. Leaders ir the Northern Kingdom . The ten re-
volting tribes had in their first king a strong social
em.ancipator , Jeroboam's championship of their rights had
in the end paved the way to this throne. His achievanents
are summa.rized by Simpson as follows:
"He gave his subjects exactly v/hat their conservative
presupposi t* ons demanded - sanctuaries of their
own - two maintained at the royal expense - an
ancient method of repr esent ^'ng Jehovah as the god
of physical force, a bull, 3 a professional priest-
hood ... and a harvest festival ..." 4
5
Here the bull-syinbol su^-.ested a sexual elem&at in the cult,
and this fact, together with other influences inherent in
the fertile soil, the opportunities for trade and commerce,
the challenge to international politics which this kingdom
so freely provided, brought about in time the complete
Baalization of Yahv/eh in his more extensive domain.
Little development of religious thought, or of
6
social or moral ideals is traceable here. "Reigns of ter-
ror" blot the pages of Israel's historj'' while four dynasties
and lesser claimants rise and flourish, then suffer extermin
tion. The religious and social conceptions of Jeroboam's
1, cf, Oesterley and Robinson, Or. ci t.. p. 181
2, I Ki, 11:26
3, cf. Ex. 32:1-6
4, Simpson. D. C. : Op^ cit., p, 424
5, cf, Oesterley dXid Robinson: Oj;^. c it . . p. 180 f,
6, Perhaps partly because our records were collected
or editea at a pericd v;hen v/orship at Bethel was
held to be an act of apostasy, Ibi d . . p, 180
15
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.chief successors may be briefly stated:
^
Omri, "the David of the Northern Kingdom" in warlike
energy and statesmanship planted his capitol at Samaria,
yet left no abiding stimulus to religious idealism,
Ahab v/orshiped Yahweh, but introduced Tyrian religion.
In taking Naboth*s vineyard he repeated David's sin of
covetousness 8.nd murder, violating the Hebrew sense of
justi ce.
Jehu, keen to restore conservative Yahweh-T/or ship,
attempted to stamp out Baal-v/orship by slaughtering the
worshipers, as enemies of Yahweh, in "the first systematic
2
religious persecution",
Jeroboam II, great-grandson of Jehu inaugurated a
period of great national and political prosperity which
resulted in a most disastrous lowering of the religious and
moral tone of society and in economic conditions irksome
to the poor.
Simultaneously the two kingdoms of Judah and Isra-
el reached their hip-h water-mark of national and political
4
prosperity, unsurpassed even by tha.t of David and Solomon,
under Azariah ia.h) in Judah and Jeroboam II in Israel,
But it was a time of material upbuilding and social corrup-
tion presaging the gravest dangers to political and religious
life.
1, Peritz, I.J,: 0^, cit .. p. 167
2. Ibid.; p. 172
•3, cf. Simpson, D.G.: Od. cit .. p, 433
4, cif . Ibid.
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As for the leadirg sanctuary - at Bethel - it seems
clear that it contributed even less, if possible, than
Jerusalem to a high moral and social standard, Yahweh v/as
^ not the true Yahweh at all but only Baal under another name.
The type of religion was a syncretism in which the later
superimposed religion had no part except in the name of the
deity worshiped,
2, Populace "The establishment of the monarchy proved in
a certain sense to be the victory of Yahwism,'*
Isr8.el*s one God had shown by his prowess and his gifts that
the land belonged to him, ?/ithin the bounds of Israel he
was to be worshiped, just as every other god must be recog-
nized and duly cultivated in his own sphere. Yet, Yahwism
had so changed in theory and in practice that Moses would
have failed to recognize in the popular worship of Israel
between Solomon and Ahab the faith which had insi^ired them
4
in the wilderness. For popular religious practices includ-
ed three great agricultural festivals and exorbitant sacri-
fices, all of Canaanitish origin, Canaanitish too, were
the structural plans of the buildings for worship and even
the manner of approaching Yahweh, In his new character of
fertility-God El had become Baal, thou^ railed Yahweh, and
5
the resultant Yahwism was in no sense pure.
J „^
1. cfOesterley and Robinson, Od. cit,, p. 180
2. Ibid .> p. 181
^. Ibid ., p. 175
4, T£ld.
5. ml., p. 176
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Again, v/henever cults other than the pure wor-
chip of Yahweh Y/ere favored by royalty popular religion
naturally took on the color of the nei^ cult. Old supersti-
tions, popular forms of Yahweh-religion, the recrudescence
of Canaanitish Baalism were all encouraged; in v/hat relative
proportions we cannot learn, yet all were now opposing them-
selves to the higjier and purer forms of Yahweh-wor sh ip. At
the rebuilding of Jericho even child sacrifice was revived.
Says Simpson:
"Whether or not the policy of the court and popular
feeling favored Canaanite Baalism or a fused
JehovaH-Baal religion or the Tvrian religion, they
were moving, definitely toward the position that,
thou^ on the one hand, Jehovah was war God, the
control of nature, on the other hajid, including
the bestowal of her gifts, and the increase of""
humaji , animal and vegetable life, was vested in
gods other than Jehovah, The ethicaJ and moral
claims of Jehovah were put to one side and
forgotten". 3
Ethical claims of Yahweh involved the demo-
cratic ideal, dear to the Hebrew heart. As slaves together
they had rebelled against Pharoah, as freemen together they
trod the v/ilderness and entered Canaan, Later, under David
they renounced tribal jealousies in recognition of the bond
4
of common race, ideals and religion. But under Solomon,
changes both glittering and bev/ildering took place. It was
not only that the m.agnif i cence of his capitol and court
threw into sharp contrast their own poor houses of mud or
1. cf. Simpson, D,C,: Cr>. cit .. p. 426
2. I Ki. 16:34
3, On. cit .. p. 426
4, cf. Kent, G.F.: Founders and Rule rs . p, 181 f.
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&tone;'the domination of a warm-hearted king and 'brother'
had given place to the domineerin^z of a cold master, dwell-
ing aloof in splendor. Says Kent: "
^ "There is no evidence that Solomon sought to improve
the material condition of his subjects. Instead,
he so completely absorbed their wealth and energies
in his own builaing enterprises that little time
was left for the development of their personal and
private interests," 1
Class-consciousness, new and hateful to the Hebrew, was bom
2
and grew apace. Even the king's interest in law and justice
in the courts could not offset his personal influence as
grand monarch. Moreover, as a priest officiating at the
sacrifices and enjoying the favor of Yahv/eh v^ho dwelt in
the Tonple beside his palace, his position as oppressor was
further strengthened. Later kings of great political and
national ambition were wont to continue Solomon's undemo-
cratic policies. Therefore though the kings ruled under
covenant with the people, and no development of a noble order
3
can be traced, it cajne about that during periods of great
national prosperity, the rich became richer and the poor,
poorer
.
How far did the Temple exercise restraint upon
the development of class-spirit? For tv^ro reasons it rather
fostered it: As a royal chapel for the use of the court and
4
the growing army of public officials, it offered little
1. cf. Kent, G,F.: Founders and Rulers, p, 207
2. cf. Peritz, I.J,: Op. cit
., p. 158
3. cf. Oesterlev and Robinson: On, cit
. , p. 183
4. cf. Kent, C.F.: Founders and Kulors . p. 198
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invitation- to the conimon people, while as "a rarjinder of
their own indentured and unwilling labor, its symbolism the
evidence of ^Solomon' s foreign and therefore unpatriotic
proclivities'*, it repelled not only the Northern tribes but
the entire generation v;hich erected it. Moreover, the idea
of a centra^l sanctuary did not arise until much nearer the
reign of Josiah. Meanwhile the people worshiped at the old ^
high places taken over from Baal, where with the ebb and
flow of other religions and superstitions the moral tone of
Yahwism continued to decline.
But there were those among the children of
Jacob v/ho believed that Yahweh, unlike Ghemosh and other
national deities, had an existence independent of his people.
"Ghemosh had always been a Moabite", whereas Yahweh had
existed before Israel, and could probably exist without Isra-
el at all. These philosophers, from among the humblest
people, could foresee a time v^hen Israel would cease to
exist unless she should give heed to the moral demands of
her God. To them he v/as too pure to accept their polluted
wor sh ip.
It follows that the dating of documents
which mark the real advance of Israel's thought of God was
not determined by her political leaders, nor by the majority
of her populace, but by a minority of humble persons, great
only in their sublime convictions.
1. Simpson, E.G.: 0^^. ci.t., p. 424
c
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G_j Evidences from Early Prophetic Sources
"^hila the tribes who had crossed the Jordan
were thus developing into agricultural and comiercial nation-
hood, those v;ho had elected to remain in the rich grazing
1
countrj' of Ammon and Gilead, together with those inhabiting
the grazing country in the south of Judah, constituted
another Israel in their religious and patriotic conservatism.
'Worshiping the common deity and ovdng allegiance to the
Hebrew kings, they yet preserved the ancient traditions,
outlook, and mode of worship. From this element in the
population came the first protest against that declension
from primitive Yahwist principles which marked the syncre-
tism of agricultural Palestine.
1. Elijah, In shepherd's garb, appearing abruptly be-
Elisha,
Micaian fore King Ahab ¥7ith rebuke and commsjnd,
Elijah of Gilead, champion of the God of Moses and of Isra-
3
el's earlier faith, is characterized by intense feeling,
courage and fiery enthusiasm, combined vdth a lack of com-
passion. His first appeal is virtually this:
If Yahweh be God, follow him - follow him only
He is a jealous God, and the only God for Israel,
Ahab can not accede to this demand, invol\ring as it does
the setting aside of powerful foreign alliance, and of his
OY/n queen Jezebel, togetlier with the Tyr ian gods. Then
Elijah declares;
1. Num. 32
^. of, Oesterley and Robinson: Oj^. cit,, o, 132 f,
3. cf, Kent, G.F,: The_Kin4;s_aixl PropHets" of .Isr^'^.l, p. S
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"As Yahweh, the God of Israel, liveth, before whom
I stand, there shall not be dev/ nor rain these years,
but according to my word." 1
In the third year of the famine, which Melkart
and Ashtarbe had evidently failed to break, Elijah again
appears before the unrepentant Ahab, to make a public appeal
to the conscience of the people. The trial of creeds on
Mount Carmel vindicates both Elijah's mockery of the in-
effective ritual, ceremonial and gods of his opponents, and
also his own faith in Yahweh as na.ture's God, alike as an
2
earth-deity and a sky-god. "Yahweh alone is to be v/orshiped
in Israeli But not only because he is Israel's God, but
because He alone is real, because He alone demonstrates His
reality by His activity." Thus Elijah passes beyond Moses
4
on the Y/ay to monotheism. Moreover, the slaughter of the
prophets - sacrosanct in any religion - further proclaims
5
Melkart 's helplessness to resent or to avenge. No questions
of Yahweh' s transcendency i^i hi^^er spheres or of his sole
creatorship having yet occurred to either 'pSiTty
,
Elijah
a.nnounces the coming of rain and leaves the field ccniple tel
triumphant, only to be throv/n into terror by Jezebel's
threat to avenge the murder of the prophets of Melkart.
In utter despair he flees in search of Yahweh
- not to the Temple in Jerusalem, but, characteristically to
1. I Ki. 17:1
2. Simpson, B.C.: cit., 426
3. Bewer, J, A,: Od. cit .. t), 47
4. cf. Ibid., p. 48
5. cf. Oesterley and Robinson: 0^. cit .. p. 188
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Mount Horeb, where a new revelation of Yahweh*s methods
00:116 3 to him. Nature's God of moral demands speaks first in
wind, in earthquake and in "^ire - but with challenging em-
phasis at last, in the sound of a light whisper, thus con-
firming Elijah's growiiig conviction that even the spec-
tacular danonstration of power on Mount Garmel, and his
passionate use of the sword, could avail less in winning
back the people than would quiet thought in ?/hich Yahweh
might speak to the individual conscience and give insight
and illumination as to Moses 8.nd to Elijah himself.
Yet it is too eaxly to expect the conversion
of Yahweh 's enemies. The Israelites who have yet hesitated
to bow the knee to Baal would be saved by such appeal to
conscience; while on the other hand, the apostates might
suffer exterraina^t ion together inth the foreign propagand-
ists, in the campaign which Elijah had actually inaugurated.
Those who in the end should suffer death would pay the
1
price of loyalty to Yahweh, otherwise knovm as treasonl To
carry on the v/ork under the nev/ plan required a man of the
people, a popular counsellor and diplomat, and Slisha was
chosen. Moreover, the God of history is not restricted to
Hebrew territory in wfcich to work out his own purposes, A
foreign king might well begin the task of slaughter, think-
ing to serve his o?/n ends, A new and revolutionary king in
Israel could complete the task, with Elisha*s assistance.
1, cf, Kent, G,F,: King s and Prophets, td, 50
2, ibid., p, 28 ~
^
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In a fourth scene Elijah arraigns King Ahab for
the double crime of covetousness and murder to gain posses-
sion of Naboth*s vineyard, Israel's God is a protector of
the rights of the common man as over against the royal rights
claimed by kings under other gods - "a God who is ethical and
moral in his own attributes, demanding ethical and moral
ideals and conduct in his worshipers and yet extending his
lovinpr compassion even to Ahab vyhen at last repentant," In
^
. 2
the end, Elijah, 'a man of iron', discloses human sympathy
3
in giving a message of mercy to the wretched king,
Elijah thus became "the great informing spirit
4
of his age" - "the forerunner of the great social reformers
^0 defined religion not merel/ in terms of ritual and be-
5
lief but also in tenns of justice and. mercy," Little won-
der that later Judaism, at times when apostasy and injustice
became intrenched under the shadow of a throne or of a
6
sanctuary, looked for the return of Elijah,
Elisha took up the mantle of Elijah and the
quieter aspects of his program, conducting a campaign of
education and friendly counsel, movirig freely among the
people, training disciples, and strengthening everywhere
the sentiment against Baalism and the house of Ahab, In
1. Simpson, D,C.: 0^. cit., p. 428
2. Kent, G.F.: Kings en d Prophe ts, p. 23
3.
^
cf. I Ki, 2 1 -.27-29
4 . Ken t , G , F , : King-s and Prophe t s , o , 30
5. Ibid., P, 29
'
6. inn.
^
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simple helpfulness to the people he shov/s himself a medium
of Yahweh*s power, notably so in two miracles v/hich antici-
pate those recorded in the sospels: (1) he feeds a multi-
f 1 2
tude with a few loaves; (2) he heals the leper, Naamari. In
the latter instance the henotheistic ideal shines forth:
Yahweh is to be worshiped on the soil of Israel, other gods
in their owi territory. Another incident brings out a most
beautiful prayer, almost modern, of faith and hope on behgjf
of his terrified servant when the enemy's hosts surrounded
the city: "Tah.weh, open his eyes that he may see'. And Yah-
weh OTDened his eyes and behold, the mountain was full of
3
horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha*.
As a man of central Palestine, Slisha repre-
sented an element in the population which protested against
4
the very presence and worship of any foreign god. The
stronger protest from the east, personified in Elijgli, in
time nerved his successor to action. With the full convic-
tion that Baalism, being married to Israel and intermarried
to Judah, could not be dislodged as long as the dynasty of
5
Omri should dominate, yet feelii'g that it must be dislodged,
Elisha seized the moment i??hen King Joram, son of Ahab, had
been smitten by an Aramaean foe.
The alternative is clear: the dynasty of
^ Omri must cease to exist, so, too, Baal worshipers through-
1. II Ki, 4:42
2. II Ki, 5
3. II Ki, 6:17
4. Oesterley and Robinson: Ojj, cit,, p. 134
5. Peribz, I.J.: Oj^. cit . . p. 171
•I
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out the land, Sxtsrminati on became his watchword. By care-
ful plotting he interviewed Hazael, greeting him mournfully
as Syria's coming king, bent on harrassing Israel, The pro-
phetic suggestion bore fruit at once in Hazael *s usurpation
of the Syrian throne, Elisha next sent a prophetic disciple
to the army of Israel encamped against Syria, there to
secretly anoint its general Jehu king in Jehorara's place and
to commission him with the total destruction of the house of
Ahab, Thus, conspiracy in Syria and Jehu's frightful revolu-
tion - one of the bloodiest known to Israel's history - 7/ere
both instigated by Elisha in the pursuance of his highest
convictions of religious and patriotic duty, under the direc-
tion of Yahweh, God of Israel,
Whether Elisha lived to renounce his policy,
Jehu in time learned that persecution and the inquisitor's
la-sh do not turn a debased kirgdom from its evil ways to
good ones. The rival religion remained, Fijir therraore, he
found his State weakened by civil v/ar and extermination of
the rival religionists. Help from Tyre v/as no longer
possible, and Jehu became the vassal of Shalmajieser III of
Assyria, Meanwhile, "Hazael smote them in all the borders
2
of Israel", in true poetic justice fal ling most heavily upon
the region f rom the Jordan eastward, whence had sprung the
"Yahwist Revival",
1. Simpson, B,C.: Op, cit , , p. 432
2. II Ki. 10:32,33
3. Oesterley and Robinson, 0^, ci
t
. . p. 132
c
Elijah, though he failed to recognize the
place of statesmanship, and Elisha, though he did not reach
the ideal of pardoning instead of exterminating conquered
offenders, were yet, for their time, exemplary prophets,
men of clear convictions and unflinching loyalty to God and
duty, A third exemplar of unimpeachable integrity is lyiicaiah,
the unpopular and psrsecuted prophet of the court of Ahab.
Though his story bears several marks of later origin, it
presents, whenever written, a most admirable and fearless
teller of truth as that truth was revealed to him. Of
abiding worth is Micaiah's clear conception of Yahweh's un-
impeachable integrity, and his own contempt for the king
and for his fellow-prophets who seek to retain royal favor
by predicti ng, in the name of Yahweh, success in the coming
battle with Syria.
In a striking scene Micaiah is introduced in
the presence of the allied kings of JudaJi and Israel. Ask-
ed to confirm the favorable prediction of four hundred
other prophets of Yahweh, he declares his independent reve-
lation from God, concluding, as he returns to imprisonment:
"If thou return at all in peace, Yahv/eh hath not spoken by
me". Moreover he has explained to the kings tha.t false
prophecy, as well as true prophecy, may be inspired by Yah-
weh, who, on such an occasion, puts a lying spirit into the
mouth of his prophets^ to entice, and to prevail, thus lead-
ing the victim to ruin.
1. I Ki. 22:28
2, cf. I Ki, 22:19-23

2, Yahwist Naz i.rit es. Rechabites. Pro phe ts . "To both
Ouilds
"Nazirite and Rechabite the settlement of an
agricultural community was an act of apostasy, a surrender
to the Baals," The ancient Israelite who was devoted
Z
especially to Yahweh would use no razor, and would drink no
wine: therefore the Nazirite perpetuated both these customs,
taking his vows, as did Samsor^ for life. The later Nazirite
took temporary vows. Both Nazirite and Rechabite protested
against wine, not as against drunkenness so much as against
civilization - a more or less permanent abode beir^ required
to cultivate the vine, "To the mind of the Rechabite, the
representative of the true Israel, the Aramaean nomad, must
have no home on the land, ... He must be free to pull up
3
his tent pegs and go elsewhere at the behest of his God,"
Actually the Rechabites had not advanced beyond the belief
tha^t Baal was in control of the processes and gifts of
nature: "*Do not drink the wine and you v/ill not have to
4
worship its giver* seems to have been their watchword".
The number of Nazirites and Rechabites was
probably small, yet their presence and testimony served to
form a nucleus of discontent which broke into action under
5
the stimulus of the nev/ conditions. From among them, Elijah
v/ent forth to call Israel back to its God, and in a later
1, Oesterley and Robinson: Ojg. ci t . . p, 186
2, cf, Judg. 5:2 "When the long locks of Israel streamed free
3, Oesterley and Robinson: Oj^. ci t . . p. 186
4, Simpson, D,C,: Qx^. cit . > p, 43?
5, Oesterley and Robinson: Op. ci
t
. , p. 186
r
crisis, Jona-dab ben Rechab accompanied Jehu to that feast
of the adherents of Baal which they were compelled to attend
6
to their doom, thus giving Rechabite approval to the polic}^
of extermination for Baal-worshipers.
A third p9.rty, conservative yet adventurous,
was that f the ecstatic prophets. As before noted, "Isra-
el inherited both the Law and the Prophets from her j:rede-
cessors in Palestine", The Canaanite belief in gods who
3
manifest themselves in the psychic states of man inspired
an Israelite belief that Yahweh must manifest himself like-
wise; therefore Baal enthusiasts begot Yahweh enthusiasts,
v^o in time transcended the cruder first conceptions, in
keeping with the hi^er character of their God, Ecstatic
devotees, whose wild behavior testified to their possession
by Yahweh, they had, by the middle of the ninth century,
4
attained to some kind of organized and communal life.
Connected with the ancient sanctuaries, such as Bethel, Gil-
5
gal and Samaria, they became influential in both the politi-
cal and the religious life of Israel. A strong and grow-
ing party whose watchword was absolute and uncompromising
6
loyalty to Yahvveh, and characterized by profound passion,
"in a very real sense they represented the national God,
and made an irresistible appeal to the great mass of the
people". These men were the devout admirers of Samuel and
1. II Ki. 10:15-27
2. Oesterley and Robinson: Ojq. ci.t .
^ p. 178
3. p. 62 of this paper
4. cf, Oesterley and Robinson: Ojj. c i t .
^ p. 184
5. cf, Kent, C.F,: Kings a/id Prophets,. td,"48
6. cf, Ikid., p. 47
7. Oesterley and Robinson: Oj^. c i
t
.
^ p, 185

Slijah, who v/ere never really identified with them, and of
Elisha ^0 became their leader. In Kent's thought, many of
the traditional instances of the power of Elijah and Eli^^ha
to perform miracles, grew up and were transmitted mthin the
circle of these prophetic societies. Animistic belief in
magic, still current among the Semites, is evident in the
rites or incantations used to induce the divine power to
manifest itself in certain instances. In other instances
the ritual first recorded was probably deleted by later
compilers. According to old-world ideas, v/ater, therefore
rain, was 'inspirited'. Elijah is said to have had the pow-
2
er of keeping back the rain; but he could also bring rain,
and in I Kings 18:42-45, where no mention is made of Yahweh,
a kind of ritual is described whereby Elijah obtained rain.
Both Elijah and Elisha, with magic mantle rolled up, could
control/flowing Jordan. Of imitative magic there are several
examples: Elisha brings the iron axe-head to the surface of
the water by throwing in a piece of wood which floats, in-
ducir^ the iron to do the same; while eating pottage in
iwhich a poisonous herb is discovered, Elisha throws in harm-
less meal; at once the herb also becomes harmless. After
shooting a prophetic arrow for Joash, king of Israel, Elisha
bids the king strike the ground with the arrow. This Joash
does three times, and Elisha upbraids him. Now only tliree
victories are possible; if he had struck five or six times,
the
1.
2.
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1
he might have wholly defeated the Syrians. Of Elijah and
Slisha it was told that each restored a dead boy to life
with a ritual of laying themselves upon the dead body, mouth
on mouth, eyes on eyes, hands on hands; just as the prophet
is alive, so the dead boy must become living. Later gene ra-
3
tions delighted in recallir^ these stories of magic, there-
fore divine, power which clung to the names of popular
heroes. Moreover, Yahweh is here shown to be "the sole and
4
effective renewer of human life",
Elijath's experiences during the famine further
proclaim Yahv/eh as the sole director of nature and the sole
bestower and withholder of nature's gifts in Palestine, even
to non-Israelite dwellers there, Yahweh himself sends food
5
to his servant first by ravens, and later by a widow whose
6
family suffers therefrom no lack of meal or oil,
5. Prophetic Conc erning Elijah. Slisha .sxiA .Ikicaiah^ The
Literature - —
-
of the following gems of prophetic thought and
Period
experience, loved and cherished as they were
during the centuries which produced them, reveal many of the
highest conceptions of God which were reached during tliis
period. Elijah's very name came to signify his field-call
or battle-cry:
"Yahweh, h^ is God!
Yahweh, h^ is God I"
1. II. Ki. 13:14-19
2. I Ki. 17:19-21 and II Ki, 4:32-35
3. for theory underlying use of magic, see p. 39 b.
of this paper.
4. Simpson, D.C.: £n. cit,, n. 426
5. cf, I Ki, 17;6
6. cf, I Ki. 17:12-16
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With dramatic power the ancient narrator tells of the trial
of creeds on Mount Garmel, here sumimrized:
"How long go ye limping between the two sides?
% If Yahweh be God, follow him; but if Baal, then
follow him.... I, even I only am left a rroohet
of Yahweh; but Baal's prophets are four hundred
and fifty men. Let them therefore give us two
bullocks (for sacrifice, putting no Tire under).
And call ve on the name of your ^od
,
and I v/ill
call on t^ie name of Yahweh: and the God that
ansv/ers by fire, let him be God, ...
. , ,
A.nd they took the bullock, and they dressed it,
and called upon the name of Baal from mornins even
until noon, saying, 0 Baal, answer us J But there
was no vo ice, ...
,,, Elijah mocked them, and said Cry aloud; for he
is a god; either he is musing, or ne is gone aside,
or he is on a iourney, or peradventure he is
asleep and must be awaked*
A.na they cried aloud, and cut themselves after
their ma.nner with swords and lances, till the blood
gushed out upon them ... they raved in prophetic
ecstasy until the time of the offering of the even-
ing oblation; but there was neither voice, nor any
to answer
J
nor any that regarded.
And Elijah said ... Come near ... And he repaired
the altar of Yahv/eh that was throvvn down ... and he
made a trench about the altar ... cut the bullock in
pieces and laid it on the wood. And he said, Fill
I our jars v/ith water and pour it on the burnt-
of fermg,
.
, And he said, Do it the second time,,.
And he said, Do it the third time ...i^nd the water
ran round about the altar; end he filled the trench
also with water... i^t the time of the offering of
the evening oblation, Elijah the prophet came near,
ajid said, 0 Yahweh, the God. of Abraham, of Isaac
srA of Israel, let it be known this day tha.t Thou
art God in Israel ... Heax me. 0 Yahweli, hear me,
that this people may know that thou, Yahweh, art
God^ and that Thou nast turned their heart back
again. Then the fire of Yahweh fell. ... And when
all the people saw it, they fell on their faces: 1
and they said *Yahweh, is God; Yahweh, he is God."
Y.ahv/eh had triumphed. He alone is God. To
Elijah the struggle between the gods v/as a conflict of
principles betv/een the nature religion of Baal and the moral
1. Bewer, J, A,: 0^:, oit
. , p. 46 f.
4
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religion of Yahweh, Baal v/as no real God to Elijgh, but he
pushes that question no further. The fundamental principle
of Moses has been effectively reiterated; Yahv/eh alone is
to be worshiped in Israel.
sought in various v/ays, during these decades of naive
prophecyl So must ElijaJh's meeting with God on Horeb have
thrilled his followers everywhere;
".And behold, Yahweh passed by, and a great and
strong wi na rent the mountains, and broke in
pieces the rocks before Yahvv'eh; but Yahweh was
not in the v.dnd: and after the wind an earthquake,
but Yahweh was not in the earthquake: and after
the earthquake a fire: but Yahweh was not in the
fire: and 'after the fire the sound of a soft still-
ness. And Y^fheii Elijah heard it, he wrapped his
face in his mantle and went out, end stood in the
entrance of the cave. And behold a voice came to
him, and said, What doest thou here, Slijsh?,,." 2
vdtness to his renewed sense of m^iasion. Ahab, coveting
Naboth's vineyard has yielded to Jezebel's request to allow
her to secure it for him. After the illegal trial and the
stoning of Naboth, Ahab confiscates the vineyard for the
crov/n and goes out to take possession. Suddenly a]. pears
Elijah, "the incarnate conscience of Israel, the spokesman
of Yahweh":
Ahab: "Hast thou found me, 0 mine enemy?"
Elijah: "I have found thee I Hast thou killed and
A self-revelation of Yahweh - how eagerly
Elijah's next encounter v/ith the king bears
thine." 4
t9
I
Yahweh 's" demand of ri ghteousneBs is absolute, it is binding
on king and peasant alike.
Long years after the affair of Naboth, Jehu
was riding furiously to Jezreel, Striking down his king,
Joram, he said to Bidkar his adjutant:
"Take up and cast him in the portion of the field
of Naboth the Jezreel ite; for remember how that,
when thou and I rode together after Ahab his
father, Yahweh uttered this oracle against him:
Surelv I have seen yesterday the blood of Naboth,
and the blood of his sons ... and I will requite
thee in this plot, says Yahweh." 1
Thus the God of poetic justice champions the cause of the
comjRon people.
King Ahaziah, having fallen through the ?/in-
dow of his upper chamber sent for help to the famous healer,
Baalzebub, the ppd of Ekron, Elijah meets the miessenger,
with this command,
"Go, turn again to the king that soit you, sjid
say to him, Thus says Yahv/eh, Is it because
there is no God in Israel, that thou send est
to inauire of Baalzebub, the god of Ekron?
Therei^ore thou shalt not conie down from the
bed v/hither thou art gone up, but shalt surely
die."
Yahweh was indeed a jealous God. Moreover, Elijah claimed
for him "a unique divinity, such a divinity as could not
be attributed to Baal or any other rival deity".
Death to the Israelite betokened the end,
3
end Elijah was too great to diel Early ideas abound in the
1, Bewer, J. A,: 0^. cit . ^ p. 58
2 , Knud s on , i^,. , C , : Religious Teaching of the Old Testgment
,
3, Bewer, J. A.: Oj^. oJ^V. p".^
I•
c .
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account of his leaving earth - the prophetic majritle with its
magic powers, the whirlwind as the s^inbol of Yahweh's pres-
ence, the translation of an outstanding saint to heaven,
vdthout his going by v;ay of the grave or Sheol, Elijah and
Elisha were walking for the last time together:
"And Elisha said, I pray thee, let a double portion
of thy spirit be upon me, And it cajne to pass,
as the}' still went on, and talked, that, behold,
there appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of
fire, which parted them both asunder; and Elijah
went up by a ^lirlwind into heaven. And Elisha
saw it, ajid he cried, 'My father, my father, the
chariots of Israel and tfie horsemen thereof,' 1
Thus began El is ha 's ministry in Elijs>x's place, by divine
commission.
clared his steadfast purpose: "As Yahweh lives, wheit Yahweh
says to me, I will speak,
I saw Israel scattered upon the mountains,
as sheep that have no shepherd:
And Yahweh said, 'These have no ma.,ster, 2
]et them return ever}?" man to his house ir peace".
Most notable, however, is his defense of his oracle - in-
dependent as it is, and at variajice with that of the other
pirophets who have hem deceived:
"Therefore hear thou the word of Yahweh; I saw
Yahweh sitting' on His throne, and all the host
fall at Ram oth-Oi lead? /jid one said on this
manner^ and another said on that maniier. And
the spirit came forth and stood before Yahweh,
and said, I will entice him. And Yahweh said
to him. V/herewith? And He said, I will go forth,
and will be a lying spirit in the mouth of all
Micaiah, called before the kings, had de-
of hea.ven standi
Who shall entice
1. II Ki. 2:10-12
2. I Ki. 22:17
f
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his' prophets. And He said, Thou shalt entice
him,~8Jia shalt prevail also: go forth, and do
so. Now theref ore
,
behold, Yahweh has put a
lyin^r spirit in the mouth of all these thy
_
prophets; and Yahweh has spoken evii concerning
thee," 1
Dp Evidences froiri. J
.
In the first comprehensive history ever
written, the Yahwist, or J, set the history of Israel in the
2
frame-work of the world. His mood is that of the story-
teller, delightin_g in the human traits of his characters,
yet his purpose is religious throughout. In the recount-
ing of events from the creation until the monarchy was firm-
ly established under David, he must, for the first long
epochs, use legends v/oven by the poetic imagination of the
people. Nearer his o\m time, 850 B.C,, his narrative be-
com.es a source of reliable histor}''. But throughout, the
stories, current for generations and polished from much hand-
ling, yet bear the stamp of J's literary genius; better yet,
they glow with the light of the high and holy purpose which
joins them together, like pearls on a silken thread.
In the broad sweep of his story, interpreta-
tion keeps pace with tra^dition or history:
4
"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth."
It was a golden age; men were happy and care-free. Sorrow,
suffering and death, together with labor, came as the re-
sult of man's disobedience to Yahweh>s>^ Yet the divine
1. Bewer, J.A, : Op. cj.t.y p, 54
c.f. Ibid .
^ p. 69
•3. Ibid., p, 71
4. IJen.l:l
f
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favor might be gained by worthy sacrifice^ Abel's gift was
accepted, Gain's rejected on moral grounds. Yahweh v/arns
Cain: "If thou doest not v^ell, sin couches at the door".
In Cain's line murder and wickedness flourished, with the ad-
vance of civilization; in Seth's line religion arose when with
Enosh "men began to call upon the name of Yahweh". In time
derai-gods appeared in the earth, but they only illustrate
the crowing sinfulness v/hich impelled Yahweh to destroy all
mankind by deluge, saving only Noah and his family, in the
ark built at divine command.
After his deliverance, Noah offered burnt-
cf fer ings
,
"And Yahweh smelt the sweet savor, 3.nd Yahweh said
in his heart, 'I will not again curse the ground
any more for man's sake. While the earth rasiains,
seedtime and harvest, ajid cold and heat, and
summer end winter, and day ajid night shall not
cease." 3
^
Ham's shameful behavior toward his father
Noah next elicits Ncah's curse upon Canaan, son of Kam, to-
4
setber v/ith benedicti on s upon Shem and Japheth . The theme
of J's v/hole history nov/ emerges; the prograjn of the future
is set in the light of Noah's curse: Canaan is to become
subject to Shera (Israel) and to Japheth (Phil is ti a).
To Abraham, as father of the chosen race,
comes Yahweh's great call and promise: "Get thee out of thy
country... to the land that I will show thee, and I will make
T7""^^enT"5T7
2. Gen. 4:26
3. Bewer, J. A.: Or. cit .
^ p. 62 f.
Ref.: Gen. 8:^ f.
4. Page 87 of this paper
It
I
I
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1
df thee a great nation,** V/hen Abram reaches Shechem in the
land of Canaan, the promiBe of Yahweh becomes specific: "To
thy seed will I give this land".
Yet this was for the far distant future. A
kaleidoscope of the difficulties which rendered the promise
all but unf ilf i 1 le.bl e would present: famine, compelling Abrazn
to flee to Egj'-pt; Sarah's beauty tempting Pharoa^h; Abram
giving Lot his inh^^ritance in Canaan; Sarah's despair of
bearing a son; Hagar and Ishmael sent away; Bebekah's barren-
ness; Jacob fleeing from Esau; Joseph sold into Egypt; fam-
ine driving Jacob into Egypt; Israel in slavei^^
;
Moses, their
champion, fleeing into exile; Moses attacked by Yahweh in the
wilderness; appeal to Pharoah only increases their oppresr
sions; Pharoah in pursuit; desert-wanderings; reports from
Canaan that the Canaanites are giants, their cities forti-
fied; postponement of the conquest; extermination of Canaan-
ites attempted, v/ith only partial success. These ¥/ere the
sealing defeats v/hich attended the f ulf i 1 liTient of that prom.-
ise, 3'et each crisis had been crov/ned with deliverance by
Yahweh, Where the Canaanites had not been driven out they
were becoming 'subject to taskwork', and thus the great pre-
diction had been fulfilled: Canaan was Israel's slave. More-
over, the long Philistine oppression being ended, Japheth
H now dwelt in. his own portion of Canaan's soil, and David in
rulirg the nations fulfilled Jacob's blessing and Balaam's
3
oracle - the star out of Jacob had cornel
1. Gen, 12: If
2o Gen, 12:7
3. cf. Bewer, J, A,: Ojj.. cit . . p, 69

A distinctive feature of J's work is his quiet
reiriterpretati on of Ganaanite elements. This transforming
process is described by Bev/er, as follows:
"The ancient local sanctuaries of the Canaan ites
Y/ere not sacred to Israel because Baal h^ad lived
...there, but because Yahweh ha^d appeared there
to the ancestors, who thereupon ha^d built altars
the re... the sacred trees were not God's dwelling
place, but some v/ere planted by Abrara, and the
sacrea wells were dug by Isaac. The deity did not
live in them, as the'^'Canaanit es thought. 'yVhen
Yahi?/eh appeared to Abram at Hebron, He did not come
out of the tree; nor out of the 7/ell at Beerlaharoi
when he appeared to Hagar, The sacred pillars of
stone were not Bethels or houses of God, but memorial
or grave stones", 1
His fellow Hebrews may well be fired by J's
grand conception of Yahv^eh, v/ho , from heaven his dwelling
place, controls all the forces of nature and of history.
This moral God who demands righteousness, rewards faith and
kindness, innocence and unselfishness, and punishes wicked-
ness and oppression, not only in Israel but in the whole
earth, leaves no room for polytheism or mytholog}^. The
broad survey had in fact carried J beyond his ase but he
3
could not quite eliminate every non-Israelite trace nor
could he always portray the grand Creator consistently as
4
his anthropomorphisms show.
1. 0-Qf cit., p. 71 f
2 . Ibid ,
3. E.g, , In Eden, God jealously defeats man's hope of
im.irortal ity, cf. ancient Semitic belief, p. 63 c of this
paper; at Babel he fears that men united, will become
too powerful for himj at the river Jabbok, Jacob wrestles
v/ith God; at the v/ilo.erness Khan God attacks Moses to
kill him and is thwarted only by magic; in Eden the ser-
pent is no longer a deity yet uncanny more than mere ser-
ent; the marriage of angels v/ith human women producing
emi-gods as giants,
4. E.^,, In Eden, God walks in the garden; at Abram' s tent
God visits him and eats a meal.
Ic
c • .
1
Yet, to discover the level of religious think-
ing of J*s ovm da}'', we have only to search out the examples
of humaji weakness which he so frankly, often glefully, de-
picts; Abrajn secured Sarah's release from Pharoah by tell-
ing a lie, yet retained as a gift her price in flocks end
herds; Jacob obtained the birthright blessing of Isaac by
deceit, and he defrauded Laban of his cattle; Lot became
guilty of incest. Moreover, the finest religious convic-
tions found within J's record, omitted here, are now
attributed to the 7;ork of a later redactor. Yet, after all,
the worth of his undertalcing can scarcely be overestimated,
as marking a distirct advance in religious conceptions over
those of any preceding v/riter.
Inferences. frpm^.E. A century had pass-
ed since J*s remarkable history had appeared. It v/as a
centur}'" of disgraxeful practices in the Northern Kingdom,
following Jehu*s attempt to eradicate Baal-worship, To be
sure, the question of Yahweh's supremacy in Hebrew terri-
tory had been settled once for all, but Jehu's successors
had turned apostate, and moral degeneracy was again stalk-
ing through the land. Under these conditions, the Elohist,
or E, wrote his version of Hebrew history from Abraham to
the death of Saul, It reads as if a man of Elijah's
teiiper had decided to counteract certain fallacies in J*s
thinking, and to add a constructive message of his ovm,
1, E.g., Jacob's prayer at the Jabbok, Gen. 32:10-15
Intercession of Moses, Num. 14:11-24
Abram's plea for Sodom, Gen, 18:17 f.
Law-giving at Sinai, Ex, 19 f.

based on certain convictions: (1) the greatness and purity
of the Hebrew ancestors must be vindicated; (2) y/iilingness
to obey Yahweh to the uttermost is v/hat he desires most of
all; (3) Yahweh is testing Israel's fidelity to him - apostasy
will be punished by national calamity; (4) Israel was in-
tended as a theocracy, not a monarchy - the people have
sinned in asking for a king.
To E, Yahweh-wor sh ip began v/ith Moses, Abra-
ham/s fathers beyond the River had been idolaters. Abraham,
prophet though he v/as, worshiped SI. The full revelation
of God had been made to Moses, with whom alone he spoke
face to face, and to v/hom he revealed his name Yahweh.
Other special heroes who enjoyed Yahweh 's favor ajid accoiDr
plished his purposes are Jacob, Joseph, Miriam, Joshua,
the Judges, especially Gideon and Samuel.
^
Abrahajn's story is first rewritten, Sarah
is placed, not in Pharoah's harem, but in that of Abimelech,
king of Gerar, In a dream Yahv/eh warns Abimelech that Sarah
is Abram's wife, Abram explains that she is his half-sister,
Abimelech' s gift of flocks becomes simply 'a coverirg of the
eyes to all'. Abram becomes a prophet at v/hose intercession
Abimelech aJid his harem are healed. Later Abram, in sending
Hagar away, does so not at the request of Sarah, but at God's
direct comma.nd, and v/ith deep sorrow at parting 7/ith Ishmael,
providing bread and water for the journey. Jacob is next
exonerated. His trick of stealing the birth right -benedic-
tion is justified by Esau's having sold it him for a mess of
1. .Bewer, J.k.zQjg^. cit., 74 f.

pottage. Rachel's conception results not from eating man-
drakes, but as a token of divine favcr. Jacob becorries
but
wealthy, not by sharp pract ic eSj./by God's special blessing,
to V(fhich Leah and Rachel testify,
^
The sacrifice of Isaac is recorded by E only,
to impress two lessons: Yahv/eh does not reouire human sacri-
2
fic.es, as do other gods, and Yahweh accepts, as man*s best
offering, his willingness to obey, at whatever cost. This
second lesson receives fresh anphasis in Yahweh *s rejection
of Saul as king.
In the covenant at Shechem, expounded by
Joshua in his farewell address, E recounts an experience
lacking theophany, yet more solemn thajn that of Horeb-Sinai:
"Joshua said to the people: Ye cannot serve
Yahweh; for He is a holy God; He is a jealous
God; He will not forgive your transgressions
nor your sins. If ye forsake Yahweh, and
serve . foreign gods, then He will turn and do
you evil, and consume you, after that He has
done you good. And the people said to Joshua:
Nay, but we will serve Yahweh. And Joshua said
...Ye are witnesses against yourselves that
you have chosen you Yahweh, to serve Him..." 3
Yet Joshua and his generation were followed by another genera-
tion which forsook Yahweh, serving Baal axid the Ashteroth,
"And the anger of Yahweh v/as kindled against
Israel and He said ...I will not henceforth
drive out any from before them of the nations
that Joshua left. And they were left, to
prove Israel by them, to know v/hether t!:iey 4
would obey the commandments of Yahweh,.,or not."
1. Gen, 22:1 f,
2. Although this is presupposed in the ancient law
of Ex. ^22: 27
3. Josh. 24:19 f.
4. Judg. 2:20 f.
e n • —
Life diaong the Ganaanites henceforth constituted a test of
fidelity any apostasy from Yahweh v;ould incur national
calamity.
To J the monarchy had been divinely ordained;
to E it represented a succession of accessions and assassina-
tions attended by misrule, apostasy and overweening ambition,
so that the later century produced in its chief religious
writer a convinced theocrat, E undertakes to prove that
Yahweh, and no mortal man, is kine- of the Hebrev/s,
2
His review of the Judges - true representa-
tives of the divine King - brings into sharp contrast the
hero Gideon who refused the kingship and Abimelech v/ho as-
pired to it, was rebuked by his brother Jotham and died an
ignominious death. With preciseness he recounts the steps
whereby the monarchy was established. He pictures the child-
hood and work of Samuel; Israel's repeated demand thgt he
make them a king; his solemn warnings against it, their re-
jection of Yahweh and of him; his laying down the bheo-
G ratio office ^/ith a last warning, to mich God gave aj-jjlc.use
in thunder and lightning; the frightened people imploring
him to intercede for them; his promise to instruct them al-
ways in the right v7ay; his fulfillment of this promise when
the young king showed a disobedient spirit; his withdrawal
from oaul; the tragic end of Israel's first kirig, _ dark
premonition for later kings cannot but be inferred.
1, of, Bev/er, J, A,: On. cit
.
, x), 82
2. p. 82 f, ~
^
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E*s masterpiece - the story of Joseph - cor-
roborates a theme made familiar by J. Said Joseph, the vice-
roy to his brothers:
"Ye meant evil against me, but God meant it for
good, to bring to pas?;, as it is this day, to
save much people alive... God sent me before you
to preserve you a remnant in the earth, and to
save you alive by a great deliverance. So now
it was not vou tnat sent me hither but God," 2
In this, S is thinking of Yahweh*s care for
an individual, as Y/ell as that of a tribe. The personal
note is found again in the sacrifice of Isaac, his finest
story. Individual responsibility to God, however, is a
theme yet to be developed.
S shows a versatility foreign to Elij.ah, even
unknown to J. Vifith fine feeling, and sympathy near to tears,
he pictures Abraham sending Hagar and Ishmael av/ay, and offer-
ing Isaac on the altar. Again, he makes judicious use of
keen irony and humor in his thrusts at household gods and
molten images. Rachel had stolen her father* s teraphim, and
kept them concealed by a clever rase which, as E relates it,
must provoke laughter sjid derision of the gods thus protect-
ed. It matters little tha.t Rachel proves a thief and a
liar; E*s face is set against idolatry in all its forms. Had
he not known the farce of worship ascribed to Yaiiweh yet
given to the golden bulls at Bethel and Dan? His grand
1. Bewer, J. A.: 0^. c i t
. ^
p. 76
2. Gen. 45:5 f.
iI.
1
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^opportunity comes while recalli'og Aaron's defenye of his
fi!:olden calf: "Thev pave me their gold, and I cast it into
the fire and there csme out this calf". Picture the calf,
coming out all by itself, and laugh with E] Nor could amy
such idol be really less ludicrous as a symbol of Yahv/ehl
To E as to J, sacred pillars, posts and trees
v/ere only memorials, God dwelt in heaven in sublime majesty
more ranote and transcendent than in J's conception, reveal-
ing himself no longer in person. Yet he v/as veiled in the
pillar of cloud and of fire, symbolized by the Ark,
represented by angels, and he imparted the knowledge of his
will through dreams and visions, sometimes through magic,
S lacks J*s thoughts of world -vis ion, and of the divine-
ness of the natural. To him God*s interest is confined to
3
Israel v/hen he manifests himself in "special providences",
E. is therefore more friendly to the priesthood, to sacri-
fice and to ritual. He exalts the prophetic utterances of
Abraham, Hoses, iiliri9jn, the seventy Elders and Samuel.
"The ideal of E is voiced by Moses:
"V/ould that all Yahweh's people were prophets
that Yahweh v/ould put his spirit upon them." 4
F. Rise of a New Qreative Mov ement in Prophe cy
While in the Northern Kingdom E had been
editing his history, ilmos , a second Elijah, Rechabite in
1. Ex. 32:24
2. E.g., Jacob's dream and vow. Gen. 28:11,12,17,20-22
3. Sarah delivered from Abimelech's harem, Gen, 20
4. Bewev, J. A,: 0^, c i t . . p. 80

1
spirit, ha,d been pruning fig-trees and herding flocks in the
wilderness south of Jerusalem, sometimes journeying into the
north country to sell animaJs or wool. A keen observer and
a clear thinker, deeply religious, he had gone home to brood
over the scenes of luxury, the cries from the oppressed in
social circles and si court, the divorce from morality which
2
Yahweh-wor ship revealed in the high places of Baal, and v/ith-
3
al , over the shamelessness and arrogance of the offenders.
At length he appeared, suddenly, before a harvest festival
in Bethel, chanting the funeral song of Israe'l:
"The virgin of Israel is fallen,
she shall no more rise,
Prostrate she lies on the ground
none raises her up," 4
A most startling and absurd announcement follov/s: Yahweh is
about to deal the death-blow to his people - Yahweh, whose
very existence, in popular thought, is completely bound up
with that of his people. Absurd too, is the thought of
calamity in this time of great national prosperity. Yet
Amos' message on that day in Bethel is a classic, in the
truth presented, marking the rise of a movenent that in-
augurated a new epoch in the development of the idea of God.
To be sure, Amos did not consider his message
new. His ponderings had brought forth dark presentiments
and frightful visions of destruction for Israel, together
1. cf. Robinson, H.W.: "Ajuos", Abingdon Gom.-.en tarv
, v^, 775
2. cf. Ibid., p. 776
^
^
3. cf. lewer, J. A.: On. cit., n, 88
4. Ibid., n. 87 '
^
5. Ibid,.
^

with the voice of Yahv/eh saying:
"I am setting a plumb-line in the midst of my
people Israel; I will not again pardon them
any more: the end is come upon my people
Israel; I will smite the capitals (at the
sanctuary), and I will kill with a crash all
of them;''Bjid I will slay the last of them mth
the sword,,, I will set mine eyes upon them for
evil, and not for good." 1
i\iios could no longer refrain from sounding their doom and
calling them to repentance:
"Seek good, ajid not evil, that ye may live.,.
Hate the evil and love the good, and establish
iustice in t'-e gate: it m^x h^that Jehovah,
fee God of hosts, will be gracious unto the
remnant of Josepn, . .Thus saith Yahweh *I hate,
I despise your feasts...! will not accept your
burnt-offerings, your meat-offerings, nor the
peace-offerings or };our fat beasts. Take thou
away from me the noise of thy songs,,. But let
justice roll down as waters, and ri^teousness
as a mighty stream'** 2
Today ?/e call Amos the prophet of social
justice, the herald of a God of ri^ teousne ss, a mono-
theist in all but name. Why did he not recognize the for-
ward step he was takiiig?
In imos ' thought, Yahv/eh had been the guardian
of the simple ethic in the desert; the new conditions in
Canaan had not altered this function of his. In planning
their destruction now he assigns no new reasons. He dansnds
the right relation of man to man as the begin.aing of a
3
right relation to himself, as he had done from time im-
memorial. He demands purity of worship, as knov/n to Israel
1, Amos 7:7; 8:2; 9:1-4
2, Amos 5:14, 15, 21, 22, 24
3, Robinson, H,¥, : Amos . p, 775
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since the pestilence at Baal-pGor, He is a Ood able to en-
1
force his demands by the events of history, as Israel had
often experienced. Nor could Amos know that in his own keen
thinking, Yahv/eh's personality, his omnipotence, his omni-
presence, his own omniscience, his mercy and his ri^rhteous-
' 2
ness had been revealed with a claarness not before knovm to
man.
It was given to Amos to usher in "the supreme
gift of Israel to the world". For with passion and power
he and his successors for centuries devoted themselves to
the realization of their lofty conceptions of God so that
they have contributed more than any other group of men to
3
the permanent moralization and sp iritual izati on of religion.
1, Robinson, H.W, : ci
t
. . td, 775
2, Ibid . . TD. 776
3, cf , Knuclson, A.G,: Beacon L i ghts of P rophecy
, p. 1

COMPREHENSIVE SUlOl/xRY

COMPREHENSIVE Sm\/3:ARY
Chapter I states the problem - Israel's quest
for God - and the method of investigating it. From at first
finding this quest a universal one, the underlyiijg identity
of thought in the Orient is recognized. By Israel's depart-
ure from her Semitic inheritance she developed genius by
which to give the world its first positive religion - the
faith which later crystallized into Judaism. Her one God,
called Yahweh, became the luminous central figure ir her
rel igion.
Inquirers of today ask; Why did Israel set
herself apart? The cpn tent of her God-consci ou. sne ss made
separation inevitable. Again, by what process did her con-
ceptions develop? Reasons for belief in God are involved in
these modern questions.
Under method of investigation, the sources,
historical and tradit iorial , are questioned. The Old Testament
and the primitive music, drajna and ritual of the people furnish
evidence. A genius for religion is found to emerge. God, in
her thought, dominates history; her struggle is to gain spirit-
ual values. Archaeology furnishes literary fragnents and
scientific research separates originals and redactions. Two
great documents only were written within the period, and
these are studied, together vdth lesser writings. Conceptions
in general include the conviction that God is a personal and
living power, whose self-revelation becomes discover}" as m-3Ji
grasps it. In particular spirit worship, or anthropomorphic
polytheism, raonolatry, monotheism and early prophetism come
(172)

withiri tb T 8 paper, to be viewed critically. The method of
treating conceptions includes a study of analogies of beliefs
ccrrjnon to Israel's ancestors and neighbors. Spirit 7/orship
in Israel can be conjectured by hypothesis only. Under MOses
the sole worship of Yahweh appeared, v/ith allegiance to him
making the bond of union among the people. Syncretism with
Baal-Vv'or ship in Canaan polluted Yahweh-v/or ship-; monolatr}^
v/as recovered, and monotheism evolved v/ith the demand that
Mosaic principles be renewed. Preliterary prophets, by
extolling Yahv/eh's personal divine attributes, inspired the
thought of seeking God to do his will.
The Outline Survey of sources shows a chrono-
logical arrarigement of folk-lore and tradition to IGOO B.C.,
a.nd of poems and narra.tives from 1000 to 750 B.C.
Chapter II presents the background of
religions older than that of Israel, who shared in subjective
thinking to greater purpose thgjn her kindred. The. Hebrews
by their fresh and virile conceptions of God became the
greatest social reformers of ancient history. However,
certain general features within the Semitic field have found
expression in Israel, Her heritage is therefore investigated.
Motives in religion, of which self-preserva-
tion comes first, lead to placating'powers * or making then
serve the worshiper in response to rites, offerings and
prayers. Spirits or souls inhabiting men, trees or rocks
require food, drink, and utensils. Neglected spirits become
malignant, while ancestral spirits may become clan gods. In
the resulting anthropomorphic process, animism, exorcism,
0
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witchcraft and fetishism develop. Friendships are cultivated
with animals as souls, and the totem appears. In general,
religion per suades but magic coerces spirits, llagic is some-
times sjonbolized into rites, or infallibly effective religious
acts may relapse into magic. White magic of self-protection
includes the productive or fertility magic of nomad life, from
which sprang sanctuary prostitution or the cultic 'sacred
marriage' of later farm and city life.
From hordes of spirits gods emerged - gradually
becoming more human, and therefore moreJ . Worship ajid myth,
developed to a certain stage, then lacking progressive idealism,
stagnated. The next development was to establish a hierarchy
of Semitic deities to serve political ends.
By contrast, the Hebrews, under the leadership
of Moses, were delivered from bondage by a unique God, and
Israel's independent religion sprang up, overcoming the weak-
ness of heathenism., by its ability to separate the ethical
motives of religion from their source in nature -v/or ship.
Tribal and national religious institutions in-
es
elude Clan -organizations v/ith mot he r-goddess/and father-gods,
When feuds sprang up between clans, the clan gods decreed
religious exclusiveness . On the other hand, social and
political unity of neighboring clans brought about religious
syncretism. Clan gods were in all cases considered proprietors
of the land occupied by their clans.
Rites and ceremonies were developed, and used
to gain or recover favor of divine powers, or to ward off
evil, while fertility magic linked together reproductive
c
processes in all nature. Prayer and praise v/er^; first used
as charms potent over the gods. Petition with offerirgs,
sacrifices of firstlings, circumcision and tabu represent
persuasive measures, or perhaps fear of occult force v/hile
the building of altars and sanctuaries shows further desire to
realize the presence of deity.
The office of holy persons included diviners
or nature-interpreters, seers of psychic conditions, and sages.
From these three orders, priests, prophets and magicians or
medicine men developed.
As national deities the superhuman personality
of father-god as Baal, mother-goddess as Ashtarte and king-
god v/as extolled; their v/orshipers being considered their
physical offspring. The father-god inspired reverence and
loyalty; the king-god was expected to give help against
enemies, counsel by oracle, and justice in hard cases.
The Babylonian Pantheon of patron deities,
sun god, moon god and many lesser gods held sway for centuries
despite some leanings toward monotheism. Worship was chiefly
given to Marduk, Nabu, Sin, Shamash and Ishtar,
The Canaanite Pantheon comprised her baalim,
as nature gods, her gods of the inner consciousness, revealed
in emotional states, gods of the events of life, who owned
men, and spirits of the dead.
Sources in Ancient Literature in Egypt and
Assyria disclose the material foundation upon which Semitic
religion arose. From Babylon too come r^nr. >-r^c> c;-^ owing the
low moral tone of gods and goddesses in activities of world-
9c
creation and deluge, the perfidy causirig the fall of man,
their jealousy of human beings which deprives mexi of iirjnor-
tality. They may go to Shecl v/here deeds are v/eighed and
justice meted out, and from ^tiich only Ishtar has been able
to re tu rn-.
Social and "Religious Ideals include the
Babylonian Sabbath as a day of prohibitions for all except
Marduk and Zarpanit; prophecies of a great deliverer,
prophetic visions of victory in war; a social conscience as
shown in the experiences of an eloquent p^assrit, and the
admonitions of an Egyptian sage V/ho longs for an ideal king
to retrieve the ruin in his land, recalling the current
belief that the king was son and viceroy of the gods.
Religious Practice in Canaan compels recog-
nition of ethical elements in their faith in their highest
god, and vd thin their political institutions, which brought
about practical and social benefits as loyalty to the king
and to the gods ¥/as identical within their group. Kov/ever
there v/as no tolerance to\mrd outsiders.
In Chapter III the conceptions of God in Isra-
el are traced from the oldest yet found to 1000 B.C. The
sources in her literature are first reviewed, to discover
the ideas of God as set forth in war ai'id march songs,
proverbs and fables, prophetic blessings and oracles and
early poems of the monarchy which became the nuclei of later
1 iterature.
Yahweh is to be highly exalted because of his
power to overthrow and scatter his enemies. His presence may
€
be enshrined iri the tables of stone wlthir. the Ark, or he
may be spirit only, hovering over its cover, yet the very
Presence of their Champion attends them either to win
victories or by defeat to punish them for disobedience. Old
Semitic deities in water, and in sun and moon next find
recoepi tion, but Deborah's cng raa.rks the begirinir^ of an
unmistakable conviction that Yahweh is sole giver of
theophahy, victory to the faithful and curse to the in-
different among his people. Yet even here "the stars fought
against Sisera". Approval next rests upon personal charac-
ter as found in David, and in the sacred person of Yahweh* s
anointed king, faulty thou^ he be, while unworthy am.bition,
impurity, and unfilial conduct are accursed. Yahv/eh grants
blessings of prosperity to hi? beloved ones, as Joseph. His
supremacy and beneficence elicit praise even from the seer
Balaam whose god is at war with Yahweh. The divine destiny
of Yahweh' s king is next heralded in songs concerning David
and by David.
Religious practices of the time begin with a
resume of that El-wcrship v/hich acknowledges God as a person
who supplements the nature-god. Yahweh, next introduced by
Moses, delivers the Hebrews from Egyptian bondage and enters
into covenant-relations with them showing at once hie morality,
his power, and his transcendence over the limits of other
gods, Moses appears in the full glow of a new consciousness
of God's presence and commission and the Hebre?/ struggles to
find words to express the great experience, the splendor of
their God, and the wonder of their relationship to him. Thus
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to the more thoughtful amon^ them the task for lorir; genera-
tions to cone set.
In wilderness 1 if e Moses impressed upon them
a ver)' practical religion. They must present a united front
against future foes. By religious rites and by his personal
ideals and achievements he built up national consciousness
v/ithin them, giving them a nucleus of law and a legacy of
religion which combined two aspects: a nature-deity v/orship
which became popular, and a moral passion for a great moral
C-od which challenged the higher nature of his follov/ers,
therefore appeeJing to the few only.
Life in Canaan, with its dependence upon
the propri etor-*gods of the land, intermarriage with Ganaan-
ites, and the further temptation of prosperity put to rigid
tests the principles of Moses, and the popular aspect of his
religion opened the way to syncretism of Yahweh with Baal,
The moral qualities within Israel's religion seemed less
and less important,
Samuel as seer renews Moses' teachings of
the higher order, giving religious interpretation for his
day, convicting the people that sin had caused the capture
of the Ark by the Philistine enemy, that obedience pleases
God better than does sacrifice, that Yahweh withdraws even
kingly prerogatives from those who neglect their duty to him,
Samuel encouraged ecstatic prophecy, giving fresh impetus
to the movem.ent, David as en exile from Yahweh' s territory
m^ourns the separa.tion from his God; as king he forearms
c;
I
himself for battle by oracular consultation or tree-
divinaticn. Yahweh's three- year curse of famine he reni:ved
by sla3'ing the sons of Saul, thereby satisfying Yahweh's
anger over a broken covenant.
Chapter 17. The religious ideas of the period
from 1000 to 750 are drawn from sources in sor|^ of David and
ool omon, prophetic blessings ^nd oracles, and covenants,
together with prophetic literature, evidences from J,
inf erences from E, and the inspiration of Amos. David re-
joices in the crushing of his foes, and he sings exultant l}*"
of the covenant between his house and Yahweh. The Song of
Hanna.h next exalts the divine giver of her son Samuel,
while the Blessing of Moses exults in the prosperity of the
tribes as established in Ganaari. The parable of Nathan re-
calls Israel's king, even David, to the moral demands of
the Ood he has dishonored. David admits his guilt, and
repents, Sheba's battle-cry twice asserts the principle
that under Yahv/eh, ail men are brothers.
In the Code of the Covenant and in the J
Decalogue Israel registers the gradua.1 development of rules
concerning the worship of Yahweh.
In popular practice the rcyal leaders in
both kingdoms prove, for the m.ost part, unworthy of their
high privileges, vihile the problem of s^/ncretism assumes
greater gjid greater proportions. To be sure, Solomon built
a magnificent Temple to Yahweh, but his international
marriages brought in foreign gods to complicate the problon
already becoming acute, David hisd often failed to understand
I1
Yahweh*s attitudes, ejid Solomon's boyhood had evidently
lacked constructive religious instruction. Once on the
throne, Solomon divorced the people's love for him and the
uod he outv/ardly represented, by oppressions incident to
bu i Id ing a gr eat ma. t e ri al c i v i 1 iz ati on •
The Dynasty of Omri continued the fsttal
policy of introducing foreign gods, Baal-Mel kart and
Ashtarte of Tyre finding their Y/ay into both kingdoms. Re-
form v/as sporadic, and the end of the period finds both
centers of Yahweh-v/orsh ip - at Jerusa,lan and at Bethel -
hopelessly lacking in effective ministry.
The populace had welcomed the establishment
of the monarchy as a victory for Yahweh , who thereby a^^uhied
proprietorship of the Land, But popular religious practices,
including ^-i.s they did, great festivals and sacrifices of
Ganabi-ai tish origin, had resulted in virtually changing
Yahweh to Baal, Only his name remained, to recall the
lofty ideals which it had formerly embodied.
But clasB-consciousness was gro?/ing and
Israel's populace was the more ready for the fiery denuncia-
tions of Tyriaji Baal-worship by SliigJi, From tlie "Israel
beyond Jordan", representing Rechabite and Nazirite senti-
ment, in time came the real leadership which again enthroned
Yahweh, Sliiah taught that Yah?/eh alone is to be worshiped
in Israel, Further he proved that no other god has pov/er
in Yahweh's territory, thus passing beyond Moses. "Slisha
instigated the slaughter of Baal-worshipers by Jehu. I^icaiah,
in declaring that the apostasizing king will fall in battle.
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becomes the first of the fearless proc lairnsrs of vision by
which Yahweh reveals his secrets.
Evidences from J and E. The history written
hy J, presents the Hebrew version of the creation, the
of man, and the delude. In his record Noah's curse becomes
pivota]: Canaan is to become subject to Israel and Philistia#
The fulfillment of this prophecy, in spite of seaningly un-
surmountable difficulties, is J's story. Concept ia:is of God
are anthropomorphic, yet he contributes to advancing thought
by picturing Yahv/eh in control of all the forces of nature
and of history, a God demanding ri^teousness and justice
throughout the whole earth,
S. The record of S serves as a corrective,
written a century later. Thought had been growing, and the
sins of the ancestors as recorded by J are now explained.
The monarchy, on the other hand, proves to have been wrong
from the beginning. Yahweh, and no mortal man, is king of
the Hebrews. God*s over-ruling care, bringing blessing out
of suffering, is illustrated by the stor/ of Joseph, His
interests are confined to Israel, to whom he reveals himself
through dreams and visions. Prophecy becomes an instrument
of the greatest worth to Yahweh and to man.
The rise of the new prophetic movement came
v/ith Amos, who declares for social justice and the ethical
religion knov/n to Israel's desert life. Yahv/eh is able to
enforce his demejids and this must spell destruchion for the
Northern Kingdom unless repentance comes soon.
0f
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In conclusion, the idea of God held at this
time by Amos, was tha^t of ethical end spiritual monotheism.
It remained to his successors to explore and expound the vast
potentialities of this ideal, just as the previous pro-
gressive ideals have been won whenever men, becoming thought-
ful and consequently more spiritually minded, have found
surer meajis of communion with the Divine, and have inter-
preted their convictions thus won in terms of life. For
then, as now, God lets._himR8 If .be^found.
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